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LOS ALAMOS WASTE MANAGEMENT COST ESTIMATION MODEL 
Final Report: Documentation of Waste Management Process, Development of Cost 

Estimation Model, and Model Reference Manual 

Lola M. Matysiak and Michelle L. Bums 

ABSTRACT 

This final report completes the Los Alamos Waste Management Cost 
Estimation Project, and includes the documentation of the waste 
management processes at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) for 
hazardous, mixed, low-level radioactive solid and transuranic waste, 
development of the cost estimation model and a user reference manual. 
The ultimate goal of this effort was to develop an estimate of the life cycle 
costs for the aforementioned waste types. The Cost Estimation Model is a 
tool that can be used to calculate the costs of waste management at LANL 
for the aforementioned waste types, under several different scenarios. 

Each waste category at LANL is managed in a separate fashion, according 
to Department of Energy requirements and state and federal regulations. 
The cost of the waste management process for each waste category has not 
previously been well documented. In particular, the costs associated with 
the handling, treatment and storage of the waste have not been well 
understood. It is anticipated that greater knowledge of these costs will 
encourage waste generators at the Laboratory to apply waste minimization 
techniques to current operations. Expected benefits of waste minimization 
are a reduction in waste volume, decrease in liability and lower waste 
management costs. 
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Part I: Introduction 

1 .O Introduction 

Four categories of waste generated at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) are 
hazardous waste (HW), mixed waste (MW) ,  low-level radioactive solid waste (LLW) and 
transuranic waste (TRU). The following is a description of each type of waste: 1 

Hazardous Waste. A waste that exhibits the characteristics of a HW as defined 
in 40 CFR (Code of Federal Regulations) Part 261, Subpart C or is listed under 40 
CFR Part 261, Subpart D and is regulated under the Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act (RCRA). 

Mixed Waste. Waste containing both radioactive and hazardous components as 
defined by the Atomic Energy Act and RCRA, respectively. This includes 
naturally-occurring and accelerator-produced radioactive materials (NARMs) that 
exhibit a characteristic of HW and source, special nuclear, and/or by-product 
material that are considered waste and contain components that are considered 
waste and contain components that are HW regulated under RCRA. 

Low-Level Radioactive Solid Waste. Solid waste that contains radioactivity 
and is not classified as high-level waste, TRU, spent nuclear fuel, or tailings from 
the milling of uranium or thorium ore [referred to as 1 le(2) by-product material in 
Department of Energy (DOE) Order 5820.2AI. Low-level waste may include test 
specimens of fissionable material irradiated for research and development only, 
and not for the production of power or plutonium, provided that the concentration 
of transuranic radionuclides is less than 100 nCi/g. 

Transuranic Waste. Waste containing alpha-emitting transuranium 
radionuclides with half-lives exceeding 20 years at concentrations greater than 
100 nCi/g of waste. 

Each waste category at LANL is managed in a separate fashion, according to DOE 
requirements and state and federal regulations. The cost of the waste management 
process for each waste category has not previously been well documented. In particular, 
the costs associated with the handling, treatment and storage of the waste have not been 
well understood. The ultimate goal of the Los Alamos Waste Management Cost 
Estimation Project was to develop an estimate of these life cycle costs. This goal was 
accomplished through the development of a cost estimation model that can be used to 
evaluate several different waste management scenarios. It is anticipated that greater 
knowledge of these costs will encourage waste generators at the Laboratory to apply 
waste minimization techniques to current operations. Expected benefits of waste 
minimization are a reduction in waste volume, decrease in liability and lower waste 
management costs. 

The first step in estimating costs of waste management processes at LANL for HW, M W ,  
LLW and TRU was to carefully document every step in each individual waste 
management process. This documentation then provided the foundation on which to 
create a cost estimation model. 



1.1 Purpose of Report 

The purpose of this final report is to offer complete and accurate documentation of these 
waste management processes, including a listing of materials, capital equipment and 
labor required; to explain the development of the cost estimation model; and to provide a 
reference manual that will include instructions on how to use the model and directions for 
the future maintenance of the model. 

The management of each of these four waste categories at LANL is a very complex 
process that involves many different groups within the Laboratory. The following groups 
perform supporting roles to both the Waste Management Group at LANL, EM-7, and 
waste generators: CLS- 1, Analytical Chemistry; EM-8, Environmental Protection; EM-9, 
Health and Environmental Chemistry; HS- 1, Health Physics Operations; HS-3, Risk 
Management Support; HS-4, Health Physics Measurements; HS-5, Industrial Hygiene; 
MAT-2, Property and Transportation Management; MAT- 14, Supply and Distribution; 
and NMT-4, Nuclear Materials Measurement and Accountability. See Fig. 1 for a 
schematic representation of how these groups support EM-7 and waste generators. 

In addition, there is added variation within each waste category that is dependent on 
waste type, packaging requirements, degree of toxicity and/or radioactivity of the waste, 
regulatory requirements, volume and disposal method. For example, LLW that is 
contaminated with tritium requires additional packaging (i.e., packaging with a special 
absorbent material, such as asphalt-saturated vermiculite). 

1.2 Waste Management at LANL 

EM-7 is the official waste management group at LANL and ensures that all waste 
generated at the Laboratory is properly packaged, stored, treated, transported, disposed 
and documented. Although EM-7 handles the ultimate disposition of waste generated at 
LANL, it does not hold title to any waste that it does not generate. EM-7 is composed of 
the following four sections: Liquid Waste, Radioactive Waste, Chemical and Mixed 
Waste Operations and Technical Support. There are two program offices, 
Decontamination and Decommissioning and Safety Committee/Compliance. In addition, 
there is a Quarterly Safety Committee and a TRU Certification Team. 

Since the early 1970s, EM-7 operated on a combination of direct and indirect funding for 
liquid waste operations and direct funding for solid waste operations. Direct funding 
comes from the Environmental Management (EM) Program of the DOE. The FY 1993 
budget of EM-7 is approximately $65 million. 
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Figure 1. Waste Management Interaction Between Groups at LANL 

Today, waste management costs are borne by both the generators of waste and EM-7. 
After waste has been generated and characterized, it is transferred to EM-7 for treatment, 
disposal or storage. However, as mentioned previously, the title to the waste always 
remains with the waste generator, and, thus, so does the liability associated with the 
waste. It is therefore very important for all wastes to be properly characterized and 
packaged by the original waste generator. See Fig. 2 for a schematic representation of 
the life cycle stages of waste that will be referred to throughout this report. The curved 
lines on the side of the figure indicate which life cycle stages are the financial 
responsibility of the waste generator and/or EM-7. There is some overlap, particularly in 
characterization and packaging, due to the variable nature of the wastes and individual 
circumstances (for example, either the generator or EM-7 can repackage waste). 

In order to facilitate interaction between waste generators and EM-7, the Waste 
Management Coordinator (WMC) program was begun in late spring of 1989. The WMC 
is an employee of the waste generating organization and is appointed by line management 
to serve this function. The purpose of the WMC is to act as a liaison between EM-7 and 
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each waste generator in a group or, sometimes, division. Specific duties of the WMC 
include the control of keys to assigned radioactive waste dumpsters, review and signature 
of all required waste-related documentation and the responsibility to ensure that all waste 
generators under their authority are aware of the proper procedures for disposal and 
storage of waste. They are also responsible for the resolution of any nonconformances in 
waste shipments and documentation with the appropriate waste-generating personnel. 

1.3 Waste Management Regulations 

The waste management process has changed greatly at LANL over the past 50 years 
because of new and increasingly stringent regulations. In early years of waste 
management at LANL, solid wastes were placed in pits or shafts and buried underground, 
with minimal effort to characterize, package or carefully document the waste. At the 
time, such practices were in full compliance with existing regulations. However, this 
type of practice is no longer acceptable. Today, all waste must be properly characterized, 
packaged, stored, treated, transported, disposed and documented. Future regulations may 
even require that wastes from this previous era, the so-called "legacy" waste, be 
remediated and disposed of according to today's regulations. Throughout the years, 
LANL has found that the liabilities associated with hazardous and radioactive waste 
generation have been increasing. Therefore, it is critical that all wastes be managed 
properly and in accordance with all orders of the DOE and state and federal regulations. 

Today, the process of waste management at LANL is complex and continually 
changing. The Laboratory must comply with numerous regulations of the state 
and federal agencies, such as DOE; Department of Transportation (DOT); 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA); and the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA). Some of these regulations are as follows: RCRA, both state 
and federal; Toxic Substances Control Act; New Mexico Hazardous Waste Management 
Regulations (NMHWMR) 5 and 6, including asbestos regulations; DOE Orders 5400.1, 
5400.3,5480.4,5280.2A; Hazardous Substances Waste Act; and the National Pollutant 
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) regulations. To facilitate compliance with these 
regulations, LANL has developed a set of Administrative Requirements (AR 10 series) 
that contain guidelines on how to manage waste at the Laboratory. 

These regulations are continuously updated and revised according to technological 
improvements, increased understanding of the effects of toxicity and radioactivity, 
development of better monitoring and treatment processes, etc. For each waste category, 
the Laboratory is required to prepare Waste Certification Program Plans that document 
current procedures for waste management to ensure that there is compliance with every 
applicable regulation. These Waste Certification Program Plans contain a list of Waste 
Acceptance Criteria (WAC) that describe in detail the criteria that govern the 
acceptability of waste. Waste generators can use these plans as a guidance document to 
comply with this array of regulatory requirements. 
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Figure 2. Life Cycle of Waste at LANL 

LANL was issued a RCRA permit from the state of New Mexico on November 8, 1989. 
This RCRA permit allows LANL to generate solid HW in the course of its operations. 
Although the permit is valid for a ten-year period from the date of issue, it must 
continuously be modified as LANL operations and procedures change. For example, if a 
new waste stream is generated, the RCRA permit must reflect this addition. Similarly, if 
there are significant changes in waste generation rates, the permit must be modified to 
show how such an increase will affect current operations. 

1.4 Process of Waste Management 

The waste management process at LANL involves a series of steps that ensure that waste 
is properly characterized, packaged, transported, stored and disposed. For each of the 



four waste categories discussed in this report, the process begins when the waste is 
generated and concludes once the waste has reached its final disposition, whether that is 
treatment, disposal or storage, continuing with proper waste documentation and indefinite 
record keeping. In some instances, if a waste that is particularly harmful must be 
transported, a road closure is required. The road closure is used as a preventive measure 
to avoid contact between the waste and civilians. In a road closure, the waste is carefully 
guarded during transport. 

Each of the four waste categories addressed in this study are managed in a slightly 
different way. HW is sent to off-site treatment facilities to be treated and/or disposed. 
MW is placed into intermediate storage at TA-54, Area L, until appropriate treatments are 
developed to handle the diverse nature of the waste. For a schematic representation of the 
management of HW and M W ,  see Fig. 3. LLW is disposed of at TA-54, Area G (except 
for uranium chips and turnings, which are stored at TA-54, Area L). TRU is placed into 
intermediate storage at TA-54, Area G and will remain there until the Waste Isolation 
Pilot Plant (WIPP) is opened. For a schematic representation of the management of LLW 
and TRU, see Fig. 4. 

WIPP, located in southern New Mexico, has been designated as the future repository for 
TRU that have been generated from Defense Programs.2 WIPP has been under 
development for the past decade and is anticipated to open toward the end of this decade. 
The WIPP repository will only accept waste that is certified according to WAC that are 
currently being developed by DOE. Wastes stored at WIPP will be considered 
permanently disposed and will not be intended for retrieval. 

2Since many TRU also contain some chemicals, WIPP may eventually accept TRU-mixed wastes. WIPP will never 
accept low- or high-level radioactive, chemical or low-level mixed wastes or any TRU waste from nondefense or 
commercial sources. 
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1.5 Background for Cost Estimation 

In order to obtain an accurate estimate of current waste management costs, it is necessary 
to examine the following cost categories: 

Characterization 
Primary packaging 
Temporary storage 
On-site transportation 
Repackaging 
Sampling and monitoring 
Intermediate storage 
Off-site transportation, treatment and disposal 
Data management 
Hidden costs 
Contingency costs 

There are two types of costs that will be considered within each of the aforementioned 
categories: direct and indirect costs. It is important to make this distinction because 
direct costs depend on the volume and/or type of waste generated, while indirect costs are 
incurred regardless of waste type and volume. An example of a direct cost is waste 
packaging, such as a steel drum lined with lead shielding. This cost of packaging is 
dependent on the volume of waste generated (i.e., whether to use a 14-gal. versus 55-gal. 
drum and how much lead shielding is required). An example of an indirect cost of waste 
management is annual training requirements for EM-7 employees. Annual training costs 
will be incurred independently of how much waste is generated. 

In order to obtain the greatest accuracy in the final cost estimation, a bottom-up approach 
was used to gather data for direct costs used in the model. The bottom-up approach is a 
specific and detailed method that relies, in this case, on cost data obtained directly from 
waste generators, EM-7 and groups that support EM-7's daily waste management 
operations through interviews, both in person and by telephone. To obtain the indirect 
costs in the model, gross budgetary data were used in conjunction with gross annual 
volume data. Unfortunately, the tremendous complexities of these budgetary documents 
do not portray a very accurate picture of the indirect costs of waste generation. However, 
they do provide a ballpark estimate that is useful here. 

A process simulation model has been developed for each waste management process and 
it provides the capability to use sensitivity analyses to evaluate different scenarios, such 
as the effect of increased waste generation rates on the total cost of waste management. 
This model also provides the ability to evaluate potential waste management scenarios as 
well, such as the opening of WIPP. 

3The gross budgetary data were obtained from the Task Description Documents (TDDs) that are used by EM-7 to track 
the budget. All TDDs were included in this effort, except TDD 4138, Continuity of Operations. This TDD is mostly 
devoted to labor costs and was excluded so as not to double count the labor costs that were included in the direct costs. 
In addition, those TDD items that duplicated items already accounted for by the model were also excluded on a case- 
bycase basis. 
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1.6 Outline of Report 

This report is divided into five parts: Introduction, Documentation of Waste 
Management Processes, Development of Cost Estimation Model, Model Reference 
Manual and Conclusion. 
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Part 11: Documentation of Waste Management Processes 

The following five sections of Part I1 contain detailed information regarding each 
individuaI waste management process, including the various groups that are involved in 
waste management and future treatment technologies. This information was compiled 
from the personal and telephone interviews that were conducted during the initial phase 
of this project. The order of the sections is HW, M W ,  LLW, TRU and additional 
information. This is followed by a discussion of direct and indirect waste management 
costs and how future developments in facility construction and technology improvement 
will potentially impact anticipated storage capacity. There is also a discussion of the role 
that contingency and hidden costs play in developing a more accurate estimate of waste 
management costs. 

2.0 Hazardous Waste4 

HW is regulated by the RCRA, 40 CFR Parts 260-270 and the New Mexico Hazardous 
Waste Management Regulation (NMHWMR) 5,  Part 111. 

HW is managed by the Chemical and Mixed Waste Operations (CMWO) Section of EM- 
7 at LANL. HW is defined according to RCRA as either a listed or characteristic waste. 
A listed waste can fall under one of the following four categories found in 40 CFR 261: 
nonindustry specific source waste; industry-specific source waste; discarded commercial 
chemical products; and acutely hazardous discarded commercial chemical products. A 
characteristic waste is either toxic, e.g., arsenic; reactive, e.g., nitroglycerin; corrosive, 
e.g., acetic acid; or ignitable, e.g., ethanol. 

The CMWO section also manages other HW at LANL in a fashion similar to the RCRA- 
HW. These other wastes include non-RCRA wastes, poly chlorinated biphenyls (PCB), 
waste oils, clean asbestos and other chemicals not regulated as H W . 5  For the purposes of 
this study, HW will refer to all wastes managed by the CMWO section, including the 
aforementioned waste types. Of the total volume of waste that the CMWO manages, 
only 20% qualifies as RCRA-HW. Although the RCRA-HW constitutes only 20% of 
total HW at LANL, it requires the largest manpower effort to manage. 

There are over 5000 generators of HW at LANL. HW is unlike the other three waste 
types in that it is treated and disposed at an off-site facility. It is only stored temporarily 
at LANL. 

For the purpose of this cost analysis, the management of HW has been divided into eight 
basic steps. These are 1) Generation; 2) Temporary Storage; 3) Characterization; 
4) Packaging; 5 )  On-Site Transportation; 6) Storage; 7) Off-Site Transportation, 
Treatment and Disposal; and 8) Data Management. 

The following table provides a step-by-step summary of the waste management process 
for HW at LANL (see Table 1). Subsequent sections of this chapter contain a detailed 
description of each step. 

4Detailed information obtained for this section of the report was taken from a series of interviews with Andrew 
Montoya, CMWO, EM-7. 
51n addition, generators of PCB waste must also comply with 40 CFR 761. 
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Table 1. Summary of Waste Management Process, Hazardous Waste 

assign bar codes, print packaging labels, generate 
shipping manifests 

4 Generator /EM-7 GeneratorlEM-7 Repackaging, if necessary 
5 EM-7 EM-7 Complete Hazardous Material Transfer Form (HMT); 

notify generator when ready to pick up waste, send 
crew to bring waste to Area L; inspect waste and 
paperwork at TA-54, evaluate treatment options 

6 EM-7 EM-7 Waste stored at Area L 
EM-7 EM-7 Treatment option selected; waste prepared for shipment 

to Treatment, Storage, and Disposal Facilities (TSDF) 
7 EM-7 EM-7 Off-site facilities send crew to LANL to take waste. 

I I I contractor assists EM-7 with paperwork 
I HS-1 I Indirect I Monitor waste on trucks before it is taken awav 

EM-7 EM-7 Waste treated or disposed at off-site facility 
8 EM-7 EM-7 Data Management; Certificate of Destruction or 

I I I Disposal sent to LANL 

2.1 Generation 

Each waste generator must make the initial determination that the waste is hazardous (and 
not mixed) utilizing Knowledge of Process (KOP) to the fullest extent possible.6 If the 
generator does not posses sufficient KOP, the waste must be sampled and analyzed so 
that it can be characterized. The waste generator may also choose to request guidance 
from EM-8. 

The generator must contain the waste in some form of packaging, according to the type 
and volume of waste. If the waste is an unused or off-specification chemical, it can be 
stored in its original container. 

HW generated at the Laboratory include: gases, metal containing or corrosive waste, 
reactive chemicals, equipment contaminated by high explosives, oils, property 

6Waste generators may receive training from HS-3 to identify and characterize hazardous wastes. 
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(contaminated with a hazardous material), medical waste (nonradioactive), PCBs (liquid) 
and asbestos (nonradioactive). The appropriate packaging is dependent on the type of 
waste. 

2.2 Temporary Storage 

The waste is stored before it is processed further. The length of time it is stored varies 
according to the area in which it is stored. Before any waste can be stored at generator 
facilities, EM-8 must be contacted to register either a satellite or a less-than-90-day 
storage area. The satellite storage area is for generators that do not generate very large or 
frequent volumes of waste; the maximum allowed is 55 gal. for regular HW, or 1 qt for 
acutely HW. There are no time limits for storage, no inspection requirements, no record- 
keeping requirements and no special training requirements. The less-than-90-day storage 
area is for generators who produce large volumes of waste on a regular basis. There is no 
quantity limit for a less-than-90-day storage area. Daily inspections are required, 
inspection records must be kept and copies of these records must be sent to EM-8. There 
are special training requirements for generators with less-than-90 day storage areas, 
including Hazardous Waste Generator Training, Generator Requirements and RCRA 
training. Training is conducted by EM-8 and HS-3. 

The costs to maintain a storage area are borne by the generator. EM-8 handles the 
application process and maintains a Hazardous Waste Tracking System database that 
contains all of the information regarding the location of where HW and MW are stored. 

2.3 Characterization 

Before the waste can be transferred to EM-7, the waste generator must first complete a 
WPF. The WPF is valid for one year, at which time it may be renewed. There must be 
one WPF for each waste stream. The form is sent to EM-8 for review and 
characterization. Based on the information provided by the waste generator, the waste 
stream is characterized as non-RCRA, RCRA solid, RCRA-hazardous or radioactive 
waste. If the generator can not fully characterize the waste, EM-8 may require that 
analyses be performed. If analyses are required, EM-8 (and occasionally EM-7) takes the 
sample and sends it to EM-9.7 EM-9 performs the analysis and charges the waste 
generator directly. Once the waste has been characterized, EM-8 assigns a reference 
number and an EPA waste code to the WPF and sends it back to the waste generator. 

Before EM-7 will accept any waste, the waste must be properly characterized on the WPF 
and approved by EM-8. However, in some instances, the WPF may not be required at all. 
A WPF is required only if the waste is considered either a process waste or an off- 
specification chemical. The WPF is not required if the waste is either an unused product 
or an unopened chemical. In this instance, the MSDS can be used to provide the waste 
characterization. 

When the waste generator is ready to dispose of the waste, he/she must complete a 
CWDR, which must accompany each shipment of waste from the generator to EM-7. It 
may be used for numerous waste packages and/or waste streams. The WMC is required 

7Under certain circumstances, EM-7 will take the sample. For example, when an unidentified and unowned container 
of waste is found, it becomes the property of EM-7. EM-7 then takes the sample, instead of contacting EM-8. 
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to review and sign the CWDR. Once the CWDR is complete, the waste generator sends 
it and the WPF, along with any MSDSs, to EM-7. Extra copies of the paperwork should 
be kept by the waste generator. After receiving the CWDR, EM-7 determines the 
packaging, handling, treatment, transportation and disposal requirements based on the 
type and quantity of waste. 

The customer service department of EM-7 examines both the WPF and CWDR for 
completeness and reviews them for accuracy. Once the information has been determined 
to be correct, it is entered into the EM-7 database and assigned waste codes and DOT 
shipping codes. It takes approximately 4-6 weeks from the time EM-7 receives the 
paperwork until shipping manifests are prepared. EM-7 prints out shipping papers, waste 
labels with bar codes and data forms for each package of waste that will be brought to TA 
54, Area L. Once the waste reaches TA-54, an off-site treatment facility is selected to 
handle its further treatment and disposal. At any time, the waste generator may request 
support from HS-1, HS-3, HS-5, EM-7, EM-8 or EM-9. 

2.4 Packaging 

About two-thirds of HW is packaged appropriately by the waste generator onsite. The 
remaining one-third of the waste must be repackaged by EM-7 to meet proper packaging 
and transportation requirements. To maximize the space provided by each waste 
package, there are a variety of sizes and shapes of packaging. Void space should be 
minimized. However, when bulk liquids are packaged, it becomes difficult to minimize 
void space since some head space is required. In this case, drums are usually only 
90%-95% full. When items must be packaged by an EM-7 crew, the waste is often much 
smaller than even the smallest container, which can result in up to 90% void space in the 
container. If required by an EM-7 Standard Operating Procedures (SOP), the EM-7 crew 
will take a radiation survey of the waste as it is packaged. 

Under certain circumstances, the generator may be required to perform a predisposal 
treatment, chemically analyze the waste or repackage it before EM-7 will accept it. For 
example, if a waste is very acidic or basic, the generator will be required to neutralize it 
prior to packaging. 

2.5 On-Site Transportation 

After the CWDR has been evaluated and the appropriate packaging selected, EM-7 will 
contact the generator and arrange to pick up the waste. A HMT form is also required to 
transport HW within LANL boundaries. EM-7 sends a minimum of a two-person crew. 
The crew carries a full range of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), including 
respiratory equipment. When the crew arrives at the waste generator site, identification 
labels and bar codes are placed on the appropriate packaging containers. Once the 
packages are examined to determine whether they meet DOT requirements, they are 
placed on the truck and brought to storage in TA-54, Area L. If the waste is not packaged 
in a DOT-approved shipping container, the EM-7 crew must repackage it (see Section 
2.4, Packaging, for further information). 
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2.6 Storage 

The containers are stored at TA-54 from 4-8 weeks. In the interim, the waste packages 
are prepared for shipment to an off-site treatment facility. Depending on the 
requirements of the off-site facility, the waste may be repackaged. Approximately 40%- 
50% of the wastes are repackaged at this time for one of the following reasons: the off- 
site facility has specific packaging requirements, or the waste volume must be 
consolidated to eliminate excessive void spaces in the packaging. Note that wastes can 
only be consolidated when they are compatible. Wastes are repackaged by EM-7. 

2.7 Off-Site Transportation, Treatment and Disposition 

The most typical form of off-site treatment is incineration. There are approximately ten 
TSDFs that are used by EM-7, with locations in California, Texas, Colorado, Illinois, 
New York, Pennsylvania and Louisiana. The facilities that are used are subject to change 
over time, as contracts are renewed and/or renegotiated. When the waste is ready for 
treatment, the off-site treatment facilities send their own trucks and drivers to LANL to 
pick up the waste. EM-7 helps the TSDF personnel with the shipping papers and 
necessary documentation. According to EM-7's SOP, each waste package must be 
monitored for radioactivity before it can be placed on the truck. Once the truck has been 
loaded, HS- 1 monitors the waste for radioactivity a final time before the truck is released. 

When the waste arrives at the TSDF, the facility may choose to monitor the waste again 
to ensure the waste meets their acceptance criteria. This final monitoring stage is 
performed at the discretion of the individual TSDF. 

Typically, no road closures are required for HW transportation. The only exception is 
compressed gas containers that have not been characterized. MAT-2 handles the road 
closures when they are necessary. 

2.8 Data Management 

After the waste has been properly treated and/or disposed, LANL is sent a Certificate of 
Destruction or Disposal from the TSDF as proof that the waste was properly disposed. 
All records are maintained by EM-7 and are auditable by both state and federal agencies. 
DOE conducts annual audits of LANLs facilities. 

2.9 Miscellaneous 

The EM-7 HW staff is divided between the following two functions: packaging and 
transportation, and storage. The packaging and transportation staff consists of four 
technicians [LANL Full-Time Equivalents (FTEs)], two different subcontractors, with a 
total of five FTEs, and one LANL supervisor for packaging and transportation. This staff 
devotes approximately 90% of its time to HW and the remaining 10% to M W .  (These 
numbers are subject to change, in accordance with workload requirements, but the staff is 
maintained at approximately ten employees.) The storage staff consists of one staff 
member, four technicians, and two subcontractor FTEs. This staff devotes approximately 
40% of its time to HW and the remaining 60% to M W .  
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3.0 Mixed Waste8 

MW is regulated under RCRA, 40 CFR Parts 260-270, NMHWMR 5, Part 111, and DOE 
Order 5820.2A. 

For the purposes of this report, MW is that HW that has been contaminated with low - 
level radioactivity. This type of waste poses a significant problem for LANL because 
there is currently no uniform method of treatment for all MW. Until an acceptable 
method of treatment is developed, MW must be stored and maintained indefinitely. The 
Laboratory generates both solid and liquid M W .  Solid MW is handled by the 
Radioactive Waste Section of EM-7, and liquid MW is handled by the CMWO Section of 
EM-7. 

There are approximately 1000 generators of MW at LANL. There are approximately 
4500 drums of MW currently stored at both Area L and Area G in TA-54. This includes 
some LLW that cannot be buried at TA-54, Area G and must be stored (i.e., depleted 
uranium chips and turnings cannot be buried because of their combustibility). 

For the purpose of this cost analysis, the management of MW at LANL has been divided 
into seven basic steps. They are as follows: 1) Generation ; 2) Temporary Storage; 
3) Characterization; 4) Packaging; 5) On-Site Transportation; 6) Intermediate Storage; 
and 7) Data Management. 

The following table provides a step-by-step summary of the waste management process 
for M W  at LANL (see Table 2). Subsequent sections of this chapter contain a detailed 
description of each step. 

*Detailed information obtained for this section of the report was taken from a series of interviews with Andrew 
Montoya, CMWO, EM-7. 
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Table 2. Summary of Waste Management Process, Mixed Waste 

Generator 
Generator 
Generator 

IFM8 
Generator 7 F Generator 

I I EM-7, Customer 
I 

6 EM-7 

7 I EM-7 

Cost Burden 
Generator 
Generator 
Generator 

Indirect 

Generator 

Generator 
Generator 

EM-7 

Generator EM-7 
EM-7 

EM-7 

EM-7 

Description of Activity 
Generation of waste; initial packaging 

~~ 

Storage in satellite or less-than-90-day areas 
Completion and signature of WPF; note radiological 
information; send WPF to EM-8 
Characterization of waste, assign reference number and 
EPA waste code to WPF, send back to waste generator 

I 

after completion and approval 
Complete and sign CWDR and Radioactive Solid 
Waste Disposal Record (RSWD) 

~~ ~~~ 

Review and sign CWDR and RSWD 
Attach MSDS to WPF, CWDR and RSWD, send to 

3.1 Generation 

Each waste generator must make the initial determination that the waste is mixed (and not 
simply hazardous), again relying on KOP to the extent possible.9 If the generator cannot 
identify the waste, it must be sampled and analyzed. The waste generator may also 
choose to request guidance from EM-8 in this initial stage. 

The generator must also perform the initial packaging of the waste. The packaging 
appropriate for M W  will depend greatly on the constituents of the waste. 

M W  generated at the Laboratory include a wide variety of both hazardous (refer to 
Section 2.1, Generation, under Hazardous Waste) and radioactive wastes (for the 
purposes of this research, only LLW is addressed). 

3.2 Temporary Storage 

The waste is stored before it is transported to TA-54, Area L. As with HW, storage is in 
either a satellite or a less-than-90-day storage area. Depending on the type, toxicity and 
radioactivity of the waste in storage, the waste generator may monitor it on a regular 
basis. See Section 2.2, Temporary Storage, under Hazardous Waste for more details 
about temporary storage areas. 

The costs to maintain a storage area are borne by the waste generator. 

9Waste generators may receive training from HS-3 to identify and characterize mixed wastes. 
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3.3 Characterization 

Before the waste can be transferred to EM-7, the waste generator must first complete a 
WPF. The WPF is valid for one year, at which time it may be renewed. There must be 
one WPF for each waste stream. The form is sent to EM-8 for review and 
characterization. If the generator can not fully characterize the waste, EM-8 may require 
that analyses be performed. If analyses are required, EM-8 (and occasionally EM-7) 
takes the sample and sends it to EM-9.I0 EM-9 performs the analysis and charges the 
waste generator directly. Once the waste has been characterized, EM-8 assigns a 
reference number and an EPA waste code to the WPF and sends it back to the waste 
generator. Before EM-7 will accept any waste, the waste must be properly characterized 
on the WPF and approved by EM-8. MW always requires a WPF. 

When the waste generator is ready to dispose of the waste, heishe must complete a 
CWDR and a RSWD, if the waste is solid MW.  A CWDR and RSWD (if required) must 
accompany each shipment of waste from the generator to EM-7. All radiological 
information must be noted on the WPF, CWDR and RSWD. Both the CWDR and 
RSWD may be used for numerous waste packages andor waste streams. The WMC is 
required to review and sign the CWDR and RSWD. Once these forms are complete, the 
waste generator sends them and the WPF, along with any MSDSs, to EM-7. Extra copies 
of the paperwork should be kept by the waste generator. After receiving these forms, 
EM-7 determines the packaging, handling, transportation and storage requirements based 
on the type and quantity of waste. 

The customer service department of EM-7 examines the WPF, CWDR and RSWD for 
completeness and reviews them for accuracy. Once the information has been determined 
to be correct, it is entered into the EM-7 database and assigned a waste code. EM-7 also 
prints bar code labels and data forms for each waste package that will be brought to 
TA-54, Area L. At any time, the waste generator may request support from HS-1, HS-3, 
HS-5, EM-7, EM-8 or EM-9. 

3.4 Packaging 

About two-thirds of MW is packaged appropriately by the waste generator onsite. The 
remaining one-third of the waste must be repackaged by EM-7 to meet proper packaging 
and transportation requirements. To maximize the space provided by each waste 
package, there are a variety of sizes and shapes of packaging. Void space should be 
minimized. However, when bulk liquids are packaged, it becomes difficult to minimize 
void space since some head space is required. In this case, drums are usually only 
90%-95% full. When items must be packaged by an EM-7 crew, the waste is often much 
smaller than even the smallest container, which can result in up to 90% void space in the 
container. If required by an EM-7 Standard Operating Procedures (SOP), the EM-7 crew 
will take a radiation survey of the waste as it is packaged. 

%rider certain circumstances, EM-7 will take the sample. For example, when an unidentified and unowned container 
of waste is found, it becomes the property of EM-7. EM-7 then takes the sample, instead of contacting EM-8. 
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3.5 On-Site Transportation 

After the CWDR and RSWD have been evaluated and the appropriate packaging 
selected, EM-7 will contact the generator and arrange to pick up the waste. An RMT is 
also required to transport M W  within LANL boundaries. The CMWO section of EM-7 
sends a minimum of a two-person crew. The crew carries a full range of PPE, including 
respiratory equipment. When the crew arrives at the site of the waste generator, 
identification labels and bar codes are placed on the appropriate packaging containers. 
Once the packages are examined to determine whether they meet DOT requirements, they 
are placed on the truck and brought to storage in TA-54, Area L. If the waste is not 
packaged in a DOT-approved shipping container, the EM-7 crew must repackage it (see 
Section 3.4, Packaging, for further information). 

3.6 Intermediate Storage 

Solid M W  is currently stored indefinitely at TA-54, Area G, Building 49 in a MW storage 
dome, and liquid MW is stored indefinitely at TA-54, Area L. There is also a MW 
storage shaft and a MW tritium shed at TA-54. The MW at Area L is stored outdoors in 
neatly stacked rows. According to RCRA regulations, MW must be stored with aisles 
separating each row of drums to allow for routine inspection of each individual container. 
RCRA also requires that drums not be stored more than two high. 

Periodic air and soil sampling and monitoring are performed at TA-54, Areas G and L. 
HS-5, EM-8 and EM-7 perform such routine monitoring, but for varying reasons. HS-5 
is interested in minimizing worker exposure to unnecessary hazards. EM-8 must ensure 
that waste management operations are in full compliance with all state and federal 
regulations. A Surveillance Report, which contains annual monitoring data and 
regulatory compliance information, is published annually by EM-8. EM-7 must conduct 
routine monitoring to audit waste management operations and evaluate the need for 
improvements or changes in waste management procedures and policies. 

3.7 Data Management 

Until an acceptable treatment or appropriate disposal method is found for M W  at LANL, 
it will remain in storage at TA-54, Areas G and L. Until that time, all records are 
maintained by EM-7 and are auditable by both state and federal agencies. DOE conducts 
annual audits of LANL's facilities. 

3.8 Miscellaneous 

Similar to the HW staff, the EM-7 M W  staff is divided between two functions, packaging 
and transportation and storage. The packaging and transportation staff consists of four 
technicians (LANL FTEs), two different subcontractors, with a total of five FT'Es, and 
one LANL supervisor for packaging and transportation. This staff devotes approximately 
10% of its time to MW and the remaining 90% to HW. (These numbers are subject to 
change, in accordance with workload requirements, but the staff is maintained at 
approximately ten employees.) The storage staff consists of one staff member, four 
technicians, and two subcontractor FTEs. This staff devotes approximately 60% of its 
time to M W  and the remaining 40% to HW. 
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4.0 Low-Level Radioactive Solid Waste 11 

LLW is regulated under the DOE Order 5820.2A, "Radioactive Waste Management," 
Chapter 111, "Management of LLW," which complies with the National Environmental 
Protection Act (NEPA), RCRA, applicable sections of the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) specifications for packaging (10 CFR Part 71), National Emissions 
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (40 CFR Part 61) and DOT requirements for 
transportation (49 CFR Parts 100-178). 

DOE Order 5820.2A requires that each waste generator establish a certification plan to 
comply with the waste acceptance criteria for LLW at LANL. It requires a fully auditable 
program for LLW operations and disposal practices in conformance with DOE Order 
5700.6B, "General Operations Quality Assurance," and with applicable referenced 
standards from "Quality Assurance Program Requirements for Nuclear Facilities," 
ANWASME NQA-1. WAC for LLW has recently been revised by the EM-7 
Radioactive Waste Section. The WAC dictate the form, content, handling, packaging, 
and transportation requirements of the waste. They incorporate all applicable DOE 
5820.2A requirements, such as the absence of free liquids and powders. 

LLW is classified by the NRC in 10 CFR 61.55 as A, B or C in ascending order of 
potential future hazard, where Class A is considered relatively harmless; Class B is 
considered hazardous for up to 100 years; and Class C is considered hazardous for up to 
500 years. This classification scheme is based on the waste form, structural stability and 
radiological half-life. 

For the purpose of this cost analysis, the management of LLW at LANL has been divided 
into six basic steps. They are as follows: 1) Generation ; 2) Characterization; 
3) Packaging; 4) On-Site Transportation; 5 )  Disposal; and 6) Data Management. 

The following table provides a step-by-step summary of the waste management process 
for LLW at LANL (see Table 3). Subsequent sections of this chapter contain a detailed 
description of each step. 

'Detailed information obtained for this section of the report was taken from a series of interviews with Diana Keller, 
Radioactive Waste Section, EM-7. 
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Table 3. Summary of Waste Management Process, Low-Level Radioactive Solid Waste 

Generator Generator Complete and sign RSWD 
WMC Generator Review and sign RSWD 
Generator Generator 
EM-7 EM-7 Check WPF and RSWD; review: if approved, assign 

Keep copy of WF'F and RSWD, send to EM-7 

Step Group Involved Cost Burden Description of Activity 
1 Generator Generator Generation of waste; initial packaging 
2 Generator Generator Complete and sign WPF; send WPF to EM-8 for record 

CLS-1 or NMT-4 Generator Sample waste, if necessary 

to transport waste 

4.1 Generation 

Each waste generator must make the initial determination that the waste is LLW utilizing 
KOP to the fullest extent possible. l 2  If the generator does not posses sufficient KOP, the 
waste must be sampled and analyzed so that it can be characterized. 

The generator must contain the waste in some form of packaging, according to the type 
and volume of waste. 

LLW generated at the Laboratory include compactible room trash; noncompactible room 
trash; waste oils (note that these are solidified before packaging); large or heavy waste 
(i.e., glove boxes); large volume, bulky waste (i.e., soil); asbestos (radioactive); 
beryllium; PCBs (solid); radioactive biological waste; tritium; and uranium-235 isotope 
contaminated wastes. 

The Radioactive Materials Management Area (RMMA) is an area established to control 
the movement of materials and wastes which may become radioactively contaminated as 
a result of contact with radioactive materials, airborne contaminants, or become irradiated 
by high-energy particle beams. An RMMA boundary may coincide with the boundary of 
a radiological area [as defined in Administrative Requirement (AR) 10-3 through 10-71 
or, in some cases, the boundary of a controlled area. 



Typically, wastes from an RMMA are considered suspect radioactive wastes and, 
therefore, must be managed as LLW. In fact, approximately 70% of the total volume of 
waste that is managed as LLW is actually suspect waste. 

4.2 Characterization 

The Low-Level Radioactive Solid Waste Certification Program (LLWCP) will bring 
DOE facilities into compliance with low-level WAC in the future. This program is under 
DOE Order 5820.2A, Chapter 3, 1981, which incorporates applicable EPA and NRC 
statutes for radioactive waste storage and disposal. The EM-7 Radioactive Waste Section 
is developing a LANL LLWCP. Once it is completed, some waste generators will be 
required to develop individual certification programs to ensure that their wastes fit site- 
specific (e.g., TA-54, Area G) WAC. For example, high-activity tritium waste has the 
most stringent packaging criteria and is subject to different WAC than others. 

Eventually, every waste stream must be certified according to the WAC by the generator. 
The costs to certify LLW with the low-level WAC will be borne by waste generators. 

The waste generator must complete a WPF for each waste stream and send a copy to 
EM-8 for record-keeping purposes. A copy must also be sent to EM-7 for review and 
initial certification. Each waste stream must be certified and have a unique Certified 
Waste Stream number, for which there is one WMC. EM-7 reviews the WPF for EPA or 
RCRA waste applicability, signs the WPF and returns it to the generator. Each 
generating organization is also required to prepare a Certification Attachment to the 
LLWCP for each certified waste stream. 

The generator must also complete an RSWD which describes the actual waste form and 
provides detailed information regarding radionuclides, volume, packaging, weight, etc. 
An RSWD is required for each shipment of waste, regardless of the number of packages 
or waste streams contained therein. 

The WPF and RSWD are reviewed by the Radioactive Waste Section of EM-7 for 
accuracy and consistency. If the waste meets the low-level WAC, it is assigned a bar 
code and is entered into the database. The generator is required to complete an RMT for 
the transportation of the waste within LANL boundaries. The forms then go to the 
WMC, who arranges for the transportation of the waste and rechecks all the waste 
documentation to ensure that it is accurate. The waste is compared to the RSWD when it 
reaches TA-54, Area G. 

If there is a discrepancy, a nonconformance report may be issued. This report will 
explain why the waste was not accepted. Then, it is the responsibility of the waste 
generator to address these issues. The WMC may assist the generators. 

4.3 Packaging 

The waste generator is responsible for the initial packaging of the waste. Most LLW is 
packaged in plastic-lined cardboard boxes or drums. If EM-7 determines that the waste 
has been packaged incorrectly, it must be repackaged by the waste generator to conform 
to requirements. 
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4.4 On-Site Transportation 

If the waste is located in a dumpster, the Radioactive Waste Section of EM-7 handles its 
transport. In this case, the cost burden falls on EM-7. However, if the waste is not 
located in a dumpster, the waste generator must arrange for transport with JCI, and, if 
necessary, arrange for a road closure with MAT-2. In this instance, the cost burden falls 
on the generator. In the future, the Radioactive Waste Section of EM-7 will transport all 
LLW. 

4.5 Disposal 

All LLW is disposed of at TA-54, Area G in several different pits and shafts.13 While the 
placement of the waste is documented and therefore potentially retrievable, there is no 
intent to retrieve any of it in the future unless a need develops. There is, however, a 
potential for accidents to occur during routine operations which may result in a 
nonconformance with disposal regulations and require that waste be retrieved. However, 
the probability of this occurrence is minimal. 

Pits numbered 37 and 39 are currently active and are located at TA-54, Area G. Both 
were constructed for the disposal of routine LLW. 14 Pit 37 is unlined, but is monitored. 
Pit 39 contains the SEAMIST monitoring system located in horizontal wells throughout 
the pit. Several shafts are used to contain special waste streams, such as beryllium, PCBs 
(solid), asbestos (radioactive), HEPA filters, animal tissue (radioactive), powders (e.g., 
graphite), irradiation source waste, Mixed Activation Products (MAP), Mixed Fission 
Products (MFP) and tritium wastes. l5 Shafts are typically 6 ft in diameter, 60 ft deep, 
and may be unlined or lined in either concrete or asphalt. Wastes stored in these shafts 
are never intended for retrieval. A holding shed is also used to temporarily store waste 
until it is disposed. 

One exception to the above description of LLW disposal is depleted uranium chips and 
turnings, which are currently stored and managed like M W .  This is because the uranium 
is pyrophoric (i.e., will ignite spontaneously in air). However, an oxidative treatment 
process is currently under development and is expected to allow disposal of this as a low- 
level waste in the future. See Section 6.2.2, Mixed Waste, for further details. 

Periodic air and soil sampling and monitoring are conducted by HS-5, EM-8 and EM-7. 
See Section 3.6, Intermediate Storage, under Mixed Waste for further details. 

4.6 Data Management 

The disposal of LLW at LANL has been well documented. In addition, the disposal areas 
are routinely monitored for emissions into the air and soil. All records are maintained by 
EM-7 and are auditable by both state and federal agencies. DOE conducts annual audits 
of LANLs facilities. 

13Note that Class C waste must be buried at least 5 m deep, according to NRC, 10 CFR 61.55. 
14Routine LLW does include room trash, but does not include animal tissue, high-activity or LAMPF waste. 
I5The tritium shaft is for waste containing concentrations exceeding 20 mCi/m3. 
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4.7 Miscellaneous 

LLW is managed by the Radioactive Waste Section of EM-7. About five employees are 
dedicated to the certification of LLW, and about twelve employees are involved in waste 
handling, packaging and storage. 

The packaging of tritium has become a major concern at the Laboratory because of its 
migratory characteristics. Tritium waste is difficult to store since it is very easily 
diffused. A working group has been established to examine and address these concerns. 
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5.0 Transuranic WasteI6 

TRU is regulated under the DOE Order 5820.2A, "Radioactive Waste Management," 
which complies with the NEPA, RCRA, applicable sections of the NRC specifications for 
packaging (10 CFR Part 71), National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants 
(40 CFR Part 61), and DOT requirements for transportation (49 CFR Parts 100-178). 
LANL does not distinguish between TRU and mixed TRU, so all TRU referred to in this 
document is mixed TRU. 

Over the past ten years, waste generators have been reducing the amount of TRU that is 
generated at LANL. This has been in response to rising disposal costs and liability. All 
TRU is considered "uncertified," meaning that the waste generator does not believe the 
waste will be acceptable for WIPP in its current form. However, when the DOE has 
completed the WAC for TRU, LANL can begin to certify all TRU in storage so that it 
can be transferred to W P P  for disposal. 

There are less than ten TRU generators at LANL. Two types of TRU are generated at 
LANL, contact- and remote-handled wastes. To qualify as remote-handled TRU, the 
waste must release greater than 200 mremh at the surface of the package. Remote- 
handles TRU requires special handling procedures and cannot be handled directly by 
humans. Contact-handled TRU has no special handling requirements. Contact-handled 
TRU waste generators are NMT- 1, Nuclear Fuels Technology; NMT-2, Nuclear 
Materials Processing - Nitrate Systems; NMT-3, Nuclear Materials Processing - Chloride 
Systems; NMT-5, Plutonium Metallurgy; NMT-6, Actinide Materials Chemistry; 
NMT-9, Heat Source Technology; and EM-7. MST-5, Materials Research and 
Processing Science, is currently the only remote-handled TRU generator. The largest 
generation area is TA-55, which contributes about 15 drums per week. Currently, there 
are approximately 25,000 (55 gal.) drums of TRU in storage at LANL. 

For the purpose of this cost analysis, the management of TRU at LANL has been divided 
into six basic steps. These are as follows: 1) Generation; 2) Characterization; 
3) Packaging; 4) On-Site Transportation; 5 )  Intermediate Storage; and 6) Data 
Management. An additional step, Certification, will be required when the WAC for 
WIPP have been finalized. 

The following table provides a step-by-step summary of the waste management process 
for TRU at LANL (see Table 4). Subsequent sections of this chapter contain a detailed 
description of each step. 

16Detailed information obtained for this section of the report was taken from a series of interviews with Bruce Lebrun 
and Bruce Reich. TRU Certification Office, EM-7. 
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Table 4. Summary of Waste Management Process, Transuranic Waste 

Step I Group Involved I Cost Burden I Description of Activity 

5.1 Generation 

Each waste generator must make the initial determination that the waste is TRU utilizing 
KOP. 17 The waste characterization is verified by EM-7 using radioactive assay 
techniques. 

The generator must contain the waste in some form of packaging, according to the type 
and volume of waste. 

TRU generated at the Laboratory include solid TRU, liquid TRU and large, heavy waste 
contaminated with TRU (ie., glove boxes). 

5.2 Characterization 

Acceptance criteria for TRU is defined in WIPP-DOE-069. There is a LANL TRU 
Waste Certification Plan that details each of the TRU streams at LANL and is meant to 
document the procedures followed by the waste generators to assure that their TRU will 
be acceptable at WIPP. However, regulations (especially the WIPP-WAC) have been 
changing so frequently as to make it nearly impossible to certify that any LANL TRU can 
be shipped to WIPP in its current form. It is the duty of the waste generator to make the 
determination that a given waste is TRU. This decision is made either by administrative 

17Waste generators may receive training from HS-3 to learn to identify and characterize transuranic waste. 
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policy (i.e., wastes from certain glove box lines are assumed to be TRU) or by actual 
assay or analysis of a sample from the waste stream. 

The waste generator must fill out a WPF for every TRU stream. This must be sent to 
EM-8 for record-keeping purposes. The waste generator must also fill out a TRU WSR 
for each package of waste. (Note the difference from the CWDR and RSWD.) The TRU 
WSR is then sent to EM-7. HS-1 must do a radiation reading of the waste packages. The 
paperwork then goes to EM-7 for pre-approval. When the generator has completed the 
RMT, all transportation paperwork is sent to MAT-2 for pre-approval. 

5.3 Packaging 

There are limited acceptable forms of packaging for TRU. The most common forms of 
packaging are a 55-gal. drum or the standard waste box (SWB), which is a large steel 
container that holds the equivalent of about four 55-gal. drums, or 63 ft3. All packaging 
for TRU must conform to DOE Order 7A requirements. All approved packaging is 
subjected to a series of tests prior to use. All drums are purchased through the Rocky 
Flats plant, where they are tested, inspected, subjected to quality assurance standards and 
properly documented. If the waste is liquid, it must first be solidified before it can be 
packaged. Additional linings within the drum or SWB may include layers of plastic, lead 
or rigid linings. Large objects, such as glove boxes, are first sent to the Size Reduction 
Facility for volume consolidation where large objects can be handled remotely. MAT-14 
is the official group responsible for stocking TRU packaging. 

5.4 On-site Transportation 

The waste is inspected by EM-7 prior to transport. All TRU is transported by JCI and 
brought to TA-54, Area G. A road closure is always required for the movement of TRU 
waste. EM-7 inspects the waste package at Area G for shipping and handling damage 
incurred during transportation. All applicable information regarding the waste is entered 
into the EM-7 TRU Certification Database. 

5.5 Intermediate Storage 

After the waste is accepted, it is brought into the staging area at TA-54, Area G and 
placed into a covered fabric dome above ground. HS- 1 takes a radiation reading of the 
waste packages. Then, EM-7 makes sure that all waste documentation is correct and 
officially accepts the waste. After the drums are accepted, they are placed into storage at 
TA-54 in a storage dome. Drums are typically stacked two or three high. EM-7 
documents that the waste has been received. 

If the waste does not meet the information on the forms, a nonconformance report is 
issued by EM-7 and given to the waste generator. It is then the responsibility of the 
waste generator and the WMC to address the concerns of the report. Unfortunately, there 
are limited options for waste that does not conform to its documentation. In most 
instances, the drum is placed into an 83-gal. overpack by EM-7. This practice, while 
necessary, increases the volume of waste that must be managed. 
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The TRU storage areas are monitored on a daily basis (workdays only). The area is 
secured by an industrial strength security fence with barbed wire. There is no alarm 
system currently in place. 

TRU at LANL has traditionally been stored in one of the following five ways: 

Pit 9 is an underground storage pit with asphalt pads, wherein drums (30 or 
55 gal.) are stacked matrix style. Wooden crates containing large equipment 
wastes line the perimeter of the drum matrix. Crates are covered with fiberglass 
spray-on material to preserve the wood. Pit 9 is underground and drums are 
stacked no more than four high. The sections are tightly spaced and do not allow 
for movement between them. Plywood is placed in between and on top of the 
drums and they are covered with tarps. Lastly, the area is backfilled with dirt, 
leaving a few observation shafts that are used to monitor the waste occasionally. 
This type of waste storage is no longer used. 

Three more TRU pads are located aboveground. Pads 1 ,2  and 4 are asphalt 
pads with a curb, with the same stacking arrangement described above. Pads 1 
and 2 are full and covered up and resemble large dirt hills; Pad 4 is not yet closed. 
Storage Pads 1,2 and 4 are currently being dug up to comply with EPA and state 
regulations.18 The drums will be repackaged according to current regulations and 
placed into three new storage domes, that will consist of tension-supported fabric 
structures covering asphalt pads. Completion of the remediation of the three 
existing pads, retrieval of buried drums, and construction of the new storage 
domes is expected by FY 1999. 

An additional aboveground storage pad, Pad 3, contains waste that was recently 
received directly from the waste generators and that had been generated and 
packaged according to WIPP WAC. Due to changes in WIPP certification 
criteria, the current status of these wastes is unknown. Pad 3 is a flat asphalt pad, 
covered by a bubble building constructed of a metal frame coated with a plastic- 
like material. The building has a door and is equipped with a ventilation system. 
Drums are stacked no more than three high, in pairs, with rows that allow for 
inspection. (Note that RCRA requires drums be stacked a maximum of two high.) 
While Pad 3 has not yet reached capacity, it is anticipated that another such 
facility will be needed in the future. 

There are four trenches, A, B, C and D, that contain part of the legacy waste 
(other locations for legacy waste are Pit 9, Pads 1 4  and remote-handled shafts). 
Each trench contains concrete casks, which, in turn, contain two 30-gal. drums 
each. The rims of the casks are sealed with tar and topped with a concrete lid. 
The wastes stored in this manner were generally contaminated with Pu238 or 
U233. 

Remote-handled shafts are used to handle a very small volume of waste that is 
highly radioactive and must be handled remotely. No more operations are being 
performed for this waste. Note that some LLW is currently placed in remote- 

18Pads 1,2 and 4 will be remediated for noncompliance with EPA and state regulations. LANL was fined $1.6 million 
for the violation. In M 1994, the first of 3 new storage pads will be erected to replace Pads 1,2 and 4. 
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6.0 Additional Information 

Each step in the waste management processes of Hw, M W ,  LLW and TRU involves the 
use of various materials, capital equipment and labor effort, typically measured by time. 
Materials include items such as a WPF or a 55-gal. steel drum used for packaging waste. 
Capital equipment includes computers, trucks, monitoring and analysis equipment, etc. 
The following subsection contains a listing of the materials, labor and major capital 
equipment required in each step of the waste management processes. For easy reference, 
this information is compiled in tabular form. The remaining four subsections discuss the 
materials, labor and capital equipment required by the following four support groups: 
EM-8, EM-9, HS-1 and HS-5. 

6.1 Materials, Labor and Capital Equipment 

The following table is organized according to waste type and step in the waste 
management process (see Table 5). An asterisk denotes that the item is not always 
required. Although a variety of packaging containers are listed under the heading, 
"Packaging," only one is selected at a time. Materials, labor and capital equipment used 
by EM-8, EM-9, HS-1 and HS-5 are addressed in the following subsections. Note that 
PPE includes, but is not limited to, gloves, coveralls, steel-toed shoes, face masks, 
respiratory equipment, and anticontamination suits. Time and effort of labor were not 
included for purposes of simplicity, since this information varies according to waste type 
and volume/weight. This information will, however, be included in the final cost 
estimation. Note that gallon is abbreviated as "g" in the table. 



Table 5. Materials, Labor and Capital Equipment Used in Waste Management of Four 
Waste Categories 

Hw 
Generation: 
Temporary Storage: 
Satellite or less-than-90- 
day storage area 

Characterization: 
W F  
CWDR 
Database entry 
Labels 
Bar codes 
Shipping manifests 
*EM4 sampling 
*EM-9 analysis 

Mixed 
Generation: 
Temporary Storage: 
Satellite or less-than-90- 
day storage area 

Characterization: 
W F  
CWDR 
*RSWD (if solid) 
Database entry 
Labels 
Bar codes 
*EM-8 sampling 
*EM-9 analysis 

Low Level 
Generation: 
Characterization: 
WPF 
RSWD 
Database entry 
Labels 
Bar codes 
HS-1 monitoring 

sampling and analysis 
Packaging: 
PPE 
bulk (unpackaged) 
wooden crate 
drum (metal, fiber or 

cardboard box 
plastic bag 
steel box 
portable tank 
cylinder 
fiber or plastic box 
glass bottle or container 
dump truck 
wooden box 
plastic bottle or 
container 
plastic bag 

for oils: 
Pel-E-Cell or Slikwik 
asphalt 

for tritium: 
asphaltic emulsion, 
asphalt-saturated 
vermiculite or asphalt- 
saturated absorbent 

*CLS- 1NMT-4 

plastic) 

TRU 
Generation: 
Characterization: 
WPF 
WSR 
Database entry 
Labels 
Bar codes 
HS- 1 monitoring 
*CLS- 1MPJIT-4 
sampling and analysis 
Packaging: 
PPE 
DOT 17C steel drum 

SWB 
remote canister 
steel overpack-drums 
steel overpack 
(fiberglass reinforced 
plywood box) 
steel box 
carbon composite vent 
filter 
90-mm HDPE liner 
shield cask 
5 large labels 
receptacles 
absorbent material 
spacing structure 
thermal insulation 
internal radiation 
shielding (lead, steel, 
concrete, other) 
5-ml plastic liner 
Portland or gypsum 
cement 
0.25-mm thick LDPE 
liner 

(55 g) 
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Table 5. Materials, Labor and Capital Equipment Used in Waste Management of Four 
Waste Categories, continued 

step 
4 

- 
5 

- 
6 

- 
7 

- 
8 

Hw 
Packaging: 
PPE 
Polyethylene drums: 

5-g o h  w/ screw top 
14-g o h  w/ lock ring 
20-g o h  w/ lock ring 
30-g o h  w/ lock ring 
50-g o h  w/ lock ring 
85-g o h  w/ lock ring 
5-g t/h w/ 70-mm cap 
55-g t/h wt 2-2' bungs 
Steel drums: 
5-g o h  w/ cover 
28/26 GA 
30-g o h  8 GA 

85-g o h  recovery drum 

5-g o h  w/lock 

55-g o h  18/16 GA 

55-g t/h 18 GA 
30-g t/h 20 GA 
55-g t/h 16 GA 
wooden boxes 
pint polystyrene cases 
2.5 L polystyrene 
55-g drum cover 
30-g drum cover 
vermiculite #4 grade 
On-Site Transportation: 
PPE 
EM-7 truck 
Pickup 
HMT 
Storage: 
"See packaging 

Of-Site Transportation, 
Treatment and Disposal: 
TSDF materials and 
equipment 
Data Management: 
Database maintenance 
Audit preparedness 
La bor/effort 

Mixed 
Packaging: 
PPE 
Polyethylene drums: 
5-g ohw/lock 
5-g o h  wl screw top 
14-g o h  w/ lock ring 
20-g o h  w/ lock ring 
30-g o h  w/ lock ring 
50-g o h  w/ lock ring 
85-g o h  w/ lock ring 
5-g t/h w/ 70-mm cap 
55-g tih w/ 2-2' bungs 
Steel drums: 
5-g o h  w/ cover 
28/26 GA 
30-g 0th 18 GA 
55-g o h  18/16 GA 

55-g Vh 18 GA 
30-g t/h 20 GA 
55-g t/h 16 GA 

85-g o h  recovery drum 

wooden boxes 
pint polystyrene cases 
2.5 L polystyrene 
55-g drum cover 
30-g drum cover 
vermiculite #4 grade 
On-Site Transportation: 
PPE 
EM-7 truck 
Pickup 
RMT 
Intermediate Storage: 
Daily monitoring 
equipment 

Data Management: 
Database maintenance 
Audit preparedness 
Laborleffort 

Low Level 
On-Site Transportation: 
PPE 

Pickup 
Dumpster 
Dump truck 
Flatbed 
RMT 

EM-7 truck 

Disposal: 
Bulldozer 
Front-end loader 
Monitoring equipment 

Data Management: 
Database maintenance 
Audit preparedness 
Laborleffort 

rRU 
On-Site Transportation: 
PPE 
Shield cask 
Dumpster 
Dump truck 
Flatbed 
RMT 

Intermediate Storage: 
Bulldozer 
Front-end loader 
Daily monitoring 
equipment 
Data Management: 
Database maintenance 
Audit preparedness 
Labodeffort 
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6.1.1 EM-8 

The Hazardous and Solid Waste Section of EM-8 is responsible for a variety of waste 
management functions. This section is funded entirely from indirect funding sources. In 
addition to maintaining databases on the WPF and temporary storage areas at the 
Laboratory and sampling wastes that must be analyzed to aid characterization, the 
Hazardous and Solid Waste Section performs a variety of other waste management 
functions. Throughout much of the waste management processes for both HW and M W ,  
this section performs an invaluable support role for waste generators. Periodically, this 
section also monitors and audits waste management operations. This includes a quarterly 
sampling effort for pore gas and quarterly hydro-probe monitoring at TA-54.19 All of the 
regulatory and permitting issues are handled by this section, including RCRA permitting, 
the current negotiation process for the Federal Facilities Compliance Agreement (FFCA), 
development of SOPS, some waste generator training and update of some ARs and other 
Laboratory manuals. 

The Hazardous and Solid Waste Section includes a total of thirteen FTEs, one of which is 
dedicated solely to sampling and monitoring. Each of the remaining FTEs may be 
required to take samples, contributing approximately 2% of their time to this duty. The 
materials and equipment used to sample and monitor vary according to the waste 
involved, and include, but are not limited to, subsurface balers, COLIWASAs, charcoal 
tubes, beakers, kimwipes, rags, scooping devices (with handle), 400-mL bottles, 1-L glass 
bottles, 500-mL polyethylene bottles and nitric acid. On average, the typical waste 
stream can be sampled in four hours, including labor for the sampling and paperwork. 
The labor for sampling alone can range from two hours to a half day. 

6.1.2 EM-9 

There are several sections within EM-9 that support the waste management process at 
LANL. The Sample Management Section controls and tracks each sample that is sent to 
EM-9 for analysis. This includes the maintenance of the Sample Tracking Database 
[Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS)] and an Archives Database 
(LIMS). The Organic Analysis and the Inorganic Analysis Sections are responsible for 
the physical analyses of the samples and each has a samples database. Because of the 
large number of analyses that can be performed according to the type of sample and tests 
desired, it is not possible to provide extensive details at this time.20 Pricing for the 
analyses is dependent on the number of samples and the types of analysis. EM-9 charges 
generators for all analyses. 

Due to the expensive nature of these analyses (an average of $5000 per unknown 
sample), it is in the best interest of the generator to provide as much KOP as possible. As 
a result, approximately 90% of the waste is characterized by KOP and the remaining 10% 
must be sampled and analyzed. Of the 10% of analyses that are performed, 98% of the 
time the generator possesses some KOP and therefore, only a portion of analyses are 

19Costs for quarterly sampling can be significant. For example, the analysis for pore gas at TA-54 cost $330,000 over 
a year period. Note that this cost does not include either the labor or equipment involved for the sampling. 
2%he pricing of analyses is considered sensitive by EM-9. However, the group leader, Craig S. Leasure, has agreed to 
assist in the development of several "average" pricing scenarios for this cost estimation. 
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required for characterization. However, approximately 2% of the time, the generator has 
no KOP and a full set of analyses are required. Occasionally, EM-9 will request 
assistance from HS-1 to monitor unknown waste samples for radioactivity. When this 
occurs, HS- 1 will charge EM-9 directly for any services rendered. 

6.1.3 HS-1 

The Chemistry and Metallurgy Research (CMR)/Waste Management Health Physics 
Section of HS- 1 provides support to waste management operations at LANL. HS- 1 does 
not characterize waste or perform waste sampling or analysis, but does perform external 
radiation readings of waste packages through direct and smear surveys. Typically, HS-1 
only works with LLW and TRU. Very little work is done with MW. About 95% of the 
waste management support work is for LLW and only 5% for TRU. This section spends 
about 80% of its effort on routine monitoring and releasing suspect waste from the 
RMMAs. The remaining 20% effort is monitoring waste packages or trucks for 
radioactivity. 

Materials and capital equipment include, but are not limited to, Ludlum Model 139, Air 
Proportional Alpha Detector; ESP 1 Eberline, Air Proportional Beta Probe; Berthoid 
LB770; SAC-4, Eberline scintillation alpha counter; Defensaps; tweezers; full range of 
PPE; and R03C, ion chamber (for truck monitoring only). In addition, EM-7 recently 
purchased a continuous air monitor (CAM) that HS- 1 will use for monitoring. It takes 
approximately ten to fifteen minutes to monitor a waste box or drum for radioactivity and 
about fifteen minutes to monitor a truck. 

6.1.4 HS-5 

The Field Support Section of HS-5 provides assistance to EM-7 in identifying and 
characterizing waste. In addition, they provide periodic monitoring of air, soil and water 
samples at TA-54, Areas G and L. Ambient air monitoring is conducted on a biweekly 
basis and composited samples are analyzed quarterly. Additional monitoring includes the 
analyses of the concentration levels of contaminants in surface soils, vegetation, pore gas 
and runoff. 

Materials and equipment required include, but are not limited to, the full range of PPE, 
litmus paper, tools, photoionization detector, colormetric tube, combustible gas 
indicators, a host of collection media, such as charcoal tubes, silica gel tubes, organic 
vapor badges and a variety of filter media. Currently, one ETE has 50% funding from 
EM-7 to work exclusively at TA-54. The bulk of this effort is spent working with TRU, 
and minor effort with LLW. This staff member spends approximately 90% time 
providing support to EM-7. There are also two other FTE's, one of which spends 
10-15% effort for this support and the other 5040% time. 

6.2 New Facilities and Planned Treatment Technologies 

A significant indirect cost of waste management at LANL is the construction and 
maintenance of facilities used for the treatment, packaging and storage of waste. The 
following four subsections describe some of the existing and planned facilities and 
discuss future needs for additional facilities. 
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6.2.1 Hazardous Waste 

The Hazardous Waste Treatment Facility is expected to come on-line in 1999 and is 
planned to treat HW at LANL. It is anticipated that the facility will cost approximately 
$ 1  1 million. The facility, to be located at TA-63, will house HW and radioactive waste 
treatment operations, such as incineration, storage facilities, a PCB treatment and 
handling facility and a waste oil bulking facility. One storage pad is currently planned, 
but an additional pad will be phased-in if necessary. 

Since HW can be treated and disposed, there is no need to evaluate future storage 
requirements for this waste. 

6.2.2 Mixed Waste 

The storage areas for M W  is currently adequate, although there is an ongoing study being 
done by a subcontractor, Parsons Engineering, to evaluate what the future need for 
storage areas will be. All MW storage areas must be inspected daily during the 
workweek. An industrial security fence surrounds the storage area to prevent public 
access. 

However, it is difficult to predict what the future requirements for MW storage will be 
because of the following two factors. First, on May 8, 1992, the EPA placed a 
moratorium on MW generation until the Laboratory comes into compliance with state 
and federal regulations. The moratorium will remain in effect until the FFCA is signed 
by the DOE and EPA Region VI.21 The FFCA is currently in the negotiation stage and it 
is unclear as to when this will be completed. In spite of this, EM-7 is still receiving MW 
from generators who have either received exemptions from, or claim that the waste was 
generated prior to, the moratorium. 

Second, in 199 1 , the Tiger Team audits were conducted and altered the "normal" 
generation rate of MW. As a result, it is not possible to estimate to a reliable degree of 
accuracy the trends of MW generation. Preliminary results of a study (conducted by 
Parsons Engineering) to estimate future requirements for additional storage capacity 
indicate that no new facilities will be required before the Mixed Waste Receiving and 
Storage Facility is put into operation in 1997- 1 9 9 8 . 2 2  This conclusion, however, is 
predicated on the assumption that MW generation will continue along the levels prior to 
1991 and that planned treatments for existing waste will proceed as scheduled. 

No MW has been repackaged to date, but regulations may require consolidation and 
repackaging of this waste in the future. EM-7 is also investigating the option of 
commercial treatment for this MW.  Another possible treatment option is the controlled- 
air incinerator located in TA-50. It is conservatively estimated that 30% of the MW 

21The FFCA is an agreement between the DOE and EPA Region VI. DOE and LANL have admitted that the 
Laboratory is out of compliance with such regulations as the Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act and RCRA. Instead of 
simply fining DOE and LANL, the EPA has agreed to develop an FFCA, whereby the Laboratory will propose a plan 
and schedule by which it will come into compliance. This proposal is then negotiated amongst the parties. 
22This new facility will provide storage areas for various types of mixed wastes, decontamination rooms and bulking 
rooms in an enclosed area with complete ventilation and fire protection systems. 
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currently in storage could be incinerated this way. The incinerator is not in use now 
because of permitting problems and retooling needs. 

Planned projects or mechanisms for the reduction of both the stored volume of M W  and 
its future generation are as follows: 

Scintillation Vial Crusher. At the point of generation, scintillation vials are 
thrown into a 1 x 1x2-ft cardboard box lined with plastic, and then placed into a 
30-gal. steel drum. There are currently 600 of these drums in storage. The 
scintillation vial crusher will be used to consolidate these 600 drums into 2-3 
dozen drums by separating the liquid from the solid particles. The solid waste 
will be disposed of as LLW and buried at TA-54, Area G. 23 The liquid waste will 
be sent either to the planned on-site incinerator or to Diversified Scientific 
Services, Incorporated (DSSI), a commercial treatment facility in Oak Ridge, 
Tennessee. 

Mixed Waste Incinerator. An on-site controlled-air incinerator is planned for 
operation at LANL in Fall 1995. This incinerator would accommodate high-BTU 
organic liquids, waste oils and solvents, scintillation cocktails (both hazardous 
and nonhazardous) and also combustible solids, e.g., rags. 

Off-Site Treatment Facility. An off-site treatment facility would be used to treat 
limited compounds, such as high-BTU organic liquids, waste oils and solvents 
and scintillation cocktails. The facility under consideration is DSSI in Oak Ridge, 
Tennessee, and would come on-line in mid-1994. 

Note: Either the LANL MW incinerator or the use of the off-site 
treatment facility will ultimately be chosen to treat the waste. 

Decontamination o f h a d  Bricks. The decontamination of lead bricks will use a 
sandblasting technique to remove surface contamination from the bricks. The 
residual contaminated grit will be disposed as MW, a substantial decrease from 
the initial volume. The bricks can then be disposed as regular waste. 

Delisting. Delisting of sludge from the Radioactive Liquid Waste Treatment 
Plant will recharacterize this waste and redirect the 1200 drums of this sludge that 
is currently stored as MW. Originally, this sludge was found to contain trace 
amounts of HW, but it was recently determined that these traces do not 
necessarily categorize the waste as hazardous. 

Treatment of Uranium Chips and Turnings. A controlled oxidation process that 
converts depleted uranium into uranium oxide has recently been developed to 
treat depleted uranium chips and turnings and is expected to begin in January 
1995. There are currently 300 drums of these chips and turnings in storage. 

In addition, two new storage domes are planned for construction by the end of FY 1993. 
These two domes will be used to protect the M W  drums and used gas cylinders that are 
currently in storage from the elements. 

23Note that plastic vials will be incinerated and glass vials will be buried. 
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6.2.3 Low-Level Radioactive Waste 

A Tritium Waste Storage Facility is anticipated in early 1994. This facility will contain a 
combination of trailers and pads that will be used to handle tritium waste. This 
incinerator will be used to treat LLW. However, it is not currently permitted and will not 
be operable until the permit has been granted. Lastly, the Low-Level Waste Compactor 
Facility will be used to compact the waste so that it will take up a smaller volume. 

6.2.4 Transuranic Waste 

It is anticipated that another storage facility will be required in the next decade for TRU. 
This, however, will be dependent on how soon the WAC are developed for WIPP and 
when WIPP will commence operation. The target date for the operation of WIPP is the 
end of FY 1999.24 It is expected that the costs to certify all of the TRU at LANL will be 
extensive, although it is impossible to estimate these costs at this time. 

A TRU Waste Treatment Facility to certify and repackage all TRU, including legacy 
waste, is currently planned as a line item for FY 1998. In addition, in order to meet the 
compliance order for Pads 1,2 and 4, a facility is being considered for the remediation of 
these pads. See Section 5.5, Intermediate Storage, under Transuranic Waste for more 
information. This facility will be used to remove all of the buried drums in Pads 1, 2 and 
4 and repackage them. 

2%his is the latest estimate given by Diane Morton, DOE-Albuquerque. 
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Part 111: Development of a Cost Estimation Model 

This part explains the structure of the model, how it evolved, and how the costs used in 
the model were derived. The model was built on Microsoft Excel software and consists 
of six worksheets bound into a single workbook. All six worksheets are linked. Each 
cell that calculates a cost in the model is fully documented. A complete copy of the 
model is included in Appendix C. A complete set of documentation notes is included in 
Appendix D. 

7.0 Model Development 

The first phase of this project was the documentation of the waste management process 
for each of the four waste types. This information was then used to develop cost 
estimates for each step of the waste management process. As these costs estimates were 
being developed, it became clear that a single cost estimate would not accurately capture 
the costs for managing a waste category because of the broad range of waste streams 
within each waste category. Each waste category was separated into three cost ranges: 
high, average and low. The high-cost range takes into account those waste streams which 
are the most expensive to manage. The average range represents those waste streams that 
are the most common and that are generated in high volume. The low range takes into 
account those waste streams that are very inexpensive to manage and do not have a very 
high volume of generation. See Table 6 for a comparison list of all waste streams that 
were considered in each waste category. 



Table 6. Comparison List of All Waste Streams. 

Waste Type cost Volume 
H w  

Chem waste: RCRA (pkgd to meet DOT rqmts) 

Chem waste: non-RCRA (pkgd to meet DOT rqmts) 

PCB wastes (off-site for trmt & disp by JCI) 

Compressed gas cylinders (off-site shipment) 

Chem waste: oil/solvent (shipped in bulk) 

Asbestos (JCI handles, special rqmts) 

Biomedical wastes (DOT certified pkg. diff labels) 

Chem waste: Admin/class (if classified, own shaft) 

HE (treatedfburned at S site) 

~ ~~~ 

Mixed compressed gas cylinders (no special rqmts) 

PCB/rad wastes (if liquid, storage; if solid, burial) 

Asbestodrad wastes (monofill landfill) 

HWrad wastes (handled same as haz High Explosive waste) 

Low-Level Radioactive Waste 

Graphite solids & powders (own shaft, immobilization) 

Hot-cell waste (high level, road closure) 

Animal tissue (freeze, disinfect, certify, own shaft) 

Asbestos wastes (handled by JCI) 

Chemical treatment sludge (55-gal. drums, road closure) 

High 

High 

High 

High 

Average 

Average 

Average 

Low 

LOW 

Average 

Average 

High 

Low 

High 

cnrsh 

Low 

Average 

LOW 

High High 

Average Average 

Average LOW 

L O W  LOW 

High 

High 

High 

High/Low 

HigMAverage Low 

Average 

Low 

Average 

High 
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Table 6. Comparison List of All Waste Streams, continued. 

Waste Type cost Volume 

Low-Level Radioactive Waste, continued 

Hydrocarbon & silicon-based oils; aqueous solutions 
(must be absorbed first) 

Immobilized residues/powders (must be immobilized) 

Aerosol cans/gas cylinders (special requirements) 

Filter media & residue (may be immobilized; extra pkg.) 

Beryllium wastes (own shaft, double bagged in drums) 

Ion exchange resin (must be solidified) 

PCB contaminated wastes (extremely rare) 

Irradiation sources w/ lead (own shaft, IO-gal. drum) 

Other combustibles & noncomb (boxes, drums, etc.) 

Molecular sieves (cannot be free particulate matter) 

Metal crucibles, scrap, dies, precious & scrap metals, lead (regular 
packaging) 

Firing point residues (pit disposal) 

Radioactively contaminated soil (dump truck to pit) 

Glass (noncompactible container) 

Chemical waste (catch for MW, rad chem not haz) 

Scintillation vials (empty vials, drums) 

Combustible & non-combustible solid trash 
(2 ft 3 boxes, pit) 

Petroleum contaminated soil (drums, sometimes loose) 

Miscellaneous salts (extremely rare) 

Average 

Average 

Average 

Average 

Average 

Average 

Average 

Average 

LOW 

LOW 

LOW 

LOW 

LOW 

LOW 

L O W  

L O W  

Low 

L O W  

LOW 

Average 

Low 

LOW 

Low 

Low 

LOW 

Average 

LOW 

Average 

LOW 

Average 

Average 

Average 

LOW 

Low 

LOW 

High 

LOW 

LOW 
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Table 6. Comparison List of All Waste Streams, continued. 

Waste Type Cost Volume 

Low-Level Radioactive Waste, continued 

Building debris and PN equipment (boxes, plastic, bulk) 

Skull & oxide; slag & porcelain; sanitary sludge 
(rare, drums mainly) 

Remote-Handled TRU (legacy) (special pkg. & canisters) 

Cemented sludges (Portland cement, 55-gal. drum) 

Cemented process residues (drum w/ cement) 

Cemented incinerator ash (drum w/ Portland cement) 

Soil (drums w/ Portland) 

Combustible solids (drum) 

Noncombustible scrap (drum) 

Dewatered sludges (drums w/ 90- and 5-mL liners, dry 
Portland cement) 

Mixed metal scraps and combustibles (legacy) 
ISRF. SWB) 

LOW 

LOW 

High 

High 

High 

High 

High 

Average 

Average 

Low 

Average 

Average 

LOW 

LOW 

LOW 

Low 

LOW 

LOW 

LOW 

LOW 

LOW 

LOW 

Each cost estimation takes into account both direct and indirect costs, as discussed in 
Section 1.5, Background for Cost Estimation. The direct costs are further broken down 
into two categories: direct costs incurred by the waste generator and direct costs incurred 
by EM-7. Indirect costs are divided into 3 tiers that reflect the subtle differences among 
these costs. For example, Tier I contains indirect costs that support the waste 
management infrastructure. Tier 2 contains costs that are somewhat unpredictable, such 
as the need for new facilities or noncompliance fees and penalties. Tier 3 costs take into 
account such factors as the impact of future waste generation rates and the changing 
regulatory environment. Included in the indirect cost category are hidden and 
contingency costs. For the purposes of this report, hidden costs are indirect costs that are 
incurred by either EM-7 or a waste generating organization as a result of the generation 
of the waste. Such costs are considered hidden because they cannot be attributed directly 
to the management of a particular waste category and are also independent of the degree 
of toxicity/radioactivity and quantity of waste generated. Nonetheless, these costs may 
contribute significantly to the total costs of waste management at LANL. Such costs 
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include permitting, contract negotiation, training, ongoing support, administrative 
management, audits, inflation, regulatory compliance, and penalties and fines for non- 
compliance. 

Contingency costs must be considered in this cost analysis for the development of the 
process simulation model because of the uncertainties that surround future waste 
generation rates and the unpredictable regulatory climate. While it is impossible to 
foresee precisely how waste generation will change in the future, several different 
scenarios can at least be anticipated (Le., a large increase, a large decrease, status quo). 
Since future waste generation rates will affect the need for additional storage capacity, 
scenarios can be developed to examine how waste management costs will be affected. 
Similarly, the effect of changes in regulations and compliance requirements can also be 
anticipated and used to develop extreme and average future scenarios @e., in the extreme 
case, LANL might be required to analyze and repackage all waste; in the average case, 
regulatory requirements might require that all waste be labeled in a particular fashion). 

7.1 Structure of the Model 

The process simulation model developed for this project relies on information that the 
user inputs into a master worksheet. This worksheet contains a series of questions and 
instructions and uses the answers to these questions to create a particular scenario. See 
Table 7 for a copy of the first page of the master worksheet containing questions and 
instructions for the user. Specific values from the four other worksheets, each one 
corresponding to one of the four waste categories, are used in the master worksheet to 
perform calculations. These individual waste worksheets contain the outline of the waste 
management process and calculate costs based on the input information. The results of 
each simulation are then called back into the master worksheet, where they are 
summarized both in tabular form and in pie charts. Each simulation also calculates a 
2 25% error margin for each cost estimate, creating a cost envelope. Three pie charts are 
generated for every simulation. These are a breakdown of the total direct costs, 
comparison of generator versus EM-7 direct costs and comparison of direct versus 
indirect costs. See Fig. 5 for an example of a summary for LLW in the master worksheet. 
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Table 7. Master Worksheet: Questions and Instructions. 

QUESTIONS TO USER: 
Please answer all questions that apply to your waste category. 
Do you want unit or other volume data? 

default = unit, or enter here ===> 

Which scenario would you like to see? 
--- high= 1, average=2,low=3 ---> 

Do you want to include sampling? 
default = yes, enter 1 ; otherwise 0 ===> 

FOR TRU, MW AND HW ONLY: 
Do you want to include repackaging? 

default = yes, enter 1 ; otherwise 0 ===> 

Regulatory stability 
by what percentage will costs increase? 

(enter in decimal format please) 

Future waste generation 
by what percentage will rates change? 

(enter positive or negative decimal format) 

FOR HW AND MW ONLY: 
Satellite or < 90 day storage areas? 

Enter 1 for satellite; 0 for c 90 day ===> 

FOR HW, MW AND LLW: 
Road closure required? 

Enter 1, if yes; otherwise, enter 0 => 

FOR TRU ONLY: 
Include Size Reduction Facility? 

default = yes, enter 1 ; otherwise 0 ===> 

USER INSTRUCTIONS: 

IMPORTANT: DO NOT CHANGE ANYTHING ELSE IN THIS SPREADSHEET!!!! 
The following eight pages contain cost summaries for each of the four waste types. 
If you are interested in calculating the projected volume reduction associated with a 
particular project, and would like to know the cost savings and payback period, please answer 
the questions on page 10. The resulting cost summary can also be found on page 10. 
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COST SUMMARY: (by waste type) 
Low-Level Radioactive Solid Waste: 
General Breakdown - Scenario#: 1 
Direct Costs - Total - 25% Estimate + 25% 

per m3 $4,161 $5,547 $6,934 
perft3 $118 $157 $196 

Indirect Costs 

per ft3 $123 

Grand Total Costs 
perm 3 $6,767 $9,023 $11,279 
per ft 3 $192 $256 $319 

perm3 $4,345 $2,607 
$74 

$3,476 
$98 

Detailed Breakdown (per ft 3, Total % Total Generator EM-7 
Generation $12 8% $12 $0 
Characterization $46 30% $45 $2 
On-Site Transportation $37 23% $33 $4 
Disposal $62 39% $0 $62 
Data Management $0 0% $0 $C 
Total $157 100% $90 $68 

Direct Cost Breakdown 
0% 8% 

23% 

Generation 

0 Characterization 

On-Site Transportation 

Disposal 

Data Management 

Figure 5. Master Worksheet: Summary of Low-Level Radioactive Waste. 
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Generator vs EM-7 Direct Costs 

43% 

57% 

Direct vs Indirect Costs 

Generator 

EM-7 

61 % 

39% Direct Costs 

0 indirect Costs 

Figure 5. Master Worksheet: Low-Level Radioactive Waste, continued. 

The remaining worksheet in the workbook is an Update Worksheet, which is only to be 
used for the maintenance of the model. This worksheet contains all of the data that 
changes on an annual basis and that needs to be input in order to keep the workbook 
current. This Update Worksheet is linked to all five other worksheets. 

7.2 Waste Scenarios 

The high-, average-, and low-waste scenarios are based on the information contained in 
Table 6, Comparison List of All Waste Streams. The information was obtained from 
interviews with EM-7 personnel. Since there is so much variation in packaging, 
handling, treatment and transportation, a representative scenario was chosen in each case. 
A description of the scenarios for each waste category follows. 
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7.2.1 Hazardous Waste 

m: This scenario is intended to represent the high-cost HW that LANL generates. 
This includes such waste types as RCRA and non-RCRA chemical waste, PCB waste and 
compressed gas cylinders. It is assumed that the high-cost waste may include the 
following: 55-gal. drum and cover; on-site transportation performed by EM-7, possible 
road closure (for uncharacterized compressed gas cylinders-rare), vermiculite in drum. 

Average : This scenario is intended to represent the average-cost waste types that are 
generated at LANL. This includes chemical wastes such as oils and solvents, asbestos 
and biomedical wastes. It is assumed that the average-cost waste may include the 
following: 55-gal. drum and cover, no road closure, on-site transportation by EM-7 
crews. 

Low: This scenario is intended to represent the low-cost waste types that are generated at 
LANL. This includes such wastes as administratively controlled or classified waste, bulk 
waste-liquid or solid, and high explosive waste. It is assumed that the low-cost waste 
may include the following: 55-gal. drum with cover, no road closure, on-site 
transportation by EM-7 crews. 

7.2.2 Mixed Waste 

Hig;h: This scenario is intended to represent the high-cost M W  that LANL generates. 
This includes such wastes as RCRA and non-RCRA M W  and mixed compressed gas 
cylinders. It is assumed that the high-cost waste includes the following: 55-gal. drum, 
vermiculite as an absorbent, road closures, on-site transportation by EM-7 unless a road 
closure is required, monitoring by HS-1, and intermediate (may be long-term) storage. 

Average : This scenario is intended to represent the average-cost waste types that are 
generated at LANL. This includes such wastes as radioactive PCB waste and radioactive 
asbestos waste. It is assumed that the average-cost waste includes the following: 55-gal. 
drum, on-site transportation by EM-7 unless a road closure is required. 

Low: This scenario is intended to represent the low-cost waste types that are generated at 
LANL. This includes such wastes as radioactive HE waste. It is assumed that the 
average-cost waste includes the following: 55-gal. drum, on-site transportation by EM-7 
unless a road closure is required. 

7.2.3 Low-Level Radioactive Solid Waste 

I-&&: This scenario is intended to represent the high-cost LLW that LANL generates. 
This includes remote-handled LLW. It is assumed that the high-cost waste may include 
the following: 55-gal. drum and cover; road closure, on-site transportation performed by 
JCI and special treatment that may be required. 

Average: This scenario is intended to represent the average-cost waste types that are 
generated at LANL. This includes such wastes as chemical treatment sludge and asbestos 
wastes, oils, aqueous solutions, beryllium waste and PCB wastes. It is assumed that the 
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average-cost waste may include the following: 55-gal. drum and cover, absorbent 
material, such as vermiculite, no road closure, on-site transportation by EM-7 crews. 

Low: This scenario is intended to represent the low-cost waste types that are generated at 
LANL. This includes such wastes as compactible and noncompactible solid wastes and 
lab trash. It is assumed that the low-cost waste may include the following: 2-ft3 
cardboard box, plastic liner, no road closure, on-site transportation by EM-7 crews. This 
waste may not even require packaging; contents may be directly dumped into the disposal 
pits. 

7.2.4 Transuranic Waste 

High: This scenario is intended to represent the high-cost TRU that LANL generates. 
This includes such wastes as remote-handled TRU and cemented sludges. It is assumed 
that the high-cost waste includes the following: 55-gal. drum, Portland or gypsum 
cement to solidify the waste, road closures, special rigging equipment and laborers to 
place the waste into the remote-handled shafts and transportation by JCI. 

Average: This scenario is intended to represent the average-cost waste types that are 
generated at LANL. This includes such wastes as combustible solids, noncombustible 
scrap and mixed metal scraps and combustibles, such as glove boxes. It is assumed that 
the average-cost waste includes the following: 55-gal. drum or a SWB, road closures, 
transportation by JCI. This waste may also go through the Size Reduction Facility or the 
Drum Preparation Facility. 

Low: This scenario is intended to represent the low-cost waste types that are generated at 
LANL. This includes such wastes as dewatered sludges. It is assumed that the average- 
cost waste includes the following: 55-gal. drum, 90- or 5-mL plastic liners, dry Portland 
cement, road closures, transportation by JCI. This waste may also go through the Size 
Reduction Facility or the Drum Preparation Facility. 

7.2.5 Additional Information 

In addition to choosing a particular waste scenario, the user is also asked several other 
questions. Refer to Table 7 for these questions. By changing the values associated with 
these other questions, a user can more accurately model his/her waste stream. For 
example, if a generator knows that sampling is never required for his/her waste, then 
sampling will not be included in the calculation. Or, if the user wishes to learn how much 
sampling costs, then he/she can run two simulations, one with and one without sampling. 
Then, he/she can simply take the difference of the two to calculate sampling costs. In the 
same manner, the user can input information regarding road closure, repackaging and the 
use of the Size Reduction Facility. 

To account for the contingency costs discussed in Section 7.0, Model Development, the 
user must also input the desired impact of future regulatory requirements and future waste 
generation. These contingency estimates are derived through the use of a cost factor, 
which is multiplied by total direct costs to reflect the relative increase or decrease that 
might be expected with changes in regulatory requirements or waste generation. For 
example, if the user knows that his/her waste generation will increase by 25% in the next 
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year, then the user can input that value to illustrate how this increase will affect future 
costs. Similarly, since it is difficult to predict how regulations will change in the future, 
the user can estimate by what percent helshe expects regulatory requirements to change. 
For example, if regulations are not expected to change at all, the user may want to simply 
input the current inflation rate, since costs will increase by at least that amount. Or, if 
regulatory requirements are expected to change drastically and impose many additional 
costs, then the user may want to use a factor that is closer to 50%, or whatever is 
applicable. 

7.3 Unit Costs 

All costs in the model are unit costs for each waste category. For MW, LLW and TRU, 
the units are cubic meters, with an additional conversion to cubic feet. For HW, the unit 
is the kilogram, with an additional conversion to the pound. To derive unit costs within 
the model, all costs were normalized to a 55-gal. drum. When the waste processing step 
was associated with waste characterization and the completion of a form, then the cost 
was divided by the amount of waste per form. The waste per form was calculated by 
taking the total volume (or weight, for HW) of waste in a given year divided by the 
number of waste processing forms for that waste category in the same given year. These 
values are shown in Table 8. When the cost estimate was not related to the waste 
processing form, e.g., packaging waste, the cost was divided by 0.21 m3 (or 200 kg for 
HW) to calculate the unit cost. 

Table 8. Values for Total Waste Generation and Processing Forms Per Year. 

Waste Type Volume (Wt) Per Yr Forms Per Yr Volume (Wt)/Form 
Hazardous 1,296,206 kglyr 12,403 Iyr 104.5 1 kg/form 
Mixed 184 m31yr 1,741 Iyr 0.11 m3fi01-m 
Low -Level Radioactive 5,280 m31yr 954 Iyr 5.53 m31f01-m 
Transuranic 121 m3Iyr 435 Iyr 0.28 m3/form 

7.4 Calculating the Projected Volume Reduction and Cost Savings 

The Master Worksheet contains another set of questions that require inputs from the user. 
These questions are used to determine whether a particular waste minimization project 
will result in cost savings through a reduction in waste volume and subsequently, waste 
management costs. These questions ask the user about the waste minimization project. 
The model then calculates the present value savings over the lifetime of the project, the 
average present-value annual savings of the project and the approximate payback period. 
Table 9 shows this screen in the model, including the questions the user is required to 
answer and the result summary box. This information can then be used to evaluate the 
worthiness of a waste minimization project. It can also help to prioritize among several 
waste minimization projects. Projects with the greatest projected savings and the shortest 
payback periods should be given priority. For the purposes of this model, real prices are 
assumed, and therefore a real discount rate will be used. Thus, general inflation is not 
being considered. The Office of Management and Budget recently released appropriate 
discount rates for specific time periods. They are as follows: 3-year, 2.7%; Syear, 3.1%; 
7-year, 3.3%; 10-year, 3.6%; and 30-year, 3.8%. The user may wish to follow these 
guidelines, or choose an alternate discount rate. 
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Table 9. Calculating the Projected Volume Reduction and Cost Savings. 

CALCULATING THE PROJECTED VOLUME REDUCTION AND COST 
SAVINGS OF A WASTE MINIMIZATION PROJECT: 

What is the current year? 

What is the time horizon for this 
project in years? 

Select the discount rate to use. 

What is the cost of the waste 
minimization project? 

What volume (m3) or weight (kg) 
reduction per year will this result in? 

Which type of waste are you 
interested in: Low-Level (l), TRU (2), 
Hazardous (3), or Mixed (4)? 

For the waste type you selected, is that 
waste: 
High ( l ) ,  Average (2) or Low (3) cost? 
(Note: See Cell B7.) 

I 1993 1 

I I 
I 6% 1 

5 

Unit: 

I I In3 100 I 

Value: 

I I $5,547 1 1 

Direct Costs Only: 
Present Value Savings over Project Life: 

Project Life (years) 

Average Present Value Annual Savings: 

Payback Period (years) 

Total Costs: 
Present Value Savings over Project Life: 

Project Life (years) 

Average Present Value Annual Savings: 

Payback Period (years) 

$3,12 1,84 1 
5 

$624,368 

1.59 

$5,077,882 
5 

$1,015,576 

0.98 
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Part IV: Model Reference Manual 

This part contains information regarding how to use and maintain the model. Any 
questions concerning specific cell values should refer to Appendix D, Model 
Documentation, which contains all cell notes. Each cell note is numbered and 
corresponds to the number found within the worksheet under the column heading 
"Notes." 

8.0 Model Instructions and Maintenance 

Users of this model should be familiar with Microsoft Excel or other spreadsheet 
programs. The disks may be converted for use with Microsoft Excel for Windows on 
DOS. Refer questions regarding software conversion to your appropriate software 
representative. The disk contains a workbook, labeled "Cost Estimation Workbook" and 
a document called "Read-Me-First." This workbook contains the following 6 
worksheets: Hazardous-Waste-Model, Mixed-Waste-Model, 
Low-Level-Waste-Model, Transuranic-Waste-Model, Master-Worksheet and 
Update-Worksheet. See Fig. 6 for a schematic of the worksheet organization and 
linkages. 
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Master-Worksheet 

Low-Level-W aste-Model \I 

Update-Worksheet I 
Mixed-Waste-Model Transuranic-Waste-Model 

Figure 6. Worksheets and Linkages. 

8.1 How to Use This Model 

To ensure proper use of this model, the user must understand how to use Microsoft Excel, 
or other equivalent spreadsheet program. The user should have both Microsoft Excel and 
Microsoft Word on the computer. Once the user has inserted the floppy disk into the 
external drive, he/she should double-click on the icon labeled, "Read-Me-First." This 
document contains the same instructions as in Chapter 8 of this report, Model Reference 
Manual. If the user is not familiar with these instructions, it is suggested that he/she read 
them at this time. 

When ready to begin use of the model, double-click on the icon labeled "Cost Estimation 
Workbook." The workbook will automatically open all six files and update the linkages. 
The only worksheet visible will be the worksheet labeled, "Master-Worksheet." All 
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instructions should be read carefully. The user should, at this time, answer all questions 
found on page 1 of this worksheet. The model will calculate all of the summary sheets 
accordingly. To view each summary page, the user must scroll to the appropriate page 
indicated in Table 10, Reference Pages for Master Worksheet. If the user is interested in 
calculating the cost savings and volume reduction associated with a particular waste 
minimization project, he/she can scroll to page 10 of the Master-Worksheet, where 
another series of questions can be found. The results of these calculations can be found 
on the same page, Page 10, under the heading, "Results." 

Table 10. Reference Pages for Master-Worksheet. 

Waste Type Pages 
Low-Level Radioactive 2-3 

Transuranic 4-5 
Hazardous 6-7 

Mixed 8-9 
Cost Savings 10 

The user may print out any files that are desired, remembering to save the workbook 
before printing. The user must change 
the Master-Worksheet. To simulate other scenarios, the user simply returns to page 1 of 
the Master-Worksheet and inputs the desired answers to each question. 

those numbers found on pages 1 and 10 of 

8.2 How to Maintain This Model 

The costs calculated in this model are current for FY 1994. However, after that time, it 
will be necessary to update the model so that it can be used for future years. For further 
information, please refer to the model documentation notes found in Appendix D. These 
notes explicitly describe how these numbers were derived and how to obtain new data in 
the future. The maintenance of this model is performed in the Update-Worksheet. This 
worksheet contains several data tables. The tables are as follows: Table 1, Annual 
Generation and Processing Forms Values; Table 2, Total Inventory; Table 3, TDD 
Update; and Table 4, Hazardous Waste Worksheet. See Table 11 for a copy of this 
worksheet. 

Table 1 1. Update Worksheet Sample. 

IUPDATE (This spreadsheet for maintenance ONLY!!) 1 
~ ~ ~~ 

- 
Table 1. 
Waste TvDe Number formdvr Vol or wVvr VoI or wVform Form % 
Hw 
Mw 
LLW 
TRU 
Total 
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W l e  3. 
D D  Update 

Note # 
lazardous 

30 

31 

32 

33 
34 

35 

36 

40 
fiixed 

29 

30 

31 

32 
33 

34 
35 

39 

TDD # Value 
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Transuranic 

36 

37 

38 

39 
40 
41 

42 

43 
48 

49 

Hazardous Waste Worksheet 
Overriding values for zero- or low values 
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Only those numbers that are outlined in a box need to be changes. The other numbers are 
calculated by the model or are constant. Once the numbers have been updated, the user 
should save the workbook and return the Update-Worksheet to its original position. The 
only worksheet visible should be the Master-Worksheet. 



Part V: Conclusion 

9.0 Conclusion 

This model is intended for use by all waste generators and the Environmental 
Management Division at LANL. It is a tool to help users understand waste management 
costs at LANL. It is also a tool that can be used to establish priorities among waste 
minimization projects. Through the dynamic nature of the model, the user can evaluate 
many different waste management scenarios. All waste management costs that are 
calculated represent the life-cycle costs of the waste generated. Table 12, Average Waste 
Management Costs (per cubic meter) for FY 1994 Data, contains a breakdown of the 
direct, indirect and total costs of waste management for the four waste types. 

Table 12. Average Waste Management Costs (per cubic meter) for FY 1994 Data. 

In addition, the model provides a quick method to calculate the present value savings 
over the life of the project and the payback period. This can be used to quickly evaluate 
and compare several waste minimization projects, 

If there are any questions regarding the use or maintenance of this model, please contact 
Michelle Burns, EM-DO. 
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Apmndix A. 
Documents 

Waste Profile Form, Form 1346 

Chemical Waste Disposal Request, Form 1541 

New or Unused Waste Continuation Sheet, Form 1541B 

Radioactive Solid Waste Disposal (RSWD) Record Application for 

TRU Waste Storage Record, Form 1562 

StorageDisposal, Form 1354 

Hazardous Materials Transfer Form, Form 1586 

Radioactive Materials Transfer Form, Form 1468 

Hazardous Waste Generator Workbook, Draft 6/8/92 

Waste Generator Nonconformance Report, ES&H Form 10-2B 

Disposal of Contaminated and/or Classified Property, Form 252-R 
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ApDendix B. 
Databases 

EM-7: 
Low-Level Waste Management Database (Oracle, since 1/1/92) 
Chemical Waste Management Database (Oracle, since /9 1) 
TRU Waste Management Database (Oracle, 4/93??) 
DumpstedGenerator Tracking Database, (Radioactive Waste Section) 
ChemTalk Database (CMWO computer system) 

EM-8 
Hazardous Waste Tracking System (Oracle) 
Waste Profile Form Database (Oracle) 

EM-9: 
Organic Samples Database (LIMS) 
Inorganic Samples Database (LIMS) 
Sample Tracking Database (LIMS) 
Archives Database (LIMS) 
Quality Assurance/Quality Control Database (LIMS) 
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Appendix C 
The Model 

The model used in the estimation of waste management costs at LANL is composed of 
six spreadsheets. Two of these spreadsheets, Update and Master, are shown in the text of 
the report. The remaining four spreadsheets are contained in this appendix. These are 
Hazardous Waste, Mixed Waste, Low Level Radioactive Solid Waste and Transuranic 
Waste. Note that the numbers in each cell will change depending on the scenario and 
volume or quantity of waste. 

Hazardous Waste 
Volume (default: unit/ka) 1 
Scenario (default: average) 3 

# CWDR/yr 12403 
Weight (kg)/yr 1,296,206 
Weight (kg)/CWDR 104.51 

I 
~ ~~~~ ~ 

Direct Costs: Generator E M-7 Subtotal Notes 
Generation 
Packaaina 

-~ 
material $0.15 $0.00 $0.15 1 
labor $0.13 $0.00 $0.13 2 

Generation Subtotal $0.28 $0.00 $0.28 3 

Temporary Storage 
Satellite/less-than-90-day 

database. EM-8 $0.00 $0.05 $0.05 4 
inspections, records $0.05 $0.00 $0.05 5 

Temporary Storage Subtotal $0.05 $0.05 $0.10 6 

Characterization 
WPF 

completion $0.26 $0.00 $0.26 7 
record keeDina. EM-8 $0.00 $0.05 $0.05 8 

ISamDle/analvze. LANL arouD I $0.67 I $0.00 I $0.67 I 9 I 
~ ~ - 

CWDR $0.26 $0.00 $0.26 10 
Review of forms $0.25 $0.00 $0.25 11 
Approval & database entry $0.00 $0.72 $0.72 12 

Characterization Subtotal $1.43 $0.77 $2.20 13 

~ ~ - 

CWDR $0.26 $0.00 $0.26 10 
Review of forms $0.25 $0.00 $0.25 11 
Approval & database entry $0.00 $0.72 $0.72 12 

Characterization Subtotal $1.43 $0.77 $2.20 13 
I 1 

~ ~ 

I I I I 



Repackaging 
Repackaging Subtotal $0.00 $1.05 $1.05 14 

I I I I 
Storaae I I I I 

~~~ ~ 

On-site storage $0.00 $0.22 $0.22 23 
Prepare waste for shipment $0.00 $0.05 $0.05 24 

Storage Subtotal $0.00 $0.27 $0.27 25 

~~~ ~~ 

Treatment and Disposal 
Disposal Subtotal $0.00 $0.87 $0.87 26 

Data Management 
Data Subtotal $0.00 $0.84 $0.84 27 

Subtotal - Direct Costs $2.68 $4.66 $7.34 28 
(Per Ib) $1.21 $2.1 1 $3.32 29 
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I I I I 
Tier 111 - Factors 
Regulatory stability $1 $0 43 
Future generation rates $1 $0 44 

Subtotal - Tier ill $1 $1 45 
Subtotal- Indirect Costs $1 5 $7 46 

~~ ~ 

Grand Total $22 $10 47 

Reliability (-+ 25%) 
Direct Costs Low Average High 

Der ka $6 $7 $9 48 
per Ib $2 $3 $4 49 - 

Grand Total Costs 
Der ka $1 7 $22 $28 50 

I 
~~ I* per Ib ~ $8 I $10 I $131 51 I 
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Mixed Waste 

Scenario (default: average) 3 
Volume (default: unit/m3) 1 

Total inventory 486.29 
# CWDR/yr 1741 
Volume (m3)/yr 184 
Volume (m3)/CWDR 0.1 1 

completion $748 $0 $748 15 
MAT-2 approval ** $329 $0 $329 16 
EM-7 approval $0 $473 $473 17 

Arrange transport $0 $4 1 $41 18 
Transportation 

transport $0 $1 64 $164 19 
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road closure $0 $0 $0 20 
check & weigh waste $0 $1 97 $197 21 

On-Site Subtotal $1,077 $874 $1,951 22 

Intermediate Storaae 
____ ~ ~~ 

Monitoring, HS-1 $0 $39 $39 23 
Storage $0 $283 $283 24 

Storaae Subtotal $0 $322 $322 25 
~ ~ ~~ 

Data Management 
Data Subtotal $0 $826 $826 26 

Subtotal - Direct Costs $3,76 1 $3,997 $7,758 27 
( D e r  ft3) $1 06 $1 13 $220 28 

~~ ~~ ~~ 

Indirect Costs: 
Tier I EM-7 

(Per m3) (Per ft3) 
Ongoing Support $5,000 $142 29 
Training $291 $8 30 
Audits $1 72 $5 31 

~ _ _ _ _ ~  

WAC- $21 5 $6 32 
Waste Operations $2,520 $71 33 
Capital Equipment $475 $13 34 
Materials and Supplies $466 $13 35 
Replacement Costs $500 $14 36 

Subtotal - Tier I $9,639 $273 37 
Subtotal - Tier I + Direct $1 7.397 $493 38 

Tier II 
Contract negotiation $491 $14 39 
New FacilitiedGeneral Construction $8.054 $2281 40 

~~ 

Subtotal - Tier II $8,545 $242 41 
Subtotal - Tier I, II + Direct $25,942 $735 42 

Tier 111 - Factors 
Regulatory stability $776 $22 43 
Future generation rates $776 $22 44 

Subtotal - Tier Ill $1 S52 $44 45 
Subtotal- Indirect Costs $1 9,736 $559 46 

I Grand Total $27,494 $779 47 
~ ~ 

Reliability (+ 25%) 
Direct Costs Low Average High 

perm3 $5,818 $7,758 $9,697 48 
perft3 $1 65 $220 $275 49 
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Grand Total Costs 
; perm3 $20,620 $27,494 $34,367 50 

perft3 $584 $779 $973 51 

Low Level Radioactive Solid Waste 

Scenario (default: averaae) 3 
Volume (default: unit/m3) 1 

I I I -1 I 

I I I I 
RSWD/vr 954 I I I 1 

I 5280 I I I 
IVolume (m3)/RSWD I 5.53 I I I I I 
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I On-Site Subtotal I $29 I $143 I $1721 20 I 
Disposal 
Waste placement $0 $232 $232 21 
Waste burial $0 $230 $230 22 . .~ 

Disposal Subtotal $0 $462 $462 23 

Data Management 
Data Management Subtotal $0 $1 6 $16 24 

Subtotal - Direct Costs (m3) $1,700 $676 $2,376 25 
Subtotal - Direct Costs (ft3) $48 $1 9 $67 26 

Indirect Costs: 
Tier I EM-7 

(cu m) (cu ft) 
Ongoing support $723 $20 27 
Administrative manaaement $74 $2 28 
 maintenance $0 $0 29 
Training $4 $0 30 
Audits $5 $0 31 
Certification/Assessment $0 $0 32 
Castal Equipmenwork Orders $2 1 $1 33 
Materials and Supplies $982 $28 34 
Replacement costs $48 $1 35 

Subtotal - Tier I $1,858 $53 36 
Subtotal - Tier 1 + Direct $4,234 $120 37 

Tier II 
Contract negotiation $1 7 $0 38 
New FacilitiedGeneral Construction $442 $13 39 
Non-Conformance Activities $1 $0 40 

Subtotal - Tier II $460 $13 41 
Subtotal - Tier I, II + Direct $4,695 $133 42 

Tier 111 - Factors 
Regulatory stability $238 $7 43 
Future generation rates $238 $7 44 

Subtotal - Tier Ill $475 $13 45 
Subtotal- Indirect Costs $2,794 $79 46 

~ 

Grand Total $5,170 $146 47 

Reliability Range (+ 25%) 
Direct Costs Low Average High I* per m3 $1,782 $2,376 $2,970 47 
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perft3 $50 $67 $84 48 

Grand Total Costs 
perm3 $3,878 $5,170 $6,463 49 
perft3 $1 10 $1 46 $183 50 

I *  comDIetion I $96 I $0 I $961 4 I 
~ ~~ 

record keeping, EM-8 $0 $1 24 $124 5 
Monitor, HS-1 $0 $39 $39 6 
Assav/analvze. NMT-4 $1.866 $0 $1.866 7 
Inspect for mixed, EM-8 $0 $1 21 $1 21 8 
TWSR $96 $0 $96 9 
Pre-approvaVdatabase entry $0 $269 $269 10 

Characterization Subtotal $2.059 $554 $2.612 11 

completion $284 $0 $284 16 
MAT-2 approval ** $1 25 $0 $125 17 
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b EM-7 amroval I $0 I $180 I $1801 18 I 
Arrange transport $1 39 $41 $180 19 
Transportation 

monitor waste. HS-1 $0 $78 $78 20 
~ ~~ ~~ 

inspect waste, EM-7 $0 $1 19 $119 21 
transport, JCI $445 $0 $445 22 
road closure $805 $0 $805 23 

~~ 

*-check and weigh waste $0 $1 97 $197 24 
On-Site Subtotal $1,799 $61 5 $2,413 25 

Intermediate Storage 
Receiving inspection, EM-7 $0 $90 $90 26 
Review & database entry $0 $90 $90 27 
Monitor waste, HS-1 $0 $39 $39 28 
Storage at TA-54, Area G $0 $491 $491 29 

Intermediate Subtotal $0 $709 $709 30 
I 

Data Management 
Data Management Subtotal $0 $314 $314 31 

Subtotal - Direct Costs (m3) $5,525 $4,963 $10,488 32 
Subtotal - Direct Costs (e3) $1 56 $1 41 $297 33 

~~ ~ 

Indirect Costs: 
Tier I EM-7 

(cu m) (cu fi) 
Ongoing support $29 1 $8 34 
Administrative management $95 $3 35 
Maintenance $9 $0 36 
Training $1 4 $0 37 
Audits $1 7 $0 30 
Certif ication/assessment $20 $1 39 
~~ ~ 

Characterization, prep/treat $54 $2 40 
Capital Equipment/Work Orders $1 41 $4 41 
Materials and supplies $91 2 $26 42 
Remote handled indirect costs $9.71 3 $275 43 
Replacement costs $500 $14 44 

Subtotal - Tier I $1 1,766 $333 45 
Subtotal - Tier I + Direct $22,255 $630 46 
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Reliabilitv I* 25%) I I I I 
Direct Costs Low Average High 

ner m3 $7,866 $1 0,488 $13,110 59 
~~ 

perft3 I $223 I $296.99 I $371.24 I 60 
I I I 

I I 

Grand Total Costs 
per m3 $1 9,655 $26,206 $32,758 61 
per ft3 $557 $742 $928 62 
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Appendix D 
Model Documentation 

Notes 
0 

Description 
Note: HW is reported by weight, in kilograms. As a result, the costs per 
kilogram appear smaller than costs per meter, and in many cases return values of 
$0.00 or other similarly meaningless value. To account for the nonzero costs 
that are incurred during the management of HW, the following arbitrary values 
have been substituted for zero or close-to-zero values: High category = $.75; 
Average = $.15; and Low = $.05. These values will correct the distortion 
created by the large weight of HW generated per year. 
Notes 1-29 are related to direct costs only. 
Notes 30-46 are for indirect costs only, which are incurred by EM-7, and are 
listed both in kilograms and pounds. 
Salaries that will be used throughout the model (per hour). 
EM-7 Average: $30.31 EM-7 staff salary in 1992 

$15.88 EM-7 other salary in 1992 
19.5% LANL fringe in 1992 
81 % LANL burden in 1992 
$49.95 (($30.3 1 + $15.88)/2)* 1.195* 1.8 1 =$49.95 

EM-7 Staff: $30.31 EM-7 staff salary in 1992 
19.5% LANL fringe in 1992 
81% LANLbu rden in 1992 
$65.56 $30.31 *l. 195* 1.81=$65.56 

EM-7 Tech: $15.88 EM-7 other salary in 1992 
19.5% LANL fringe in 1992 
81% LANL burden in 1992 
$34.35 $15.88* 1.195*1.81=$34.35 

EM-8 Average: $28.71 EM-8 staff salary in 1992 
$18.24 EM-8 other salary in 1992 
19.5% LANL fringe in 1992 

$50.78 (($28.71 + $18.24)/2)*1.195* 1.81=$50.78 
w 2  

EM-8 Tech: $18.24 EM-8 other salary in 1992 
19.5% LANL fringe in 1992 
81% LANL burden in 1992 
$39.45 $18.24* 1.195*1.81=$39.45 

ENG-5 Average: $32.43 ENGJ staff salary in 1992 
$21.66 ENG-5 other salary in 1992 
19.5% LANL fringe in 1992 
81% LANL burden in 1992 
$58.50 (($32.43 + $21.66)/2)*1.195*1.81=$58.50 

19.5% LANL fringe in 1992 
81% LANL burden in 1992 

HS-1 Tech: $15.20 HS-1 other salary in 1992 

$32.88 $15.20* 1.195* 1.8 1 =$32.88 
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0 (con’t) 
JCI Teamster: $16.80 JCI teamster salary in 1992 

1.05% JCI multiplier in 1992 
42.7%+ 16%+ 17% 
(labor load+material handlinp+general and administration) in FY 1992 

$30.99 $16.80*1.05*1.757=$30.99 

JCI Laborer: $15.50 JCI laborer salary in 1992 
1.05% JCI multiplier in 1992 
42.7%+16%+ 17% 
(labor load+materia ’ 1 ha n dbng ’ +penera1 and administration) in FY 1992 

$28.60 $15.50*1.05*1.757=$28.60 

JCI Operator: $24.00 JCI operator salary in 1992 
1.05% JCI multiplier in 1992 
42.7%+16%+17% 
(labor load+material handling+general and administration) in FY 1992 

$44.28 $24.OO*1.05* 1.757=$44.28 

LANL: $3 1.60 LANL average staff salary in 1992 
$16.76 LANL average other salary in 1992 
19.5% LANL fringe in 1992 
81% LANL burden in 1992 
$52.30 (($31.60 + $16.76)/2)*1.195*1.81=$52.30 

MAT-2 Average: $16.07 LANL average other salary in 1992 
19.5% LANL fringe in 1992 
81% LANL burden in 1992 
$34.76 $16.07*1.195*1.81=$34.76 

Volt Average: $17.41 Volt contractor salary in 1992 

Cell B2= Volume of waste input by the user; all equations in the model are multiplied by this 

Cell B6 = Total number of waste processing forms for HW in a given year. 
Cell B7 = Total volume (kilograms) of HW in a given year. 
Cell B8 = Total volume (kilograms) divided by Total number of waste processing forms 

number. 

(Cell B7/Cell B6). 

Note: 
Note: 
Note: 
Note: 
Note: 

Note: Total volume (Cell B7) was divided by the total number of waste processing forms (Cell 
B6) to determine the kg per waste processing form (Cell B8). 
Note: The cost of the form was based on a sample of 5 0 0 a  copies of typical 4-page card stock 
form, averaging original and reprint copies, at $.78 and $ S O ,  respectively, which is $.64/form. 

The waste processing forms for HW: CWDRs (Cell B6). 
Using 2,308,554 kg for Hazardous from EM-7 database, contact is I-li Chen. 
200 kg = 55-gal. drum; Equations are divided by 200 to derive a per unit cost. 
1728 was used as the number of working hours in a year from TDDs. 
All costs from the TDD documents were divided by the total volume (kilograms) of 
HW (Cell B7). 
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5 

6 

7 

8 

~ 

Temporary Storage: SatelliteAess-than-90-day - inspections, records 
Cell B21 =IF(IF('[Cost EstimationWorkbook] 

Master_Worksheet"!$B$26= 1,0,(52.3*7.5)/B7)>='[Cost Estimation 
WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet" !$B$ 1 OO,IF('[Cost Estimation 
Workbook]Master-Worksheet'!$B$26= 1 ,O,( 52.3*7.5)/B7),'[Cost 
Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet" !$B$lOO)*$B$2 

GENERATOR : 
If this is a satellite storage area, the cost is $0. Otherwise, assume that it takes 5 minutedday to 
do the inspections, and let's say that the time frame is 90 days, which totals 7.5 hours. Then, 
$52.30 * 7.5 hr /B7 to get the unit costs. 

Cell C21 =0*$B$2 

No costs incurred at this step. 
Temporary Storage: Subtotal 
Cell B22 =SUM(B20:B2 1) 
Cell C22 =SUM(C20:C21) 
Cell D22 =SUM(D20:D2 1 

EM-7: 

This is the summationof all Temporary Storage steps. 
Characterization: WPF - completion 

Cell B26 =IF(((52.3 *0.5)+0.64)/B8>='[Cost Estimation Workbook] 
Update-Worksheet" ! $B$ 1 OO,( (52.3 *0.5)+0.64)/B 8 ,'[Cost Estimation 
WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet" !$B$lOO)*$B$2 

GENERATOR : 
Assume it takes one-half hour to complete the form, or ($52.30/hr * .5 hr+.64)/Cell B8, in 
addition to $.64 for the form itself. 
This assumes that it takes one employee 30 minutes to complete a WPF. Note that WPFs are 
required for every waste category and are valid for one year. However, for the purposes of this 
model and to capture the costs associated with completion of the WPF, it is assumed that a WPF 
is completed as a typical step in the waste management process for HW. 
See Note #O for further explanation. 

Cell C26 =O*$B$2 
EM-7 
No costs incurred at this step. 
Characterization: WPF - record keeping, EM-8 

Cell B27 =O*$B$2 
GENERATOR : 
No costs incurred at this step. 

Cell C27 =IF(( 15042/B6)/B8>='[Cost Estimation Workbook] 
Update-Worksheet"!$B$lOO,( 15042/B6)/B8,'[Cost Estimation 
WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet" !$B $100)*$B$2 

EM-7: 
50% FTE contractor/yr; example: Volt @ $17.41kr * 1728 hr/yr /2 = $1 5,042/yr. This is then 
divided by B6 to get the unit cost per form. Then, the total is divided by BS. 



1 

2 

4 

Generation: Packaging-material 
Cell B14 =IF((HLOOKUP($B$3,B 102:D 104,2)/200)>='[Cost Estimation 

WorkbookjUpdate-Worksheet' ! $B $ 1 00,HLOOKUP 
($B $3 ,B 102:D 104,2)/200,'[Cost Es timationWorkbook] 
Update-Worksheet" ! $B $1 OO)*$B $2 

GENERATOR : u: $29 per 55-gal. drum plus 1/3 of a bag of vermiculite @$7SO/bag., divided by 200 kg 
($29 + $3.75 = $32.75) 
Average : $29 per 55-gal. drum, divided by 200 kg. 
- Low: $29 per 55-gal. drum, divided by 200 kg. 

Cell C14 =0*$B$2 

No costs incurred at this step. 
Generation: Packaging-labor 
Cell B15 =IF((HLOOKUP($B$3,$B$lO2: $D$104,3)/200)>='[Cost 

Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet" !$B$ 1 00,HLOOKUP 
($B$3,$B$102:$D$104,3)/200,'[Cost Estimation Workbook] 
Update-Worksheet" !$B$100)*$B$2 

EM-7: 

GENERATOR : 
High: ($52.30/hr * 1 hr) / 200 kg ==> Assume it takes one hour to package this waste. 
Average: ($52.30/hr * .5 hr) / 200 kg => Assume it takes 30 minutes to package this waste. 
Low: ($52.30/hr * .5 hr) / 200 kg => Assume it takes 30 minutes to package this waste. 
See Note #O for LANL salary. 
Cell C15 =0*$B$2 

No costs incurred at this step. 
Generation: Subtotal 
Cell B16 =SUM(B14+B 15) 
Cell C16 =SUM(C 14+C 15) 
Cell D16 =SUM(B 16+C 16) 
This is the summation of all Generation steps. 
Temporary Storage: Satellitelless-than-90-day - database, EM-8 
Cell B20 =O*$B$2 
GENERATOR : 
No costs incurred at this step. 

Cell C20 =IF(( 15042/B6)/B8>='[Cost EstimationWorkbook] 

EM-7 : 

Update-Worksheet"!$B$lOO,( 15042/B6)/B8,'[Cost Estimation 
Workbook] Update-Worksheet" ! $B $100) * $B$2 

EM-7: 
50% FIE contractor/yr; example: Volt @ $17.41/hr * 1728 hr/yr/2= $15,042/yr. This number 
is then divided by cell B6, which is the number of CWDRs per year. Then, it is divided by cell 
B8, in order to get the unit costs per kg. 
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10 

11 

Characterization: Sampldanalyze, LANL group 

Cell B28 =IF(IF('[Cost Estimation WorkbookIMaster-Worksheet" 
!$B$lO= 1,32 +(50.78*2),0)/200>='[Cost Estimation Workbook] 
Update-Worksheet" !$B$lOO,IF('[Cost Estimation Workbook] 
Master-Worksheet" ! $B$lO= 1,32+( 50.78*2) ,0)/200,'[Cost Estimation 
Workbook]Update_Worksheet" ! $B $100) *$B $2 

GENERATOR : 
This cell is linked to the master spreadsheet and the user is asked whether he wants sampling or 
not. If no sampling is desired, the cost is $0. If sampling is desired, then the cost is: 
$32 (for the analysis, from EM-9's cost table) + (50.78 (EM-8 average hourly rate, with fringe 
and burden) * 2 hr (which is about how long it takes to do the physical sampling; this number 
comes from Mike Berkheimer of EM-8)). 

Cell C28 =O*$B$2 

No costs incurred at this step. 
Characterization: CWDR 

EM-7 : 

Cell B29 =IF( (( 52.3 *0.5)+0.64)/B 8>='[ Cost Estimation Workbook] 
Update~Worksheet"!$B$100,((52.3*0.5)+0.64)B8,'[Cost Estimation 
WorkbooklUpdate-Worksheet' !$B $100)*$B$2 

GENERATOR : 
($52.30/hr * .5 hr)/B8, add $.64 for form. Assumption that it takes the generator 30 minutes to 
complete the CWDR. 

Cell C29 =0*$B$2 

No costs incurred at this step. 
Characterization: Review of forms 

EM-7: 

Cell B30 =IF((52.3 *OS)/B8>='[Cost Estimation Workbook] 
Update-Works heet" !$B $1 OO,( 52.3 *0.5)/B 8,'[Cost Estimation 
Workbook] Update-Worksheet" ! $B $1 OO)*$B $2 

GENERATOR : 
This assumes that it takes the generator about 30 minutes to make sure the WPF and CWDR are 
correct. Divided by Cell B8 to get unit costs. 

Cell C30 =O*$B$2 

No costs incurred at this step. 
EM-7: 
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12 

13 

14 

15 

Characterization: Approval and database entry 

Cell B31 =O*$B$2 
GENERATOR : 
No costs incurred at this step. 

Cell C31 =lF((49.95* lS)/B8>='[Cost Estimation Workbook] 
Update-Worksheet" ! $B$100,(49.95 * 1 S)/B 8 ,'[Cost Estimation 
Workbook] Update-Worksheet" ! $B$ 100) * $B$2 

EM-7 
Assumption that it takes 1 EM-7 employee 30 minutes to approve the forms, 30 minutes for the 
database entry and 30 minutes for phone calls, action items and tracking generators. Then divide 
by the kg per waste per processing form. Cell B8 to get unit costs. 
Characterization: Subtotal 
Cell B32 =SUM(B26:B3 1) 
Cell C32 =SUM(B26+C3 1) 
Cell D32 =SUM(B 3 2+C3 2) 
This is the summation of all Characterization steps. 
Repackaging: Subtotal 

Cell B35 =0* $B $2 

Assumption that it is usually EM-7 that realizes there is a packaging discrepancy and pays for it. 
This is a good assumption, I think, because the generators will never admit that they don't 
package things properly and thus would think we were trying to make their portion of the 
costs greater than necessary. 

GENERATOR : 

Cell C35 =IF((((34.35+29.19+65.56)*0.5)+145)/200>='[Cost Estimation 
WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet" !$B$ 1 00,( (( 34.35+29.19+65.56)*0.5) 
+ 145)/200,'[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet"! 
$B$100)*$B$2 

EM-7 : 
This assumes that it takes one JCI laborer, one EM-7 staff and one EM-7 tech 30 minutes to 
repackage the waste. The 85-gal. overpack drum costs $145. The staffing required for this was 
taken from TDD 3056. 
On-Site Transportation: HMT - completion 

Cell B39 =IF(((52.3* 1.5)+0.64)/B8>='[Cost Estimation Workbook] 
Update-Worksheet"!$B$100,((52.3* 1.5)+0.64)/B8,'[Cost Estimation 
Workbook] Update-Worksheet" ! $B $100) *$B$2 

GENERATOR: 
$52.30 * 1.5 hr, under the assumption that it takes this long to fill out the form. Also, add $54 
for the form. These should both be divided by B8 to get unit costs. Assumption is that it takes 
1.5 hours to complete this form, including 20 minutes for a QA check, and time for the 
supervisor to look things over, and a tech to do the work. 

Cell C39 =O*$B$2 

No costs incurred at this step. 
EM-7 
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16 

17 

18 

On-Site Transportation: HMT - MAT-2 approval 

Cell B40 =IF((16.07*1.195*1.81*0.5)/B8>='[Cost Estimation Workbook] 
Update-Worksheet"!$B$lOO,( 16.07" 1.195" 1.81*0.5)/B8,'[Cost 
Estimation Workbook]Update-Worksheet"!$B$100)*$B$2 

** Neither the generator nor EM-7 are currently back charged for MAT-2's services in 
this step. However, it is still a cost that LANL incurs and MAT is considering instituting a 
back charge system. We may want to include here a link to the current year and the year 
they will back charge (to generator, presumably). 

GENERATOR : 
Assume it takes 1 MAT-2 employee 30 minutes to approve the HMT, then divide by Cell 338. 
Note : There is a 4-h turnaround time at MAT-2 to process and return the paperwork. 

Cell C40 
EM-7 : 

=O*$B$2 

No costs incurred at this step. 
On-Site Transportation: HMT - EM-7 approval 

Cell B41 =O*$B$2 
GENERATOR: 
No costs incurred at this step. 

Cell C41 =IF((49.95* l)/B8>='[Cost Estimation Workbook] 
Update-Worksheet" !$B $100452.3 * 1 )/B 8 ,'[Cost Estimation 
WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet" ! $B $ 100) * $B $2 

EM-7 : 
Assume it takes 1 EM-7 employee 30 minutes on average to approve the form. There will be 
times when there are discrepancies and EM-7 must meet with MAT-2 so allow 30 more minutes 
then divide by Cell B8. 
See Note #IO for EM-7 salary. 
On-Site Transportation: Arrange transport 

Cell B42 

GENERATOR: 

=IF(B3= 1 ,'[Cost EstimationWorkbook]Update_Worksheet" ! 
$B$100+(58.50*0.5)/B7,0)*$B$2 

Hiyh onlv: If the scenario is 1 then assume it takes 1 ENG-5 employee 30 minutes to perform 
the work and divide by Cell B7 to get a per unit cost. However, this number only adds up to 
$0.15, so the model automatically returns the minimum value. 
Note: The transport of the waste is either arranged by EM-7 alone or with the generator and the 
assistance of ENG-5,who coordinates the transport with JCI. EM-7 handles the transport if a 
road closure is not required. 

Cell C42 =IF((34.35*0.25)/200>='[Cost Estimation Workbook] 
Update-Worksheet"!$B$lOO,(34.35*0.25)/200,'[Cost Estimation 
Workbook] Update-Worksheet" ! $B $100) *$B $2 

EM-7: 
Assume it takes 1 EM-7 tech 15 minutes to arrange the transport, then divide by 200 kg to get a 
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On-Site Transportation: Transportation - transport 

Cell B44 

GENERATOR : 
High onlv: If the scenario is 1, the waste is transported by JCI and the cost is $0.47, taken from 
the $425/ton received from Dan McReynolds of JCI, ($425/ton* 1 ton/20001bs*1 kg/2.211bs) = 
$0.47/kg. However, since this value is less than Cell B100, the cell will return $.75. 

Cell C44 =lF(((34.35*0.5)/2OO)>='[Cost Estimation Workbook] 

=IF( ' [Cost Estimation Workbook]Master-Worksheet" ! 
$B$25=0,0,0.75)*$B$2 

Update-Worksheet"!$B$100,((34.35*0.5)/200),'[Cost Estimation 
WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet" !$B$lOO)*$B$2 

EM-7: 
This assumes it takes an EM-7 tech 30 minutes to transport the waste. 
On-Site Transportation: Transportation - road closure 

Cell B45 =IF('[Cost EstimationWorkbook]Master_Worksheet" ! 

GENERATOR : 
High only: The cost of a road closure is $1675/event, received from Dan McReynolds, JCI. 
Assume in this case, since it is a little rarer, and you can't guarantee that the truck will be 75% 
full, which is a total of 17 55-gal. drums. So, assume in this case, that the truck has 10 55-gal. 
drums on it, which equals 550 gallons (550 gal.*8 Ibs/gal.*l kd2.21 Ibs = 1991 kg. Once event 
($1675) divided by the calculated 1991 kg = $0.84/kg. 
Note: There is input and linking from the master menu, so that the user can decide if he wants to 
include road closure costs. 

Averagehw : 
A road closure is not required, unless specified in the master menu. 

Cell C45 =0*$B$2 

No costs incurred at this step. 
On-Site Transportation: Transportation - check and weigh waste 

$B$25=0,0,0.84)*$B$2 

EM-7 

Cell B46 =0*$B$2 
GENERATOR : 
No costs incurred at this step. 

Cell C46 =IF(((65.56*0.5)+(34.35*0.25))/200>='[Cost Estimation 
WorkbooklUpdate-Worksheet" ! $B $1 OO,( (65.56*0.5) 
+(34.35*0.25))/200,'[Cost Estimation Workbook] 
Update-Works hee t " ! $B $1 00) * $B $2 

EM-7 : 
This assumes that it requires one EM-7 staff person 30 minutes and one EM-7 tech 15 minutes tc 
check and weigh waste, then divide by 200 rn3 to get the per unit cost. 
On-Site Transportation: Subtotal 
Cell B47 =SUM(B39:B46) 
Cell C47 =SUM(C39: C46) 
Cell D47 =SUM(B47+C47) 
This is the summation of all On-Site Transportation steps. 
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Storage: On-site storage 

Cell B50 =O*$B$2 
GENERATOR : 
No costs incurred at this step. 

Cell C50 =IF( ((34.35 *2 *0.33)+(44.28 *0.5))/2OO>='[Cost Estimation 
Workbookl Update-Worksheet" ! $B$lOO,( (34.35 *2*0.33) 
+(44.28*0.5))/2OO,'[Cost Estimation Workbook] 
Update-Worksheet" ! $B$ 100) *$B$2 

EM-7: 
This assumes that it takes 2 EM-7 techs 20 minutes and 1 JCI operator 30 minutes to bring the 
waste to the storage site and unload it properly. 
Storage: Prepare waste for shipment 

Cell B51 =O*$B$2 
GENERATOR : 
No costs incurred at this step. 

Cell C51 =IF(HLOOKUP($B $3 ,B 108: D 1 10,2)/200>='[Cost Estimation 
WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet" !$B $100,HLOOKUP 
($B$3,B 108:D110,2)/2OO,'[Cost Estimation Workbook] 
Update_Worksheet'!$B$lOO)*$B$2 

EM-7: 
&&: This assumes that it takes 2 EM-7 employees 20 minutes to prepare the waste for 
shipment. 
Average: This assumes that it takes 1 EM-7 employee 30 minutes to prepare the waste. 
Low: Assume that no preparation is required for the low-cost waste. 
Storage: Subtotal 
Cell B52 =SUM(B50:B5 1)  
Cell C52 =SUM(C50:C5 1) 
Cell D52 =SUM(D50:D51) 
This is the summation of all Storage steps. 
Treatment and Disposal: Subtotal 

Cell B55 =O*$B$2 
Generator: 
No costs incurred at this step. 

Cell C55 =HLOOKUP($B$3,B 108:D110,3)*$B$2 

m: This takes the average of treating compressed gas cylinders and a RCRA chemical waste, 
which cost $8.35Ab ($18.37/kg) and $12.40Ab ($27.28/kg), respectively. The average is 
$22.83/kg. 

EM-7 : 

Average: 
This takes the average of treating asbestos and chemical waste, such as solvents, which cost 
$1.13Ab ($2.49/kg) and $3.05Ab ($6.71/kg), respectively. The average is $4.60/kg. 

b: 
This takes the average of treating various bulk liquids, which cost $.44/ib ($.97/kg) and $.35/ib 
($.77/k~). The average is $.87/kg. 
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Data Management: Subtotal 

Cell B58 =O*$B$2 
Generator: 
No costs incurred at this step. 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

Cell C58 =IF( (( 52.3 * 15" 1728*'[Cost Estimation 
Workbook]Update-Worksheet"!$E$5)/B7)>='[Cost Estimation 
Workbook]Update-Worksheet"!$B$100,((52.3* 15* 1728*'[Cost 
Estimation Workbook]Update-Worksheet"!$E$S)/B7),'[Cost Estimation 
Workbook] Update-Worksheet" ! $B$ 1 00) * $B$2 

EM-7: 
$52.30/hr * 15 FTE employees *1728 hr * Cell $E$5, which assumes that approximately 15 
people manage the waste databases at the average LANL rate per year, divided among the four 
waste types, which for HW is found in cell E5. This is then divided by Cell B7 kg of HW to get 
a per unit cost. 
Direct Costs Subtotal (kg) 
Cell B59 =SUM(B 1 6+B22+B 32+B 3 5+B47+33 52+B 55+B5 8) 
Cell C59 =SUM(C 16+C22+C32+c35+C47+C52+C55+c58) 
Cell D59 =SUM(B59+C59) 
This is the summation of all Direct Costs per kilogram. 
Direct Costs Subtotal (Ib) 
Cell B60 =B59/2.21 
Cell C60 =C59/2.2 1 
Cell D60 =D59/2.2 1 
This is the summation of all Direct Costs per pound. 
Notes 30-46 are for indirect costs only, which are incurred by EM-7, and are 
listed both in kilograms and pounds. 
Tier I: Ongoing support 

Cell C65 =(('[Cost EstimationWorkbook]Update~Worksheet"$C$23' 
+'[Cost Estimation Workbook]Update_Worksheet'$C$24')/B7*$B$2 

Cell D65 =C65/2.21 
This is from TDD 3088.01 and 3084.01 - Ongoing Support, including capital equipment and 
direct labor. This is divided by Cell B7, kg of HW to get a per unit cost. 
Tier I: Training 
Cell C66 =IF(('[Cost Estimation Workbook]Update-Worksheet"!$C$25 

+'[Cost Estimation Workbook]Update_Worksheet"!$C$26)/B7>=' 
[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet" !$B$100,('[Cost 
Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet"! $C$25+'[Cost Estimation 
Workbook]Update-Worksheet"!$C$26)/B7,'[Cost Estimation 
WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet" !$B$ 100) *$B $2 

Cell D66 =C66/2.21 
This is from TDD 3088.02 and 3084.02 - Training, including capital equipment and direct labor. 
This is divided by Cell B7, kg of HW to get a per unit cost. 
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Tier I: Audits 
Cell C67 =IF((('[Cost Estimation Workbook]Update-Worksheett'!$C$27 

+'[Cost Estimation Workbook]Update-Worksheet"!$C$28)/l37)>= 
'[Cost Estimation W orkbook1Update-W orkshee t " ! $B $1 00 ,((I [Cost 
Estimation Workbook]Update~Worksheet"!$C$27+'[Cost Estimation 
Workbook]Update-Worksheet"!$C$28)/B 7),'[Cost Estimation 
WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet" !$B $100) *$B $2 

Cell D67 =C67/2.21 
This is from TDD 3088.03 and 3084.03 - Audits, including capital equipment and direct labor. 
This is divided by Cell B7, kg of HW to get a per unit cost. 
Tier I: WAC development 
Cell C68 =IF(('[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet"! 

$C$29/B7)>='[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet" 
!$B$100,('[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet" 
!$C$29/B7),'[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet" 
!$B$l OO)*$B$2 

Cell D68 =C68/2.2 1 
This is from TDD 3088.04 - WAC Development, including capital equipment and direct labor. 
This is divided by Cell B7, kg of HW to get a per unit cost. 
Tier I: Waste operations 
Cell C69 =IF((('[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet' ! $C$30 

+' [ Cost Estimation Workbook ]Update-Worksheet ' ! $C$3 1 
+'[Cost Estimation Workbook]Update-Worksheet!$C$32)/B7) 
>='[Cost Estimation Workbook]Update-Worksheet' !$B$lOO, 
(('[Cost Estimation Workbook]Update_Worksheet'!$C$30 
+'[Cost Estimation Workbook]Update-Worksheet'!$C$3 1 
+'[Cost Estimation Workbook]Update-Worksheet'!$C$32)/B7), 
'[Cost Estimation Workbook]Update~Worksheet'!$B$100)*$B$2 

Cell D69 =C69/2.2 1 
This is from TDD 3088.05 - Hazardous Waste Operations, TDD 3084.04 - Waste Storage 
Operations, and TDD 3056 - Hazardous and Toxic Waste Disposal, including capital equipment 
and direct labor. This is divided by Cell B7, kg of HW to get a per unit cost. 
Tier I: Capital equipmedwork orders 
Cell C70 =IF((('[Cost Estimation Workbook]Update_Worksheet'!$C$33 

+'[Cost Estimation Workbook]Update-Worksheet'!$C$34)/B7) 
>='[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet'!$B$lOO, 
(('[Cost Estimation Workbook]Update_Worksheet'!$C$33 
+'[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet' ! $C$34)/B7), 
'[Cost Estimation Workbook]Update_Worksheet'!$B$l00)*$B$2 

Cell D70 =C70/2.2 1 
This is from TDD 3088.07 and TDD 3084.05 - Capital Equipment, including capital equipment 
and direct labor. This is divided by Cell B7, kg of HW to get a per unit cost. 
Tier I: Materials and supplies 
Cell C71 =IF((('[Cost Estimation 

Workbook]Update-Worksheet'!$C$35+'[Cost Estimation 
Workbook]Update_Worksheet'!$C$36)/B7)>='[Cost Estimation 
WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet' !$B$ 1 00,( ('[Cost Estimation 
Workbook]Update~Worksheet'!$C$35+'[Cost Estimation 
Workbook]Update-Worksheet'!$C$36)/B7),'[Cost Estimation 
Workbook ] Update-W orksheet' ! $B$lOO)*$B$2 

Cell D71 =C71/2.21 
This is from TDD 3088.99 and TDD 3084.99 - Materials and Supplies, including capital 
equipment and direct labor. This is divided by Cell B7, kg of HW to get a per unit cost. 
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Tier I: Subtotal 
Cell C72 =SUM(C65:C71) 
Cell D72 =C72/2.2 1 
This is the summation of all Indirect Costs-Tier I. 
Tier I + Direct Costs Subtotal 
Cell C73 
Cell D73 

=D59+C72 
=C73/2.21 

This is the summation of all Indirect Costs-Tier I and all Direct Costs. 
Tier 11: Contract negotiation 
Cell C76 =IF( (( 52.3 * 1 728)/B7)>='[Cost Estimation Workbook] 

Update-Worksheet' !$B$100,((52.3* 1728)/B7),'[Cost Estimation 
WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet' !$B$100)*$B$2 

Cell D76 =C76/2.21 
Assume that one l T E  is required to handle all contract negotiation throughout the vear. divided 

I I 

by Cell B7, kg of HW to get a per unit cost. 
Tier 11: New facilities and general construction 
Cell C77 =IF(('[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet' 

!$C$37/B7)>='[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet' 
!$B$ 100,('[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet' 
!$C$37/B7),'[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet' 
!$B$lOO)*$B$2 

Cell D77 =C77/2.2 1 
This is a summation of TDD 4170 - Thermal Destruction. This is divided by Cell B7, kg of HW 
to get a per unit cost. 
Tier 11: Subtotal 
Cell C78 =SUM(C76:C77) 
Cell D78 =C78/2.21 
This is the summation of Indirect Costs-Tier 11. 
Tier I + Tier 11 + Direct Costs Subtotal 
Cell C79 =C73+C78 
Cell D79 =C79/2.2 1 
This is the summation of Indirect Costs-Tier I and 11 and Direct Costs. 
Tier 111 - Factors: Regulatory stability 

Cell C82 =D59*'[Cost Estimation Workbook]Master-Worksheet' !$B $17 
Cell D82 =C82/2.2 1 
This examines the stability of the regulatory climate. The rationale is that cost to comply with 
regulations will undoubtedly increase every year, but the extent to which it will increase will 
change. If more strict regulations are expected, we might assume that compliance costs will 
increase proportionately. This is added as a precautionary measure and to assist future planning 
and budgeting. 
Note: there is input and linking to the master menu. 
Tier 111 - Factors: Future generation rates 

Cell C83 =D59*'[Cost Estimation Workbook]Update_Worksheet!$B$22 
Cell D83 =C83/2.2 1 
This examines the effect that future generation rates and storage capacity will have on waste 
management costs. 
Note: there is input and linking to the master menu. 
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Tier 111: Subtotal 
Cell C84 =SUM(C82:C83) 
Cell D84 =C84/2.2 1 
This is the summation of Indirect Costs - Tier 111. 
Indirect Costs Subtotal 
Cell C85 =SUM( C72+C78+C84) 
Cell D85 =C8512.21 
This is the summation of all Indirect Costs, Tiers I, I1 and III. 
Grand Total 
Cell C87 
Cell D87 =C8712.21 
This is the summation of both Direct and Indirect Costs. 
Reliability Range, Direct Costs (kg) 
Low 
Cell B91 =C9 1 "0.75 
Average 
Cell C91 =D59 

Cell D91 
This establishes a range that encompasses f 25% of only the direct costs. This is in 
dollars/kilogram. 
Reliability Range, Direct Costs (lb) 
Low 
Cell B92 =B9 112.2 1 
Average 
Cell C92 =C91/2.21 

=D9 1 /2.2 1 
m 
Cell D92 
This establishes a range that encompasses k 25% of only the direct costs. This is in 

=S UM(D5 9+C72 +C7 8+C84) 

=D9 1 * 1.25 

dollars/pound. 
Reliability Range, Grand Total Costs (kg) 
Low 
Cell B95 =C95*0.75 
Averape 
Cell C95 -<87 
High 
Cell D95 =C95* 1.25 
This establishes a range that encompasses k 25% of the grand total costs. This is in 
dollars/kilogram. - 
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51 I Reliability Range, Grand Total Costs (lb) 
- LOW 
Cell B96 =B 9512.2 1 
Average 
Cell C96 =c9512.2 1 
High 
Cell D96 =D9512.21 
This establishes a range that encompasses 325% of the grand total costs. This is in 
dollars/pound. 
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Mixed Waste Notes: 

Notes 
0 

Description 
Notes 1-28 are related to direct costs only. 
Notes 29-46 are for indirect costs only, which are incurred by EM-7, and are 
listed both in cubic meters and cubic feet. 
Salaries that will be used throughout the model 
EM-7 Average: $30.31 EM-7 staff salary in 1992 

$15.88 EM-7 other salary in 1992 
19.5% LANL fringe in 1992 

$49.95 
~2 

(($30.3 1 + $15.88)/2)* 1.195*1.81=$49.95 

EM-7 Staff: $30.31 EM-7 staff salary in 1992 
19.5% LANL fringe in 1992 
8 1 % LANL burden in 1992, 
$65.56 $30.31*1.195*1.81=$65.56 

EM-7 Tech: $15.88 EM-7 other salary in 1992 
19.5% LANL fringe in 1992 
8 1 % 
$34.35 $15.88* 1.195*1.81=$34.35 

EM-8 Average: $28.71 EM4 staff salary in 1992 
$18.24 EM-8 other salary in 1992 
19.5% LANL fringe in 1992 
8 1 % LANL burden in 1992 
$50.78 (($28.71 + $18.24)/2)* 1.195*1.81=$50.78 

LANL burden in 1992 

EM-8 Tech: $18.24 EM-8 other salary in 1992 
19.5% LANL fringe in 1992 
81% LANLbu rden in 1992 
$39.45 $1 8.24* 1.195* 1.81=$39.45 

ENG-5 Average: $32.43 ENG-5 staff salary in 1992 
$21.66 ENG-5 other salary in 1992 
19.5% LANL fringe in 1992 

$58.50 (($32.43 + $21.66)/2)* 1.195*1.81=$58.50 

19.5% LANL fringe in 1992 

$32.88 $15.20* 1.195* 1.81=$32.88 

2 

HS-I Tech: $15.20 HS-1 other salary in 1992 

1 2  r n ' n l  

JCI Teamster: $16.80 JCI teamster salary in 1992 
1.05% JCI multiplier in 1992 
42.7%+16%+17% 
(labor load+mater ial handling+general and administration) in FY 1992 
$30.99 $1 6.80* 1.05* 1.757=$30.99 

JCI Operator: $24.00 JCI teamster salary in 1992 
1.05% JCI multiplier in 1992 
42.7%+16%+17% 
(labor load+material handling+peneral and administration) in FY1992 
$44.28 $24.OO* 1.05* 1.757=$44.28 
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LANL: $31.60 LANL average staff salary in 1992 
$16.76 LANL average other salary in 1992 
19.5% LANL fringe in 1992 
81% LANL burden in 1992 
$52.30 (($31.60 + $16.76)/2)*1.195*1.8 1=$52.30 

MAT-2 Average: $16.07 LANL average other salary in 1992 
19.5% LANL fringe in 1992 
81% LANL burden in 1997 
$34.76 $16.07* 1.195* 1.8 1=$34.76 

Volt Average: $17.41 Volt contractor salary in 1992 

CeU $B$2 = Volume of waste input by the user; all equations in the model are multiplied by this 
number. 
Cell B5 = Total inventory of mixed waste in m 3. 
Cell B6 = Total number of waste processing forms for MW in a given year. 
Cell B7 = Total volume (cubic meters) of MW in a given year. 
Cell B8 = Total volume (cubic meters) divided by Total number of waste processing forms 

(Cell B7/Cell B6). 

Note: The waste processing forms for MW: CWDRs (Cell B6). 
Note: Using 154 m3 for MW from EM-7 database, contact is I-li Chen. 
Note: 0.21 m3 = 55-gal. drum; Equations are divided by 0.21 to derive a per unit cost. 
Note: 1728 was used as the number of working hours in a year from TDDs. 
Note: All costs from the TDD documents were divided by the total volume (cubic meters) of 

Note: Total volume (Cell B7) was divided by the total number of waste processing forms (Cell 
B6) to determine the m per waste processing form (Cell B8). 

Note: The cost of the form was based on  a sample of 5 0 0 a  copies of typical 4-page card stock 
form, averaging original and reprint copies, at $.78 and $SO, respectively, which is $.64/form. 
Generation: Packaging-material 

MW (Cell B7). 

Cell B14 
GENERATOR : 
m: $29 per 55-gal. drum plus 1/3 of a bag of vermiculite @$7.50/bag, divided by 0.21 m3 
($29 + $3.75 = $32.75). 
Averape: $29 per 55-gal. drum, divided by 0.21 m3. 
h: $29 per 55-gal. drum, divided by 0.21 m3. 

Cell C14 =O*$B$2 

No costs incurred at this step. 
Generation: Packaging-labor 

Cell B15 =HLOOKUP(B3,B 100:D102,3)/0.21*$B$2 
GENERATOR: 
High: ($52.30/hr * 1 hr) / 0.21 m3 ==> Assume it takes one hour to package this waste. 
Average: ($52.30/hr * .5 hr) / 0.21 m3 ==> Assume it takes 30 minutes to package this waste. 
- Low: ($52.30/hr * .5 hr) / 0.21 m3 ==> Assume it takes 30 minutes to package this waste. 
See Note #O for LANL salary. 
Cell C15 =O*$B$2 
EM-7 

=HLOOKUP(B3,B 100:D102,2)/0.2 1 *$B$2 

EM-7: 

No costs incurred at this step. 
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Generation: Subtotal 
Cell B16 =SUM(B 14+B 15) 
Cell C16 =SUM(C14+Cl5) 
Cell D16 =SUM(B16+C16) 
This is the summation of all Generation steps. 
Temporary Storage: Satellitehess-than-90-day - database, EM-8 
Cell $B$20 =O*$B$2 
GENERATOR : 
No costs incurred at this step. 
Cell C20 =( 15042/B6)/BS*$B$2 

50% FTE contractor/yr; example: Volt @ $17.41/hr * (1728 hr/yr/2) = $15,042/yr. This is then 
divided by the total number of CWDRs/yr, and then again divided by the m3 per waste 

EM-7 

processing form. 
Temporary Storage: Satellitehess-than-90-day - inspections, records 

Cell $B$21 =IF('[Cost Estimation WorkbooklMaster-Worksheet' 

GENERATOR : 
Assume it takes 1 LANL employee 20 hours per year for inspections, then divided by the 
average amount of waste stored in the less-than-90-day area. 
Note: If this is a satellite storage area, the cost is $0. Otherwise, assume that the waste is 
inspected approximately 50 weeks per year for 5 minutes per day (50 weeks * 5 days = 250 
days, 250 days * .08 hr per day = 20 hours per year for inspections). Then, $52.30 * 20 hr / B7. 

!$B$26=1,0,(52.3*20)/B7)*$B$2 

Cell C21 =O*$B$2 

No costs incurred at this step. 
Note: Training for the upkeep of these storage areas consists of approximately four hours per 
year for one employee. This cost can also be considered as overhead for the generating group, 
so for the purposes of this model, training costs were not included. 
Temporary Storage: Subtotal 
Cell $B$22 =SUM($B$20:$B$2 1 )  
Cell C22 =SUM(C20:C21) 
Cell D22 =SUM($B $22+C22) 
This is the summation of all Temporary Storage steps. 
Characterization: WPF - completion 

EM-7: 

Cell $B$26 =((52.3*0.5)+0.64>/B8*$B$2 
GENERATOR : 
Assume it takes I LANL employee 30 minutes to complete a WF, plus $64 for the form, then 
divide by the m3 per waste processing form. 
Note: WPFs are required for every waste category and are valid for one year. However, for the 
purposes of this model and to capture the costs associated with completion of the WPF, it is 
assumed that a WPF is completed as a typical step in the waste management process for MW. It 
is also assumed that there is 1 WPF for every CWDR. 
See Note #O for LANL salary. 

Cell C26 =O*$B$2 

No costs incurred at this step. 
EM-7 : 
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Characterization: WPF - record keeping, EM-8 

Cell $B$27 =O*$B$2 
GENERATOR : 
No costs incurred at this step. 

Cell C27 =( 15042/B6)/BS*$B$2 

50% FTE contractor/yr; example: Volt @ $17.41/hr * (1728 hr/yr/2) = $15,042/yr. This is then 
divided by the total number of CWDRs/yr, and then again divided by the m3 per waste 
processing form. 
Characterization: Sampldanalyze, LANL group 

Cell $B$28 

EM-7: 

=IF('[Cost Estimation WorkbookIMaster-Worksheet' 
!$B$ 10= 1 ,$220+(50.78* 1),0)/0.2 1 *$B$2 

GENERATOR : 
Using $220 as an average cost for sampling. This cost is from a spreadsheet received from 
EM-9 that documents their costs per each type of analysis. Assume it takes 1 EM-8 employee 1 
hour to do the sampling, then divide by 0.21 m3 to derive a per unit cost. 
Note: This cell is linked to master spreadsheet and users are asked if sampling should be 
included. If so, then $220 is added, otherwise the cost is $0. 

Cell C28 =O*$B$2 
EM-7 : 
No costs incurred at this step. 
Characterization: CWDR and RSWD 
Cell $B$29 
GENERATOR : 
Assume it takes 1 LANL employee 1 hour to complete the CWDR and the RSWD, plus $.64 * 2 
for both forms, then divide by the m3 per waste processing form. 
See Note #O for LANL salary. 
Cell C29 =O*$B$2 

No costs incurred at this step. 
Characterization: Review of forms 
Cell B30 =(52.3*0.75)/BS*$B$2 
GENERATOR : 
Assume it takes 1 LANL employee 45 minutes to review the forms, then divide by the m3 per 
waste rocessing form. 

Cell C30 =O*$B$2 

No costs incurred at this step. 

=( (( 52.3 * 1 )+(0.64* 2))/BS)*$B $2 

EM-7 

See 8 ote #O for LANL salary. 

EM-7: 
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Characterization: Approval and database entry 

Cell B31 =O*$B$2 
GENERATOR : 
No costs incurred at this step. 
Cell C31 =((49.95* lS)/B8)*$B$2 

Assume it takes 1 EM-7 employee 30 minutes to approve the forms, 30 minutes for database 
entry, and 30 minutes for phone calls, action items, and tracking generators. Then divide by the 
m3 per waste processing form. 
See Note #O for EM-7 salary. 
Characterization: Subtotal 
Cell B32 =SUM($B$26:B3 1) 
Cell C32 =SUM(C26:C3 1) 
Cell D32 =SUM(B 32+C32) 
This is the summation of all Characterization steps. 
Repackaging: Subtotal 
Cell B35 =O*$B$2 
GENERATOR : 
Assumption that it is usually EM-7 that realizes there is a packaging discrepancy and pays for it. 
This is a good assumption, I think, because the generators will never admit that they don't 
package things properly and thus would think we were trying to make their portion of the 
costs greater than necessary. 
Cell C35 =(((30.99+49.95+34.35)*0.75)+ 145y0.2 1 *$B$2 

Assume it takes 1 JCI teamster, 1 EM-7 staff, and 1 EM-7 tech 45 minutes to repackage the 
waste, then divide by 0.21 m3 to get a per unit cost. The 85-gal. overpack drum costs $145. 
The staffing required for this was taken from TDD 3056. 
On-Site Transportation: RMT - completion 
Cell B39 =( (52.3* 1.5)+0.64)/B8*$B$2 
GENERATOR : 
Assume it takes 1 LANL employee 1 hour and 30 minutes to complete an RMT, plus $.64 for 
the form, then divide by the m3 per waste processing form. 
Note: WPFs are required for every waste category and are valid for one year. However, for the 
purposes of this model and to capture the costs associated with completion of the WF, it is 
assumed that a WPF is completed as a typical step in the waste management process for MW. It 
is assumed that there is 1 RMT for every CWDR, since each load of waste must have both an 
RMT and a CWDR. 
See Note ##O for LANL salary. 
Cell C39 =O*$B$2 

No costs incurred at this step. 

EM-7: 

EM-7 

EM-7 : 
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On-Site Transportation: RMT - MAT-2 approval 
Cell B40 =(34.76* 1)/B8*$B$2 
**Neither the generator nor EM-7 are currently back charged for MAT-2's services in this 
step. However, it is still a cost that LANL incurs and MAT is considering instituting a 
back charge system. We may want to include here a link to the current year and the year 
they will back charge (to generator, presumably). 
GENERATOR : 
Assume it takes 1 MAT-2 employee 1 hour to approve the RMT, then divide by the m3 per 
waste processing form. 
Note: There is a 4-h turnaround time at MAT-2 to process and return the paperwork. 
See Note #O for MAT-2 salary. 
Cell C40 =0*$B$2 
EM-7: 
No costs incurred at this step. 
On-Site Transportation: RMT - EM-7 approval 
Cell B41 =O*$B$2 
GENERATOR : 
No costs incurred at this step. 

Cell C41 =(49.95* l)/B8*$B$2 

Assume it takes 1 EM-7 employee 30 minutes on average to approve the form. There will be 
times when there are discrepancies and EM-7 must meet with MAT-2 so allow 30 more minutes, 
then divide by the m3 per waste processing form. 
See Note #O for EM-7 salary. 
On-Site Transportation: Arrange transport 
Cell B42 =IF(B3=1,(58.50*0.5),0)/0.21 *$B$2 
GENERATOR: 
High Onlv: If the scenario is 1 then assume it takes 1 ENG-5 employee 30 minutes to perform 
the work and divide by 0.21 m3 to get a per unit cost. 
Note: The transport of the waste is either arranged by EM-7 alone or with the generator and the 
assistance of ENG-5, who coordinates the transport with JCI. EM-7 handles the transport if a 
road closure is not required. 

Cell C42 =(34.35*0.25)/0.2 I *$B$2 

Assume it takes 1 EM-7 tech 15 minutes to arrange the transport, then divide by 0.21 m3 to get a 
per unit cost. 
On-Site Transportation: Transportation - transport 

EM-7: 

EM-7: 

Cell B44 

GENERATOR : 
The waste is transported by JCI and the cost is $445/m3, taken from the $425/ton received from 
Dan McReynolds of JCI, using 8 Ibs/gal. as the conversion for mass to volume ($425/2000 lbs*8 
lb*55 galJ0.21 m3) = $445/m3. 
Cell C44 =((34.35* 1)/0.21*$B$2 

=IF('[Cost Estimation WorkbookIMaster-Worksheet ! 
$B$25=0,0,445)*$B$2 

EM-7: 
Assume it takes 1 EM-7 tech 1 hour to perform the work and then divide by 0.21 m3 to get a per 
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On-Site Transportation: Transportation - road closure 

Cell B45 =IF('[Cost Estimation WorkbookjMaster-Worksheet' ! 
$B$25=0,0,805)*$B$2 

GENERATOR : 
High only: The cost of a road closure is $1675/event, received from Dan McReynolds, JCI. 
Assume in this case, since it is a little rarer, and you can't always guarantee the truck is 75% full 
that the truck has 10 %-gal. drums, which equals 550 gallons (550 gal.* 01337 ft3/gal.*O.O283 
m3/ft3 = 2.08 m3. One event ($1675) divided by the calculated 2.08 m3 = $805/m3. 
Note: There is input and linking to the master menu, so that the user can decide if he wants to 
include road closure costs. 
Averaeehw : A road closure is not required, unless specified in the master menu. 

Cell C45 =0*$B$2 

No costs incurred at this step. 
On-Site Transportation: Transportation - check and weigh waste 

EM-7: 

Cell B46 =0*$B$2 
GENERATOR : 
No costs incurred at this step. 

Cell C46 =((65.56*0.5)+(34.35*0.25))/0.2 1 *$B$2 

Assume it takes 1 EM-7 staff 30 minutes and 1 EM-7 tech 15 minutes to check and weigh the 
EM-7: 

waste, then divide by 0.21 m3 to get a per unit cost. 
See Note #o for EM-7 salary. 
On-Site Transportation: Subtotal 
Cell B47 =SUM@ 39:B46) 
Cell C47 =SUM(C39:C46) 
Cell D47 =SUM(B47+C47) 
This is the summation of all On-Site Transportation steps. 
Intermediate Storage: Monitoring, HS-1 
Cell B50 =0* $B $2 
GENERATOR : 
No costs incurred at this step. 
Cell C50 =( (32.88*0.25)/0.2 1)*$B$2 
EM-7 : 
Assume it takes 1 HS-1 tech 15 minutes to perform the work and then divide by 0.21 m3 to get a 
per unit cost. 
See Note #o for HS-1 salary. 
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Intermediate Storage: Storage 
Cell B51 =O*$B$2 
GENERATOR : 
No costs incurred at this step. 
Cell C51 =((34.35*2*0.33)+(44.28*0.83))/0.2 1 *$B$2 
Assume it takes 2 EM-7 techs 20 minutes and 1 JCI operator 50 minutes to group and band 
drums on pallets, stack pallets and crates and transport waste to storage location and then divide 
by 0.21 m3 to get a per unit cost. 
See Note #O for EM-7 and JCI salary. 
Intermediate Storage: Storage subtotal 
Cell B52 =SUM(B50+B5 1) 
Cell C52 =SUM(C50+C5 1) 
Cell D52 =SUM(B52:C52) 
This is the summation of all Storage steps. 
Data Management: Subtotal 
Cell B55 -0*$B$2 
Generator: 
No costs incurred at this step. 
Cell C55 =((52.3* 15" 1728*[Cost Estimation Workbook] 

Update-Worksheet !$E$6)/B7) *$B$2 
EM-7 : 
Assume it takes 15 LANL employees per year (1728 hours) to manage the waste databases 
divided among 4 waste types (LLW, MW, TRU and HW), then divide by total volume (m3) of 
MW in a given year to derive a per unit cost. 
Note: This spreadsheet is linked to the update spreadsheet. 
Direct Costs Subtotal (m3) 

Cell B56 =SUM(B 16+$B$22+B32+B35+B47+B52+B55) 
Cell C56 =SUM(C 16+C22+C32+C35+C47+C52+C55) 
Cell D56 =SUM(B56+C56) 
This is the summationof all Direct Costs per cubic meter. 
Direct Costs Subtotal (ft3) 
Cell B57 =B56/35.315 
Cell C57 =C56/35.315 
Cell D57 =D56/35.3 15 
This is the summation of all Direct Costs per cubic foot. 
Notes 2 9 4 6  are for indirect costs only, which are incurred by EM-7, and are 
listed both in cubic meters and cubic feet. 
Tier I: Ongoing support 
Cell C62 =(('[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet' ! 

$C$40+'[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet' ! 
$C$4 l)/(B5+B7))*$B$2 

Cell D62 =C62/35.3 1 5 
TDD 3079.01 (Training): TOTAL $ 749,365 
TDD 4192.01 (Training): TOTAL $2,602,204 
The total is divided by total inventory plus total volume (m3) of MW in a given year to derive a 
per unit cost. 
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Tier I: Training 
Cell C63 =(('[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet' ! 

$C$42+'[Cost EstimationWorkbook]Update~Worksheet'! 
$C$43)/(B5+B7))*$B$2 

Cell D63 =C63/35.3 15 
TDD 3079.02 (Training): TOTAL $ 74,743 
TDD 4192.02 (Training): TOTAL $120322 
The total is divided by total inventory plus total volume (m 3, of MW in a given year to derive a 
per unit cost. 
TierI: Audits 
Cell C64 =(('[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet'! 

$C$44+'[Cost EstimationWorkbook]Update~Worksheet' ! 
$C$45)/(B5+B7))*$B$2 

Cell D64 =C64/35.315 
TDD 3079.03 (Audits): TOTAL $83910 
TDD 4192.03 (Audits): TOTAL $31,618 
The total is divided by total inventory plus total volume (m 3, of MW in a given year to derive a 
per unit cost. 
TierI: WAC 
Cell C65 

Cell D65 =C65/35.3 15 
TDD 4192.04 (WAC): TOTAL $144,255 
The total is divided by total inventory plus total volume (m3) of MW in a given year to derive a 
per unit cost. 
Tier I: Waste operations 
Cell C66 =(('[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet'! 

=('[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet' ! 
$C$46/(B5+B7))*$B$2 

$C$47/I37)+('[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet'! 
$C$48/(B5+B7)))*$B$2 

Cell D66 =C66/35.315 
TDD 3079.04 (Waste Storage Operations): TOTAL $334,161 
TDD 4192.05 (LL MW Operations): TOTAL $471,615 
TDD 3079 is divided by total volume (m3) of MW in a given year to derive a per unit cost and 
TDD 4192 is divided by total inventory plus total volume (m3) of M W  in a given year to derive 
a per unit cost. 
Tier I: Capita1 equipment 
Cell C67 =('[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet'! 

Cell D67 =C67/35.3 15 
TDD 4192.99 (Capital Equipment): TOTAL $318,146 
The total is divided by total inventory plus total volume (m3) of MW in a given year to derive a 
per unit cost. This total is for capital equipment only. There are not any total operating costs. 
Tier I: Materials and supplies 
Cell C68 =(('[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet'! 

$C$50+'[Cost EstimationWorkbook]Update~Worksheet' ! 
$C$5 l)/(B5+B7))*$B$2 

$C$49)/(B5+B7))*$B$2 

Cell D68 =C68/35.315 
TDD 3079.99 (Materials and Supplies): TOTAL $174,316 
TDD 4192.99 (Materials and Supplies): TOTAL $137,873 
The total is divided by total inventory plus total volume (m3) of MW in a given year to derive a 
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Tier I: Replacement costs 

Cell C69 =(500)*$B$2 
Cell C69 =C69/35.3 15 
This is the cost required to replace and build any storage or other facility space that may be 
required. Per discussion with M. Baker, EM-7, the cost of building a new storage dome divided 
by the dome's storage capacity is $500/m3 for MW. 
Tier I: Subtotal 

=SUM(C62: C69) 
=C70/35.315 

Cell C70 
Cell D70 
This is the summation of all Indirect Costs-Tier I. 
Tier I + Direct Costs Subtotal 
Cell C71 =SUM(D56+C70) 
Cell D71 
This is the summation of all Indirect Costs-Tier I and all Direct Costs. 
Tier 11: Contract negotiation 
Cell C74 =((52.3* 1728)/B7)*$B$2 
Cell D74 =C74/35.3 15 
Assume that 1 LANL employee is required to handle all contract negotiation throughout the year 
(1728 hours). The total is divided by total volume (m3) of M W  in a given year to derive a per 
unit cost. 
Tier 11: New facilities and general construction 
Cell C75 

=C7 1 /3 5.3 1 5 

=(('[Cost Estimation Workbook] Update-Works heet' ! 
$C$52+'[Cost EstimationWorkbook]Update_Worksheet' ! 
$C$53)/(B5+B7))*$B$2 

Cell D75 =C75/35.3 15 
TDD 3079.05 (New FacilitiesKonstruction): TOTAL $ 91,836 
TDD 4 170(Thermal Destruction): Total Operating $6,399,648 

Capital Equipment $ 233,863 
TOTAL $6,633,511 

These numbers in TDD 4170 reflect only 80% of the total, the other 20% are in hazardous. 
The total is divided by total inventory plus total volume (m 3, of MW in a given year to derive a 
per unit cost. 
Tier 11: Subtotal 
Cell C76 =SUM(C74:C75) 
Cell D76 =C76/35.315 
This is the summation of Indirect Costs-Tier 11. 
Tier I + Tier I1 + Direct Costs Subtotal 
Cell C77 =C7 1+C76 
Cell D77 =C77/35.3 15 
This is the summation of Indirect Costs-Tier I and 11 and Direct Costs. 
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43 Tier I11 - Factors: Regulatory stability 

44 

45 

Cell C80 
Cell D8O =C80/35.315 
Note: This examines the stability of the regulatory climate. The rationale is that the cost to 
comply with regulations will undoubtedly increase every year, but the extent to which it will 
increase will change. If more strict regulations are expected, we might assume that compliance 
costs will increase proportionately. This is added as a precautionary measure and to assist future 

=D56* '[Cost Estimation WorkbookIMaster-Worksheet'!$B$ 1 7 

, planning and budgeting. 
I Note: There is input and linking to the master menu. 
I Tier I11 - Factors: Future generation rates 

Cell C81 =D56*'[Cost Estimation Workbook]Master_Worksheet'!$B$22 
Cell D81 =C81/35.315 
Note: This examines the effect that future generation rates and storage capacity will have on 
waste management costs. 

Tier 111: Subtotal 
' Note: There is input and linking to the master menu. 

=SUM(C80:C8 1)  
=C82/35.315 

Cell C82 
Cell D82 
This is the summation of Indirect Costs from Tier 111. 

46 Indirect Costs Subtotal 

47 

48 

49 

Cell C83 =SUM( C7O+C76+C82) 
Cell D83 =C83/35.315 
This is the summation of all Indirect Costs, Tiers I, I1 and III. 

=SUM(D56+C70+C76+C82) 
=C85/35.315 

I :r:r 
Cell D85 
This is the summation of both Direct and Indirect Costs. 
Reliability Range, Direct Costs(m3) 
- LOW 
Cell B89 =C89*0.75 
Average 
Cell C89 =D56 

Cell D89 =C89* 1.25 
Note: This establishes a range that encompasses * 25% of only the direct costs. This is in 
dollars/cubic meters. 
Reliability Range, Direct Costs(ft3) 
Low 
Cell B90 =B89/35.315 
AveraFe 
Cell C90 =C89/35.3 15 
High: 
Cell D90 =D89/35.3 15 
Note: This establishes a range that encompasses * 25% of only the direct costs. This is in 
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Reliability Range, Grand Total Costs (m3) 
Low 
Cell B93 =C93*0.75 
Average 
Cell C93 =C85 

Cell D93 =C93*1.25 
Note: This establishes a range that encompasses f: 25% of the grand total costs. This is in 
dolladcubic meters. 
Reliability Range, Grand Total Costs (ft3) 
- LOW 
Cell B94 =B93/35.3 15 
Average 
Cell C94 =C93/35.3 15 

Cell D94 =D93/35.3 15 
Note: This establishes a range that encompasses f: 25% of the grand total costs. This is in 
dolladcubic feet. 

High 

High 
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Low Level Radioactive Waste Notes: 

Notes 
Q 

Description 
Notes 1-26 are related to direct costs only. 
Notes 27-46 are for indirect costs only, which are incurred by EM-7, and are 
listed both in cubic meters and cubic feet. 
Salaries that will be used throughout the model 
EM-7 Average: $30.3 I EM-7 staff salary in I992 

$15.88 EM-7 other salary in 1992 
19.5% LANL fringe in 1992 
81% LANL burden in 1992 
$49.95 (($30.31 + $15.88)/2)*1.195*1.8 1=$49.95 

EM-7 Tech: $15.88 EM-7 other salary in 1992 
19.5% LANL fringe in 1992 
81% LANL burden in 1992 
$34.35 $15.88*1.195* 1.8 1=$34.35 

EM-8 Average: $28.71 EM-8 staff salary in 1992 
$18.24 EM-8 other salary in 1992 
19.5% LANL fringe in 1992 

$50.78 (($28.71 + $18.24)/2)*1.195*1.81=$50.78 

19.5% LANL fringe in 1992 

$39.45 $18.24*1.195*1.81=$39.45 

fi 

EM-8 Tech: $18.24 EM-8 other salary in 1992 

fi 

ENG-5 Average: $32.43 ENG-5 staff salary in 1992 
$21.66 ENG-5 other salary in 1992 
19.5% LANL fringe in 1992 
81% LANL burden in 1992 
$58.50 (($32.43 + $21.66)/2)*1.195*1.81=$58.50 

HS-1 Tech: $15.20 HS-1 other salary in 1992 
19.5% LANL fringe in 1992 
8 1 % LANL burden in 1992 
$32.88 $15.20*1.195* 1.81=$32.88 

JCI Teamster: $16.80 JCI teamster salary in 1992 
1.05% JCI multiplier in 1992 
42.7%+16%+ 17% 

$30.99 $16.80*1.05*1.757=$30.99 
+and administration) in Ey1992 

JCI Operator: $24.00 JCI operator salary in 1992 
1.05% JCI multiplier in 1992 
42.7%+16%+17% 

$44.28 $24.00* 1.05*1.757=$44.28 
( l a b o r a n d  administration) in Ey1992 

LANL: $3 1.60 LANL average staff salary in 1992 
$16.76 LANL average other salary in 1992 
19.5% LANL fringe in 1992 
81% LANL burden in 1992 
$52.30 (($31.60 + $16.76)/2)*1.195*1.81=$52.30 
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MAT-2 Average: $16.07 LANL average other salary in 1992 
19.5% LANL fringe in 1992 
81% LANL burden in 1992 
$34.76 $16.07*1.195*1.81=$34.76 

Volt Average: $17.41 Volt contractor salary in 1992 

Butler Average: $18.01 Butler contractor salary in 1992 

Cell $B$2 = Volume of waste input by the user; all equations in the model are multiplied by this 

Cell B6 = Total number of waste processing forms for Low-Level Waste in a given year. 
Cell B7 = Total volume (cubic meters) of Low-Level Waste in a given year. 
Cell BS = Total volume (cubic meters)) divided by Total number of waste processing forms 

number. 

(Cell B7/Cell B6). 

Note: The waste processing forms for Low-Level waste: RSWDs (Cell B6). 
Note: Using 5280 m3 for LLW from EM-7's database, contact is I-li Chen. 
Note: 0.21 m3 = 55-gallon drum; Equations are divided by 0.21 to derive a per unit cost. 
Note: 1728 was used as the number of working hours in a year from TDDs 
Note: All costs from the TDD documents were divided by the total volume (cubic meters) of 

LLW (Cell B7). 
Note: Total volume (Cell B7) was divided by the total number of waste processing forms (Cell 

B6) to determine the m3 per waste processing form (Cell B8). 
Note: The cost of the form was based on a sample of 500 copies of a typical 4-page card stock 

form, averaging original and reprint copies, at $.78 and $SO, respectively, which is 
$ .64/form. 

Generation: Packaging - material 
Cell B14 =HLOOKUP(B 3 ,B96:D98,2) * $B$2 
GENERATOR 
High: $30 per 55-gal. drum + $6.35 per 55-gal. drum cover, divided by 0.21 m3. 
Average: $36.35 + $2.50 for vermiculite ($7.50 per bag, 1 bad3 drums), divided by 0.21 m3. 
W $.56 + $ 3 9  (2 ft3 cardboard box and plastic liner, respectively), multiplied by 4 to give a 
55-gal. equivalent, divided by 0.21 m3. 

Cell C14 =O*$B$2 

No costs incurred at this step. 
Generation: Packaging - labor 
Cell B15 =HLOOKUP(B3,B96:D98,3)*$B$2 
GENERATOR 
High: ($52.30/hr * 1 hr) / 0.21 m3 => Assume it takes one hour to package this waste. 
Averape: ($52.30/hr * .5 hr) I0.21 m3 => Assume it takes 30 minutes to package this waste. 
Low: ($52.30/hr * .25 hr) / 0.21 m3 ==> Assume it takes 15 minutes to package this waste. 
See Note #O for LANL salary. 
Cell C15 =O*$B $2 

No costs incurred at this step. 

EM-?: 

EM-7: 
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Generation: Subtotal 
Cell B16 =SUM(B 14+B 15) 
Cell C16 =SUM(C14+C15) 
Cell D16 =SUM(B 16+C 16) 
This is the summation of all Generation steps. 
Characterization: WPF - completion 
Cell $B$20 =((52.3*0.25+0.64)/B8)*$B$2 
GENERATOR: 
Assume it takes 1 LANL employee 15 minutes to complete a WPF, plus $.64 for the form, then 
divide by the m3 per waste processing form. 
Note: WPFs are required for every waste category and are valid for one year. However, for the 
purposes of this model and to capture the costs associated with completion of the WPF, it is 
assumed that a WPF is completed as a typical step in the waste management process for LLW. 
It is also assumed that there is 1 WPF for every RSWD. 
See Note # for LANL salary. 
Cell C20 
EM-7 : 

=O*$B$2 

No costs incurred at this step. 
Characterization: WPF - record keeping, EM-8 
Cell $B$21 =0*$B$2 
GENERATOR: 
No costs incurred at this step. 
Cell C21 

50% FIE contractor/yr; example: Volt @ $17.41/hr * (1728 hr/yr/2) = $15,042/yr. This is then 
divided by the total number of RSWDdyr, and then again divided by the m3 per waste 
processing form. 
Characterization: Monitor, HS- 1 
Cell $B$22 =O*$B$2 
GENERATOR: 
No costs incurred at this step. 
Cell C22 =((32.88*0.25)/0.2 1)*$B$2 
EM-7: 
Assume it takes 1 HS-1 tech 15 minutes to perform the work and then divide by 0.21 m3 to get a 
per unit cost. 
See Note #O for HS-1 salary. 
Characterization: Sampldanalyze, LANL group 
Cell $B$23 
GENERATOR: 
Using $330 as an average cost for sampling. This cost is from a spreadsheet received from EM- 
9 that documents their costs per each type of analysis. The sampling cost is divided by 0.21 m3 
to derive a per unit cost. 
Note: This cell is linked to master spreadsheet for scenarios. Users are asked if sampling 
should be included; if so, then $330 is added, assuming that the extent of analysis is not 
dependent on the type of waste being analyzed, but rather on the fact that the waste is unknown 
and needs to be characterized. 
Cell C23 =O*$B$2 

No costs incurred at this step. 

=( ( 1 5O42/B6)/B 8) *$B $2 
EM-7 : 

=HLOOKUP(B3,B 101 :D 102,2)/0.2 1 *$B$2 

EM-7: 
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Characterization: RSWD 
Cell $B$U =((52.3*0.25+0.64)/Bs)”$B$Z 
GENERATOR 
Assume it takes 1 LANL employee 15 minutes to complete the RSWD, plus $.64 for the form, 
then divide by the m3 per waste processing form. 
See Note #o for LANL salary. 
Cell C24 =O*$B$2 
EM-7: 
No costs incurred at this step. 
Characterization: Review of forms 
Cell $B$25 
GENERATOR 
Assume it takes 1 LANL employee 30 minutes to review the forms, then divide by the m per 
waste processing form. 
See Note #o for LANL salary. 
Cell C25 =O*$B$2 

No costs incurred at this step. 
Characterization: Approval and database entry 
Cell $B$26 =O*$B$2 
GENERATOR: 
No costs incurred at this step. 

Cell C26 =((49.95* lS)/B8)*$B$2 

Assume it takes 1 EM-7 employee 30 minutes to approve the forms, 30 minutes for database 
entry, and 30 minutes for phone calls, action items, and tracking generators. Then divide by the 
m3 per waste processing form. 
See Note #o for EM-7 salary. 
Characterization: Subtotal 
Cell $B$27 =SUM($B$20:$B$26) 
Cell C27 =SUM(C2O:C26) 
Cell D27 =SUM($B$27+C27) 

=( (52.3 *0.5)/B8) *$B$2 

EM-7: 

EM-7 : 

This is the summation of all Characterization steps. 
On-Site Transportation: RMT - completion 
Cell B31 =((52.3* 1.5+0.64)/B8)*$B$2 
GENERATOR: 
Assume it takes 1 LANL employee 1 hour and 30 minutes to complete an RMT, plus $.64 for 
the form, then divide by the m3 per waste processing form. 
Note: W F s  are required for every waste category and are valid for one year. However, for the 
purposes of this model and to capture the costs associated with completion of the WF, it is 
assumed that a W F  is completed as a typical step in the waste management process for LLW. 
It is assumed that there is 1 RMT for every RSWD, since each load of waste must have both an 
Rh4T and an RSWD. 
See Note #o for LANL salary. 
Cell C31 =O*$B$2 

No costs incurred at this step. 
EM-7: 
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On-Site Transportation: RMT - MAT-2 approval 
**Neither the generator nor EM-7 are currently back charged for MAT-2's 
services in this step. However, it is still a cost that LANL incurs and MAT 
is considering instituting a back charge system. 
Cell B32 =((34.76* l)/B8)*$B$2 
GENERATOR: 
Assume it takes 1 MAT-2 employee 1 hour to approve the RMT, then divide by the m3 per 
waste processing form. 
Note: In reality, there is a 4-h turnaround time at MAT-2 to process and return the paperwork, 
but only 1 hour is actual labor. 
See Note #O for MAT-2 salary. 
Cell C32 =O*$B$2 

No costs incurred at this step. 
EM-7 : 

On-Site Transportation: RMT - EM-7 approval 
Cell B33 =O*$B$2 
GENERATOR: 
No costs incurred at this step. 

Cell C33 
EM-7 : 

=((49.95 * )B8)*$B$2 

Assume it takes 1 EM-7 employee 30 minutes on average to approve l..: form. There will be 
times when there are discrepancies and EM-7 must meet with MAT-2 so allow 30 more minutes, 
then divide by the m3 per waste processing form. 
See Note #O for EM-7 salary. 
On-Site Transportation: Arrange transport 

Cell B34 

GENERATOR: 
High Only; If the scenario is 1 then assume it takes 1 ENG-5 employee 30 minutes to perform 

=IF(B3= 1 ,(58.5*0.5),IF('[Cost Estimation 
Workbook]Master~Worksheet'!$B$30=1,(58.5*0.5),0))/0.2 1 *$B$2 

the work and divide by 0.21 m3 to get a per unit cost. 
Note: The transport of the waste is either arranged by EM-7 alone or with the generator and the 
assistance of ENG-5, who coordinates the transport with JCI. EM-7 handles the transport if the 
waste is located in a dumpster; otherwise, it is in the domain of JCI. 
For the purposes of this model, JCI will handle the transport of the high waste and the generator 
will be charged an additional fee for the services of ENG-5. In all 3 scenarios, EM-7 will be 
charged to arrange transport of the waste, as calculated below in Cell C34. 
AverageLow: If the user has indicated that a road closure should be included, then the cost of a 
road closure will also be calculated and included. 
Cell C34 =(34.35*0.25)/0.21*$B$2 

Assume it takes 1 EM-7 tech 15 minutes to arrange the transport, then divide by 0.21 m3 to get a 
EM-7 : 

per unit cost. 
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On-Site Transportation: Transportation - transport 

Cell B36 =IF(B3= l,526,IF('[Cost Estimation 

GENERATOR: 
Workbook]Master_Worksheet'!$B$29= l,526,0))*$B$2 

High Only: If the scenario is 1 then the waste is transported by JCI and the cost is $526/m 3, 
taken from the $502/ton received from Dan McReynolds of JCI, using 8 lbs/gal as the 
conversion for mass to volume ($502/2000 lbs*8 lb*55 ga1.10.21 m3) = $526/m3. Or, if the user 
has indicated that a road closure should be included, it will be calculated here instead. 

Cell C36 

Averwfi .o w: Assume the truck is 75% full, which is a total of 17 55-gal. drums, which equals 
935 gallons (935 gal.* 01337 ft%gal.*0.0283 m3/ft3 = 3.54 m3). Then, one JCI teamster and 
vehicle for 1 hour divided by the calculated 3.54 m3. Or, if the user has indicated that a road 
closure should be included, nothing will be calculated. 
See Note #o for JCI salary. 
On-Site Transportation: Transportation - road closure 
Cell B37 =HLOOKUP(B3,B 105:D 106,2)*$B$2 
GENERATOR: 
High on]& The cost of a road closure is $1675/event, received from Dan Mc Reynolds, JCI. 
Assume the truck is 75% full, which is a total of 17 55-gal. drums, which equals 935 gallons 
(935 gal.* 01337 ft3/gal.*O.O283 m3/ft3) = 3.54 m3. One event ($1675) divided by the 
calculated 3.54 m3 = $473/m3. 
Averaeeh w; A road closure is not required, unless the user indicates that this should be 
included, in which case the cost of $473/m3 is calculated and added. Note: Embedded in the 
look-up table are the costs that need to be included. 
Cell C37 =O*$B$2 

No costs incurred at this step. 
On-Site Transportation: Transportation - monitor waste, HS-1 

=IF(B3= 1,O,IF($B$29= 1,0,((30.99* 1)/3.54)))*$B$2 
EM-7 1 

EM-7 : 

Cell B38 =0*$B$2 
GENERATOR: 
No costs incurred at this step. 
Cell C38 

Assume it takes 1 HS-1 tech 30 minutes to perform the work and then divide by 0.21 m3 to get a 
per unit cost. 
See Note #O for HS-1 salary. 
On-Site Transportation: Transportation - check & weigh waste 
Cell B39 =0*$B$2 
GENERATOR: 
No costs incurred at this step. 

=( (3 2.8 8 *0.5)/0.2 1 ) * $B $2 
EM-7: 

Cell C39 =((34.35*0.5*2)/EB)*$B$2 

Assume it takes 2 EM-7 techs 30 minutes to check and weigh the waste and complete the 
EM-7 : 
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On-Site Transportation: Subtotal 
Cell B40 =SUM(B3 1:B39) 
Cell C40 =SUM(C3 1:C39) 
Cell D40 =SUM( B40+C40) 
This is the summation of all On-site Transportation steps. 
Disposal: Waste placement 
Cell B43 =O*$B$2 
GENERATOR: 
No costs incurred at this step. 
Cell C43 

=IF(B3=1,((44.28*0.33)+(34.35*3*0.33)/0.21)+17 18,((44.28*0.33)+(3 
4.35*3*0.33)/0.2 1)*$B$2 

EM-7 m: Assume remote-handling required here. From JCI, these figures are $1640/ton, and using 
the conversion of 8 lbslgal. ($1640/2000 lbs*8 lbs*55 gal./0.21m3=$1718/m3). Also, included 
are the costs for 1 JCI operator at $44.28/hr for 20 minutes to make sure the waste is taken to the 
proper location and 3 EM-7 techs @ 20 minutes each to place the waste in the pit or shaft 
correctly. 
Averagehw : Assume that it takes 1 JCI operator at $44.28/hr 20 minutes to make sure the 
waste is taken to the proper location and 3 EM-7 techs 20 minutes each to place the waste in the 
pit or shaft correctly. 
Note: This refers to the placement of waste into shafts and pits. It includes the following 
activities: transport waste to pit or shaft and place waste into shafts and pits. 
Disposal: Waste burial 
Cell B44 =O*$B$2 
GENERATOR 
No costs incurred at this step. 

Cell C44 

Assume that it takes 1 JCI operator approximately 30 minutes and 1 EM-7 tech and 1 contractor 
(Butler) 30 minutes each to perform the work. 
Note: This refers to the burial of waste into shafts and pits. It includes the following activities: 
drive dozer to and from pit, compact waste in pit, drive loader to and from pit, spread dirt over 
waste, drive dozer to and from pit again, compact dirt over waste and utilize theodolite system. 
Disposal: Subtotal 
Cell B45 =SUM(B43:B44) 
Cell C45 =SUM( C43 : C44) 
Cell D45 =SUM(B45+C45) 
This is the summation of all Disposal steps. 

=((44.28*0.5)+(34.35*0.5)+( 18.01 *0.5))/0.2 1 *$B$2 
EM-7: 
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Data Management: Data subtotal 
Cell B48 =O*$B$2 
GENERATOR: 
No costs incurred at this step. 

Cell C48 =( (52.30" 15* 1728*'[Cost Estimation 
Workbook] Update-Worksheet ' ! $E$7)/B 7) *$B$2 

EM-7: 
Assume it takes 15 LANL employees per year (1728 hours) to manage the waste databases 
divided among 4 waste types (LLW, TRU, Mixed, and HW), then divide by total volume (m3) 
of LLW in a given year to derive a per unit cost. 
Note : LLW reqiures 0.06, or 6%, of the data managment effort according to the current year's 
calculations. This spreadsheet is linked to an "Update" spreadsheet that calculates the 
appropriate percentage for each type of waste. 
Direct Costs Subtotal (m3) 
Cell B49 =SUM(B 16+$B$27+B40+B45+B48) 
Cell C49 =SUM(C 16+C27+C40+C45+C48) 
Cell D49 =SUM(B49+C49) 
This is the summation of all Direct Costs per cubic meter. 
Direct Costs Subtotal (ft3) 
Cell B50 =B49/35.3 15 
Cell C50 =C49/35.3 1 5 
Cell D50 =D49/35.3 1 5 
This is the summation of all Direct Costs per cubic foot. 
Notes 27-46 are for indirect costs only, which are incurred by EM-7, and are 
listed both in cubic meters and cubic feet. 
Tier I: Ongoing support 
Cell C55 =(('[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet'! 

$C$56)/B7)*$B$2 
Cell D55 =C55/35.3 15 
TDD 4139.01 (Ongoing Support): Total Operating $3,551,912 

Capital Equipment $ 266,176 
TOTAL $3,818,088 

The total is divided by total volume (m3) of LLW in a given year to derive a per unit cost. 
Tier I: Administrative management 
Cell C56 =('[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet'! 

Cell D56 =C56/35.3 15 
TDD 4 139.02 (Administrative Management): TOTAL $390,633 
The total is divided by total volume (m3) of LLW in a given year to derive a per unit cost. 
Tier I: Maintenance 
Cell C57 =('[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet'! 

Cell D57 =C57/35.3 15 
TDD 4 139.03 (Maintenance): TOTAL $0 
The total is divided by total volume (m3) of LLW in a given year to derive a per unit cost. 

$C$57/B7) *$B$2 

$C$58/B7)*$B$2 
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Tier I: Training 
Cell C58 

Cell D58 =C58/35.315 
TDD 4139.04 (Training): TOTAL $23336 
The total is divided by total volume (m3) of LLW in a given year to derive a per unit cost. 
TierI: Audits 
Cell C59 

Cell D59 =C59/35.3 15 
TDD 4139.05 (Audits): TOTAL $249939 
The total is divided by total volume (m3) of LLW in a given year to derive a per unit cost. 
Tier I: CertificatiodAssessment 

=('[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet' ! 
$C$59/B7) *$B $2 

=('[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet' ! 
$C$60/B7) *$B $2 

Cell C60 

Cell D60 =C60/35.315 
TDD 4139.15 (CertificatiodAssessment): TOTAL $878 
The total is divided by total volume (m3) of LLW in a given year to derive a per unit cost. 
Tier I: Capital equipment/Work orders 
Cell C61 

Cell D61 =C61/35.3 15 
TDD 4139.14 (Capital EquipmenWork Orders): Total Operating $ 37,980 

Capital Equipment $ 74,050 
TOTAL $112,030 

The total is divided by total volume (m3) of LLW in a given year to derive a per unit cost. 
Tier I: Materials and supplies 
Cell C62 =((('[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet'! 

Cell D62 =C62/35.315 
TDD 4 139.99 (Materials and Supplies): 

=('[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet' ! 
$C$6 lB7)*$B$2 

=(('[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet' ! 
$C$62)/B7)*$B$2 

$C$63)*.75)/B7)*$B$2 

Total Operating $6,575,796 
Capital Equipment $ 340,226 
TOTAL $6,916,022 

Materials and Supplies were multiplied by 75% since the remaining 25% was assumed as part of 
Replacement Costs. The total is divided by total volume (m3) of LLW in a given year to derive 
a per unit cost. 
Tier I: Replacement costs 

Cell C63 =IF(B3=1,96,48)*$B$2 
Cell D63 =C63/35.315 
This is the cost required to replace and build any storage or other facility space that may be 
required. Per a discussion with S. Francis, EM-7, the cost of excavating an average LLW pit is 
$200K. The average size of a pit is 60x 12Ox 100 ft = 720,000 ft3, or 20,400 m3. The pits 
average only 25% waste when filled, so the total waste volume in the pit is 5,000 m3. Add 20% 
cost for engineering costs and the total pit replacement is $48/m3 for contact-handled LLW. For 
remote-handled LLW, the cost is doubled, for a total of $96/m3. 
Tier I: Subtotal 
Cell C64 =SUM(C55:C63) 
Cell D64 =C64/35.3 15 
This is the summation of all Indirect Costs-Tier I. 
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44 

Tier I + Direct Costs Subtotal 
Cell C65 =SUM( D49+C64) 
Cell D65 =C63/35.3 15 
This is the summation of all Indirect Costs-Tier I and all Direct Costs. 
Tier 11: Contract negotiation 
Cell C68 =((52.3* 1728)/B7)*$B$2 
Cell D68 =C68/35.3 15 
Assume that 1 LANL employee is required to handle all contract negotiation throughout the yea 
(1728 hours). The total is divided by total volume (m3) of LLW in a given year to derive a per 
unit cost. 
Tier 11: New facilities and general construction 
Cell C69 

Cell D69 =C69/35.3 15 
TDD 4139.08 (Pit and Shaft Excavation) was the only applicable TDD activity for this activity. 
However, it was excluded here since it was assumed that any pit and shaft excavation will be 
included in the replacement costs for EY 1994. In the future, however, this value may be 
changed. 
Tier 11: NonConformance Activities 
Cell C70 =('[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet'! 

Cell D70 =C70/35.315 
TDD 41 39.06 (Non-Conformance Activities): TOTAL $ 4 9 6 8 6  
The total is divided by total volume (m3) of LLW in a given year to derive a per unit cost. 
Tier 11: Subtotal 
Cell C71 =SUM(C68:C70) 
Cell D71 =C71/35.3 15 

=('[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet' ! 
$C$64/€37) *$B$2 

$C$65/€37)*$B$2 

This is the summation of Indirect Costs-Tier 11. 
Tier I + Tier I1 + Direct Costs Subtotal 
Cell C72 =C65+C7 1 
Cell D72 =C72/35.3 15 
This is the summation of Indirect Costs-Tier I and I1 and Direct Costs. 
Tier 111 - Factors: Regulatory stability 
Cell C75='[Cost Estimation WorkbookIMaster-Worksheet' !$B$17*D49 
Cell D75 S7W35.315 
Note: This examines the stability of the regulatory climate. The rationale is that the cost to 
comply with regulations will undoubtedly increase every year, but the extent to which it will 
increase will change. If more strict regulations are expected, we might assume that compliance 
costs will increase proportionately. This is added as a precautionary measure and to assist futurc 
planning and budgeting. 
Note: There is input and linking to the master menu. 
Tier I11 - Factors: Future generation rates 

Cell C76 ='[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet'! 
$B$22* D49 

Cell D76 =C76/35.3 15 
Note: This examines the effect that future generation rates and storage capacity will have on 
waste management costs. 
Note: There is input and linking to the master menu. 
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Tier 111: Subtotal 
Cell C77 =SUM(C75:C76) 
Cell D77 =C77/35.3 15 
This is the summation of Indirect Costs-Tier 111. 
Indirect Costs Subtotal 
Cell C78 =SUM(C64+C7 1 +C77) 
Cell D78 =C78/35.315 
This is the summation of all Indirect Costs-Tiers I, I1 and 111. 
Grand Total 

Cell C80 =SUM(D49+C78) 
Cell D80 =C80/35.3 15 
This is the summation of both Direct and Indirect Costs. 
Reliability Range, Direct Costs (m3) 
Low 
Cell B84 =C84*0.75 
Average 
Cell C84 =D49 
High 
Cell D84 =C84* 1.25 
Note: This establishes a range that encompasses k 25% of only the direct costs. This is in 
dollardcubic meters. 
Reliability Range, Direct Costs (ft 3) 
- LOW 
Cell BS5 =B84/35.315 
Average 
Cell C85 =C84/35.315 
High 
Cell D85 =D84/35.3 15 
Note: This establishes a range that encompasses & 25% of only the direct costs. This is in 
dollarskubic feet. 
Reliability Range, Grand Total Costs (m3) 
- LOW 
Cell BS8 =C88*0.75 
Average 
Cell C88 =C80 

Cell D88 =C88* 1.25 
Note: This establishes a range that encompasses f 25% of the grand total costs. This is in 
dollardcubic meters. 

High 
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51 -Reliability Range, Grand Total Costs (ft3) 
- LOW 
Cell B89 =B88/35.3 15 
Average 
Cell CS9 =C88/35.3 15 

Cell D89 =D88/35.315 
Note: This establishes a range that encompasses k 25% of the grand total costs. This is in 
dollars/cubic feet. 
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Transuranic Waste Notes: 

Notes 
0 

Description 
Notes 1-33 are related to direct costs only. 
Notes 34-57 are for indirect costs only, which are incurred by EM-7, and are 
listed both in cubic meters and cubic feet. 
Salaries that will be used throughout the model. 
EM-7 Average: $30.3 1 EM-7 staff salary in 1992 

$15.88 EM-7 other salary in 1992 
19.5% LANL fringe in 1992 
81% LANL burden in 1992 
$49.95 (($30.3 1 + $15.88)/2)* 1.195* 1.8 1=$49.95 

EM-7 Tech: $15.88 EM-7 other salary in 1992 
19.5% LANL fringe in 1992 

$34.35 $1 5.88* 1.195*1.8 1=$34.35 
K 2  

EM-7 Staff: $30.31 EM-7 staff salary in 1992 
19.5% LANL fringe in 1992 
8 1 % 
$65.56 $30.31 *1.195* 1.81=$65.56 

LANL burden in 1992 

EM-8 Average: $28.71 EM-8 staff salary in 1992 
$18.24 EM-8 other salary in 1992 
19.5% LANL fringe in 1992 
81% LANL burden in 1992 
$50.78 (($28.7 1 + $18.24)/2)*1.195*1.81=$50.78 

EM-8 Tech: $18.24 EM-8 other salary in 1992 
19.5% LANL fringe in 1992 
8 1 % LANL burden in 1992 
$39.45 $ I  8.24*1.195* 1.81=$39.45 

ENG-5 Average: $32.43 ENG-5 staff salary in 1992 
$21.66 ENG-5 other salary in 1992 
19.5% LANL fringe in 1992 

$58.50 (($32.43 + $21.66)/2)*1.195*1.81=$58.50 

HS-1 Tech: $15.20 HS-1 other salary in 1992 
19.5% LANL fringe in 1992 

$32.88 $15.20*1.195*1.8 1=$32.88 
r i 1  

JCI Teamster: $16.80 JCI teamster salary in 1992 
1.05% JCI multiplier in 1992 
42.7%+16%+17% 
(labor- and administration) in FY 1992 
$30.99 $16.80* 1.05* 1.757=$30.99 

JCI Operator: $24.00 JCI operator salary in 1992 
1.05% JCI multiplier in 1992 
42.7%+16%+17% 
(labor load+maten 'a1 handling+gneral and administration) in FY1992 
$44.28 $24.00* 1.05* 1.757=$44.28 
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D (con’t) 

1 

LANL: $3 1.60 LANL average staff salary in 1992 
$16.76 LANL average other salary in 1992 
19.5% LANL fringe in 1992 
81% LANL burden in 1992 
$52.30 (($31.60 + $16.76)/2)*1.195* 1.81=$52.30 

MAT-2 Average: $16.07 LANL average other salary in 1992 
19.5% LANL fringe in 1992 
81% LANL burden in 1992 
$34.76 $1 6.07*1.195*1.8 1=$34.76 

Volt Average: $17.41 Volt contractor salary in 1992 

Cell $B$2 = Volume of waste input by the user; all equations in the model are multiplied by this 

Cell B5 = Total inventory of contact-handled TRU. 
Cell C5 = Total inventory of remote-handled TRU. 
Cell B6 = Total number of waste processing forms for TRU in a given year. 
Cell B7 = Total volume (cubic meters) of TRU in a given year. 
Cell B8 = Total volume (cubic meters)) divided by Total number of waste processing forms 

Cell B9 = Total volume of remote-handled TRU for a given year. 

Note: The waste processing forms for TRU: 435 TWSRs (Cell B6) 
Note: Using 121 m3 for TRU from EM-7’s database, contact is I-li Chen. 
Note: 0.21 m3 = 55-gal. drum; Equations are divided by 0.21 to derive a per unit cost. 
Note: 1728 was used as the number of working hours in a year from TDDs 
Note: All costs from the TDD documents were divided by the total volume (cubic meters) of 

TRU (Cell B7). 
Note: Total volume (Cell B7) was divided by the total number of waste processing forms (Cell 

B6) to determine the m3 per waste processing form (Cell B8). 
Note: The cost of the form was based on a sample of 500 copies of a typical 4-page card stock 

form, averaging original and reprint copies, at $.78 and $ S O ,  respectively, which is 
$ .64/fonn. 

number. 

(Cell B7/Cell B6). 

Generation: Packaging - material 
Cell B14 =HLOOKUP($B$3,$B$107:$D$109,2)*$B$2 
GENERATOR 

($1 1OOA.8 m3 = $611/m3), then cement for the steel box, which is $.67/lb, 
($.67*81b*55ga1/0.21 m3 = $1404, $1404 + $611 = $2015/m3. 
Average: $439 = $250 (drum) + $12 (cement) + $128 (lead sheet) + $19.04 (vent filter) + 
$29.60 (2 26-in. long bags 63 $14.80 each), then divide by 0.21 m3. 
Low: $31 1 = $250 (drum) + $12 (cement) + $19.04 (vent filter) + $29.60 (2 26-in. long bags @ 
$14.80 each), then divide by 0.21 m3. 
Cell C14 =O*$B$2 

No costs incurred at this step. 

Assumed a steel box (1.8 m3) which costs $1 100, which converts to $61 l/m3 

EM-7 
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Generation: Packaging - labor 
Cell B15 =HLOOKUP($B$3,$B$l07:$D$lO9,3) *$B$2 
GENERATOR 

Average: ($52.30/hr * 1 .O hr) / 0.2 1 m3 ==> Assume it takes 1 hour to package this waste, 
Low: ($52.30/hr * .75 hr) / 0.21 m3 ==> Assume it takes 45 minutes to package this waste. 
See Note #O for LANL salary. 
Cell C15 =O*$B$2 

No costs incurred at this step. 
Generation: Subtotal 
Cell B16 =SUM(B 14-t-B 15) 
Cell C16 =SUM(C14+C15) 
Cell D16 =SUM(B16+C16) 
This is the summation of all Generation steps. 
Characterization: WPF - completion 
Cell $B$20 
GENERATOR: 
Assume it takes 1 LANL employee 30 minutes to complete a WPF, plus $.64 for the form, then 
divide by the m3 per waste processing form. 
Note: W F s  are required for every waste category and are valid for one year. However, for the 
purposes of this model and to capture the costs associated with completion of the W F ,  it is 
assumed that a WPF is completed as a typical step in the waste management process for TRU. It 
is also assumed that there is 1 W F  for every TWSR. 
See Note #O for LANL salary. 
Cell C20 =O*$B$2 

($52.30/hr * 1.0 hr) / 0.21 m3 ==> Assume it takes 1 hour to package this waste. 

EM-7 : 

=( (52.3 *0.5)+0.64)/8 8 *$B$2 

EM-7: 
No costs incurred at this step. 
Characterization: WPF - record keeping, EM-8 
Cell $B$21 =O*$B$2 
GENERATOR: 
No costs incurred at this step. 
Cell C21 

50% FTE contractor/yr; example: Volt @ $17.41/hr * (1728 hr/yr/2) = $15,042/yr. This is then 
divided by the total number of TWSRs/yr, and then again divided by the m per waste 
processing form. 
Characterization: Monitor, HS-1 
Cell $B$22 =O*$B$2 
GENERATOR: 
No costs incurred at this step. 
Cell C22 =(32.88*0.25)/0.2 1 *$B$2 

Assume it takes 1 HS-1 tech 15 minutes to perform the work and then divide by 0.21 m3 to get a 
per unit cost. Assumption: at least one drum needs to be monitored. 
See Note #O for HS-1 salary. 

=( 1 5O42/B 6)B8 * $B$2 
EM-7 : 

EM-7 : 
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11 

Characterization: Assay/analyze, NMT-4 
Cell $B$23 
GENERATOR: 
This includes the drum x-ray (3 EM-7 techs @ 1 hour and 1 EM-7 staff @ 10 minutes), gamma 
assay (2 EM-7 techs @ 1 hour and 1 EM-7 staff @ I5 minutes), pan assay (4 EM-7 techs @ 20 
minutes and 1 EM-7 staff @ 5 minutes) and ultrasound (3 EM-7 techs @ 40 minutes, 1 EM-7 
tech @ 10 minutes, 2 EM-7 techs @ 30 minutes and 1 EM-7 staff 63 30 minutes). 
Cell C23 =O*$B$2 

No costs incurred at this step. 
Characterization: Inspect for mixed, EM-8 
Cell $B$24 =O*$B$2 
GENERATOR 
No costs incurred at this step. 
Cell C24 =((50.78*0.5)/0.2 1)*$B$2 

Assume it takes 1 EM-8 employee 30 minutes to perform the work and then divide by 0.21 m3 
to get a per unit cost. 
See Note #O for EM-8 salary. 
Characterization: TWSR 
Cell $B$25 =((52.3*0.5)+0.64)/BS)*$B$2 
GENERATOR: 
Assume it takes 1 L A N  employee 30 minutes to complete the TWSR, plus $.64 for the form, 
then divide by the m3 per waste processing form. 
See Note #O for LANL, salary. 
Cell C25 =O*$B$2 

No costs incurred at this step. 
Characterization: Preapproval and database entry 
Cell $B$26 =O*$B$2 
GENERATOR 
No costs incurred at this step. 
Cell C26 =((49.95* lS)/BS)*$B$2 

Assume it takes 1 EM-7 employee 30 minutes to approve the forms, 30 minutes for database 
entry, and 30 minutes for phone calls, action items, and tracking generators. Then divide by the 
m3 per waste processing form. 
See Note #o for EM-7 salary. 
Characterization: Subtotal 
Cell $B$27 =SUM($B$20:$B$26) 
Cell C27 =SUM(C2O:C26) 
Cell D27 =SUM($B$27+C27) 
This is the summation of all Characterization steps. 

=((34.35*9.5)+(65.56* 1))/0.2 1 *$B$2 

EM-7: 

EM-7 : 

EM-7: 

EM-7: 
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Additional Packaging: Repackaging 
Cell B30 =O*$B$2 
GENERATOR: 
No costs incurred at this step. 
Cell C30 =IF('[Cost Estimation Workbook]Master-Worksheet'! 

$B$14= 1 ,(((49.95*0.5)+(48.43+ 19.O4))/0.2 1),O)*$B$2 
EM-7 
If the user enters a 1 to repackage the waste then assume it takes 1 EM-7 employee 30 minutes 
to repackage the waste and add the material involved. The 83-gal. overpack drum costs $48.43 
plus the additional carbon-composite vent filter at $19.04. Then divide by 0.21 to get a per unit 
cost. If the user doesn't enter a 1 then the cost is automatically $0. 
Note: There is input and linking to the master menu. 
See Note #O for EM-7 salary. 
Additional Packaging: Size reduction facility 
Cell B31 =0* $B $2 
GENERATOR: 
No costs incurred at this step. 
Cell C31 =IF('[Cost Estimation WorkbookIMaster-Worksheet' ! 

$B $34= 1 ,(2000),0) *$B $2 
EM-7 : 
The cost for putting waste through the Size Reduction Facility is $8000/m3 (waste going out), 
according to Robert Gonzales of the SRF. This includes preparation, cutting the waste if 
necessary, loading it into the machine, completing paperwork, bagging off, cleaning if 
necessary, road closure, checking equipment, and the certification necessary. For the waste 
going in to the facility, the cost is $2000/m3, which reflects a 4:1 reduction ratio achieved by the 
SRF. 
Note: There is input and linking to the master menu. 
Note: TRU is rarely repackaged but when EM-7 realizes there is a packaging discrepancy they 
pay for it. This is a good assumption, I think, because the generators will never admit that they 
don't package things properly and thus would think we were trying to make their portion of the 
costs greater than necessary. 
Additional Packaging: Drum preparation 
Cell B32 =0*$B$2 
GENERATOR 
No costs incurred at this step. 
Cell C32 =((28.6*2*0.33)+(34.35*2*0.5)+(65.56*0.25))/02 1 *$B$2 

This includes 2 JCI laborers @ $28.60/hr for 20 minutes, 2 EM-7 techs @ $34.35 for 30 minutes 
and 1 EM-7 staff @ $65.56 for 15 minutes. This is then divided by 0.21 m3 to get the costs per 
unit of waste. 
Additional Packaging: Subtotal 
Cell B33 =SUM(B 30:B 32) 
Cell C33 =SUM(C30:C32) 
Cell D33 =SUM(B33+C33) 
This is the summation of all Additional Packaging steps. 

EM-7: 
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17 

18 

19 

On-Site Transportation: RMT - completion 
Cell B37 =((52.3* 1.5)+0.64)/BS*$B$2 
GENERATOR: 
Assume it takes 1 LANL employee 1 hour and 30 minutes to complete an RMT, plus $.64 for 
the form, then divide by the m3 per waste processing form. 
Note: WPFs are required for every waste category and are valid for one year. However, for the 
purposes of this model and to capture the costs associated with completion of the WPF, it is 
assumed that a WPF is completed as a typical step in the waste management process for TRU. It 
is assumed that there is 1 RMT for every TWSR, since each load of waste must have both an 
RMT and a TWSR. 
See Note #O for LANL salary. 
Cell C37 =O*$B$2 
EM-7 : 
No costs incurred at this step. 
On-Site Transportation: RMT - MAT-2 approval 
**Neither the generator nor EM-7 are currently back charged for MAT-2's 
services in this step. However, it is still a cost that LANL incurs and MAT 
is considering instituting a back charge system. 
Cell B38 =(34.76* 1)/B8*$B$2 
GENERATOR: 
Assume it takes 1 MAT-2 employee 1 hour to approve the RMT, then divide by the m per 
waste processing form. 
Note: There is a 4-h turnaround time at MAT-2 to process and return the paperwork. 
See Note #O for MAT-2 salary. 
Cell C38 =0*$B$2 
EM-7 
No costs incurred at this step. 
On-Site Transportation: RMT - EM-7 approval 
Cell B39 =O*$B$2 
GENERATOR: 
No costs incurred at this step. 

Cell C39 =(49.95* 1)/B8*$B$2 

Assume it takes 1 EM-7 employee 30 minutes on average to approve the form. There will be 
times when there are discrepancies and EM-7 must meet with MAT-2 so allow 30 more minutes, 
then divide by the m3 per waste processing form. 
See Note #O for EM-7 salary. 
On-Site Transportation: Arrange transport 

EM-7 : 

Cell B40 =(58.5*0.5)/0.2 1 *$B$2 
GENERATOR: 
This assumes it takes 1 ENG-5 employee 30 minutes to perform the work and divide by 0.21 m3 
to get a per unit cost. The transport of the waste is arranged by the generator and the assistance 
of ENG-5, who coordinates the transport with JCI. 
Cell C40 =(34.35*0.25)/0.2 1 *$B$2 
EM-7 : 
Assume it takes 1 EM-7 tech 15 minutes to assist with the arrangement of the transport, then 
divide by 0.21 m3 to get a per unit cost. 
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20 I On-Site Transportation: Transportation - monitor waste, HS-1 
Cell B42 =O*$B$2 
GENERATOR: 
No costs incurred at this step. 

Cell C42 =(32.88*0.5)/0.2 1 *$B$2 

Assume it takes 1 HS-1 tech 30 minutes to perform the work and then divide by 0.21 m3 to get a 
EM-7 : 

21 

22 

23 

per unit cost. 
See Note #O for HS-1 salary. 
On-Site Transportation: Transportation - inspect waste, EM-7 
Cell B43 =0* $B $2 
GENERATOR: 
No costs incurred at this step. 
Cell C43 =((49.95*0.5)/0.21)*$B$2 

Assume it takes 1 EM-7 employee 30 minutes to perform the work and then divide by 0.21 m3 
to get a per unit cost. 
EM-7 salary from Note #O. 
On-Site Transportistion: Transportation - transport by JCI 
Cell B44 =445*$B$2 
GENERATOR 
The waste is transported by JCI and the cost is $445/m3, taken from the $425/ton received from 
Dan McReynolds of JCI, using 8 lbs/gal. as the conversion for mass to volume ($425/2000 lbs*8 
lb*55 gaU0.21 m3) = $445/m3. 
Cell C44 =O*$B$2 

No costs incurred at this step. 
On-Site Transportation: Transportation - road closure 

EM-7 

EM-7: 

Cell B45 =805*$B$2 
GENERATOR 
The cost of a road closure is $1675/event, received from Dan McReynolds, JCI. Assume in this 
case, since it is a little rarer, and you can't always guarantee the truck is 75% full, that the truck 
has 10 55-gallon drums, which equals 550 gallons (550 gal.* 01337 ft3/gal*O.O283 m3/ft3 = 
2.08 m3. One event ($1675) divided by the calculated 2.08 m3 = $805/m3. 
Note: A road closure is always required. 
Cell C45 =O*$B$2 

No costs incurred at this step. 
EM-7: 

24 On-Site Transportation: Transportation - check and weigh waste 

Cell B46 =0*$B$2 
GENERATOR: 
No costs incurred at this step. 

Cell C46 =((65.56*0.5)+(34.35*0.25))/0.2 1 *$B$2 

Assume it takes 1 EM-7 staff 30 minutes and 1 EM-7 tech 15 minutes to check and weigh the 
waste, then divide by 0.21 m3 to get a per unit cost. 
See Note #O for EM-7 salary. 

EM-7 : 
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On-Site Transportation: Subtotal 
Cell B47 =SUM(B37:B46) 
Cell C47 =SUM(C37:C46) 
Cell D47 =SUM( B47+C47) 
This is the summation of all On-site Transportation steps. 
Intermediate Storage: Receiving inspection, EM-7 
Cell B50 =O*$B$2 
GENERATOR: 
No costs incurred at this step. 
Cell C50 =((49.95*0.5)/SS)*$B$2 
EM-7: 
Assume it takes 1 EM-7 employee 30 minutes to perform the work and then divide by Cell B8, 
&form, to get a per unit cost. 
EM-7 salary from Note #o 
Intermediate Storage: Review and database entry 
Cell B51 =O*$B$2 
GENERATOR 
No costs incurred at this step. 
Cell C51 =((49.95*0.5)/S8)*$B$2 

Assume it takes 1 EM-7 employee 30 minutes to complete this work, then divide by the 1n3 per 
waste processing form. 
See Note #O for EM-7 salary. 
Intermediate Storage: Monitor waste, HS-1 
Cell B52 =O*$B$2 
GENERATOR 
No costs incurred at this step. 
Cell C52 =(32.88*0.25)/0.2 1 *$B$2 

Assume it takes 1 HS-1 tech 15 minutes to perform the work and then divide by 0.21 m3 to get a 
per unit cost. 
See Note #o for HS-1 salary. 
Intermediate Storage: Storage at TA-54, Area G 
Cell B53 =0*$B$2 
GENERATOR: 
No costs incurred at this step. 
Cell C53 =HLOOKUP($B$3,$B$115:$D$116,2)*$B$2 

Higk Assume remote-handling required here. From JCI, these figures are $1640/ton, and using 
the conversion of 8 lbslgal. ($1640/2000 lbs*8 lbs*55 gal./ 0.21 m3 = $1718/m3. 
AverageLow: For these 2 scenarios, assume that 3 EM-7 techs are needed to place the waste 
for one hour each, then divide by 0.21 m3 to get a per unit cost. 
See Note #O for EM-7 salary. 

EM-7 : 

EM-7: 

EM-7: 
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31 

32 

33 

34 

Intermediate Storage: Subtotal 
Cell B54 =SUM(B50:B53) 
Cell C54 =SUM( C50: C5 3) 
Cell D54 =SUM(B54+C54) 
This is the summation of all Intermediate Storage steps. 
Data Management: Data subtotal 
Cell B57 =O*$B$2 
GENERATOR 
No costs incurred at this step. 
Cell C57 =((52.3* 15* 1728*’[Cost Estimation Workbook] 

Update_Worksheet’!$E$8)/€37)*$€3$2 
EM-7: 
Assume that it takes 15 LANL employees per year (1728 hours) to manage the waste databases 
divided among 4 waste types (LLW, TRU, mixed and HW), then divide by total volume (m3) of 
TRU in a given year to derive a per unit cost. 
Note: TRU requires 0.03, or 3%, of the data management effort according to the current year’s 
calculations. This spreadsheet is linked to an “Update” spreadsheet that calculates the 
appropriate percentage for each type of waste. 
Direct Costs Subtotal (m3) 
Cell B58 =SUM(B 16+$B$27+B33+B47+B 54+B57) 
Cell C58 =SUM(C 16+C27+C33+C47+c54+C57) 
CeIl D58 =SUM(B58+C58) 
This is the summation of all Direct Costs Der cubic meter. 
Direct Costs Subtotal (ft3) 
Cell B59 =B58/35.3 15 
Cell C59 =C58/35.3 15 
Cell D59 =D58/35.3 15 
This is the summation of all Direct Costs per cubic foot. 
Notes 34-57 are for indirect costs only, which are incurred by EM-7, and are 
listed both in cubic meters and cubic feet. 
Tier I: Ongoing support 
Cell C64 =((‘[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet’! 

$C$68+[Cost Estimation WorkbooklUpdate-Worksheet’ ! 
$C$69)/(B5+B7)*$B$2 

Cell D64 =C64/35.3 15 
TDD 4146.01 (Ongoing Support): Total Operating $1,8 15,207 

Capital Equipment $ 17,233 
TOTAL $1,832,440 

TDD 4154.01 (Ongoing Support): Total Operating $1,23 1,8 13 
Capital Equipment $ 42,007 
TOTAL $1,273,820 

The total is divided by total inventory of contact-handled TRU plus total volume (m3) of TRU in 
a given year to derive a per unit cost. 
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36 

38 

39 

40 
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Tier I: Administrative management 
Cell C65 =('[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet'! 

$C$70+[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet' ! 
$C$7 l)/(B5+B7)*$B$2 

Cell D65 =C65/35.3 15 
TDD 4146.02 (Administrative Management): TOTAL $427,730 
TDD 4154.02 (Administrative Management): TOTAL $582,659 
The total is divided by total inventory of contact-handled TRU plus total volume (m3) of TRU in 
a given year to derive a per unit cost. 
Tier I: Maintenance 
Cell C66 =([Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet' ! 

$C$72+[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet' ! 
$C$73)/(B5+B7)*$B$2 

Cell D66 =C66/35.3 15 
TDD 4146.03 (Maintenance): TOTAL $46336 
TDD 4154.03 (Maintenance): TOTAL $46,051 
The total is divided by total inventory of contact-handled TRU plus total volume (m3) of TRU in 
a given year to derive a per unit cost. 
Tier I: Training 
Cell C67 =([Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet' ! 

$C$74+[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet'! 
$C$7 5)/(B5+B7)*$B $2 

Cell D67 =C67/5.3 15 
TDD 4146.04 (Training): TOTAL $23936 
TDD 4154.04 (Training): TOTAL $128,882 
The total is divided by total inventory of contact-handled TRU plus total volume (m3) of TRU in 
a given year to derive a per unit cost. 
TierI: Audits 
Cell C68 =([Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet'! 

$C$76+[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet'! 
$C$77)/(B 5+B7)*$B $2 

Cell D68 =C68/35.315 
TDD 4146.05 (Audits): TOTAL $ 669502 
TDD 4154.05 (Audits): TOTAL $118,315 
The total is divided by total inventory of contact-handled TRU plus total volume (m3) of TRU in 
a given year to derive a per unit cost. 
Tier I: CerWicatiodAssessment 
Cell C69 =([Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet'! 

Cell D69 =C69/35.3 15 
TDD 4154.08 (CertificatiodAssessment): TOTAL $210,976 
The total is divided by total inventory of contact-handled TRU plus total volume (m3) of TRU in 
a given year to derive a per unit cost. 
Tier I: Characterization, preparation, and treatment 
Cell C70 

Cell D70 =C70/35.3 15 
TDD 4154.17 (Waste Characterization, Preparation, and Treatment): TOTAL $582,659 
The total is divided by total inventory of contact-handled TRU plus total volume (m3) of TRU in 
a given year to derive a per unit cost. 

$C$78)/(B5+B7)*$B$2 

=([Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet' ! 
$C$79)/(B 5+B7) *$B $2 
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Tier I: Capital EquipmentNork Orders 
Cell C71 =([Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet' ! 

$C$8O+[Cost Estimation WorkbookJUpdate-Worksheet' ! 
$C$81)/(B5+B7)*$B$2 

Cell D71 =C7 1/35.3 15 
TDD 4146.13 (Capital EquipmenWork Orders): Total Operating $ 188,491 

Capital Equipment $ 4,342 
TOTAL $ 192,833 

TDD 4 154.15 (Capital EquipmendWork Orders)): Total Operating $1,229,23 1 
Capital Equipment $ 79,380 
TOTAL $1,308,611 

The total is divided by total inventory of contact-handled TRU plus total volume (m3) of TRU in 
a given year to derive a per unit cost. 
Tier I: Materials and supplies 
Cell C72 =([Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet'! 

$C$82+[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet'! 
$C$83)/( BS+B7)*$B $2 

Cell D72 =C72/35.3 15 
TDD 4146.99 (Materials and Supplies): TOTAL $3,841,984 
TDD 4154.99 (Materials and Supplies): TOTAL $5,885,236 
The total is divided by total inventory of contact-handled TRU plus total volume (m3) of TRU in 
a given year to derive a per unit cost. 
Tier I: Remote-handled indirect costs 
Cell C73 

$C$84)/(C5+B9) * $B$2 
Cell D73 =C73/35.3 15 
TDD 41 17 (RH TRU Waste Treatment): Direct Costs from TDD 41 17 $ 37,980 

Indirect Costs from TDD 4 1 17 $ 869,429 
TOTAL $1,247,477 

Use indirect costs only from TDD 41 17 and that cost is divided by total inventory of remote- 
handled TRU plus total volume (m 3, of remote-handled TRU in a given year to derive a per unit 

=([Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet' ! 

cost. 
Tier I: Replacement costs 

Cell C74 =IF(B3=1,1 OOO,5oO)*$B$2 
Cell D74 =c74/35.3 15 
This is cost required to replace and build any new storage or other facility space that may be 
required. Per discussion with M. Baker, EM-7, the cost of building a new storage dome divided 
by the dome's storage capacity is $500/m3 for contact-handled TFW. For remote-handled TRU, 
the cost is arbitrarily doubled, to $1000/m3. 
Tier I: Subtotal 

=SUM( C64: C74) 
=C75/35.3 15 

Cell C75 
Cell D75 
This is the summation of all Indirect Costs-Tier I. 
Tier I + Direct Costs Subtotal 
Cell C76 =C75+D5 8 
Cell D76 =C76/35.315 
This is the summation of all Indirect Costs-Tier I and all Direct Costs. 
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Tier 11: Contract negotiation 
Cell C79 =(52.3 * 1728)/B7*$B$2 
Cell D79 =C79 /35.3 15 
Assume that 1 LANL employee is required to handle all contract negotiation throughout the year 
(1728 hours). The total is divided by total volume (m3) of TRU in a given year to derive a per 
unit cost. 
Tier 11: New facilities and general construction 
Cell C80 =([Cost Estimation WorkbooklUpdate-Worksheet' ! 

$C$85+[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet'!+ 
$C$86[Cost Estimation Workbook]Update-Worksheet'! 
$C$87)/(B5+B7+C5)*$B$2 

Cell D8O =C80/35.315 
TDD 4146.09 (New FacilitiesKonstruction): Total Operating $4 13,334 

Capital Equipment $133,328 
TOTAL $546,662 

TDD 4154.16 (New FacilitiesKonstntction): TOTAL $186,585 
TDD 4197 (New FaciIitiesKonstruction): TOTAL $862,607 
The total is divided by total inventories of contact- and remote-handled TRU plus total volume 
lm3) of TRU in a given year to derive a per unit cost. 
Tier 11: Nonconformance activities 
Cell C81 =([Cost Estimation Workbook]Update-Worksheet' ! 

$C$88+[Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet' ! 
$C$89)/B7 *$B$2 

Cell D81 
TDD 4146.06 (Nonconformance Activities): TOTAL $9,078 
TDD 4154.06 (Nonconformance Activities): TOTAL $9,078 
The total is divided by total volume (m3) of TRU in a given year to derive a per unit cost. 
Tier 11: Storage remediation 
Cell C82 

$C$90/l35*$B$2 
Cell D82 =C82/35.3 15 
TDD 41 82 (TRU Storage Remediation): TOTAL $8,520,614 
The total is divided by total inventory (m3) of contact-handled TRU in a given year to derive a 

=C8 1 /35.3 1 5 

=([Cost Estimation WorkbookIUpdate-Worksheet' ! 

per unit cost. 
Tier 11: Subtotal 
Cell C83 =SUM(C79:C82) 
Cell D83 =C83/35.3 15 
This is the summation of Indirect Costs-Tier 11. 
Tier I + Tier I1 i- Direct Costs Subtotal 
Cell C84 =SUM(C83+C76) 
Cell D84 =C84/35.3 15 
This is the summation of Indirect Costs-Tier I and I1 and Direct Costs. 
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Tier I11 - Factors: Regulatory stability 

Cell C87 
Cell D87 =C87/35.3 15 
Note: This examines the stability of the regulatory climate. The rationale is that the cost to 
comply with regulations will undoubtedly increase every year, but the extent to which it will 
increase will change. If more strict regulations are expected, we might assume that compliance 
costs will increase proportionately. This is added as a precautionary measure and to assist future 
planning and budgeting. 

='[Cost Estimation WorkbookIMaster-Worksheet' ! $B$17 * $D$5 8 

- -  
Note: There is input and linking to the master menu. 
Tier 111 - Factors: Future generation rates 

Cell C88 ='[Cost Estimation Workbook]Master-Worksheet'!$B$22*$D$58 
Cell D88 =C88/35.3 15 
Note: This examines the effect that future generation rates and storage capacity will have on 
waste management costs. 
Note: There is input and linking to the master menu. 
Tier I11 - Factors: WIPP commencement 
Cell C89 =[Cost Estimation Workbook]Update_Worksheet'!$C$91 *$B$2 
Cell D89 =C89/35.3 15 
Note: The costs for WIPP are not vet well defined bv DOE. However. this is a valid cost that 
must be considered and therefore is  noted here. 
Tier 111: Subtotal 
Cell C90 =SUM(C87:C89) 
Cell D90 =C90/35.315 
This is the summation of Indirect Costs-Tier III. 
Indirect Costs Subtotal 
Cell C91 =SUM(C75+C83+C90) 
Cell D91 S9U35.315 
This is the summation of all Indirect Costs-Tiers I, I1 and III. 
Grand Total 
Cell C93 =SUM(D58+C75+C8 3+C90) 
Cell D93 =C93/35.3 15 
This is the summation of both Direct and Indirect Costs. 
Reliability Range, Direct Costs (m3) 
- LOW 
Cell B97 =C97 "0.75 
Average 
Cell C97 =D58 

Cell D97 =C97* 1.25 
Note: This establishes a range that encompasses k 25% of only the direct costs. This is in 
dollars/cubic meters. 
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Reliability Range, Direct Costs(ft 3) 
- LOW 
Cell B98 =B97/35.315 
Average 
Cell C98 =C97/35.3 15 

Cell D98 =D97/35.3 15 
Note: This establishes a range that encompasses & 25% of only the direct costs. This is in 
dollars/cubic feet. 
Reliability Range, Grand Total Costs (m3) 
- LOW 
CellB101 =C1 
Average 
CellClOl =C93 
High 
Cell DlOl =C101*1.25 
Note: This establishes a range that encompasses k 25% of the grand total costs. This is in 
dollars/cubic meters. 
Reliability Range, Grand Total Costs (ft3) 

High 

Low 
Cell B102 
Average 
Cell C102 

=B 10U35.3 15 

=C 10 U35.3 1 5 
High 
Cell D102 =D101/35.315 
Note: This establishes a range that encompasses k 25% of the grand total costs. This is in 
dollardcubic feet. 
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